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Foreword

Marcus Rediker

TOUSSAINT, the most unhappy man of men!
Whether the whistling Rustic tend his plough
Within thy hearing, or thy head be now
Pillowed in some deep dungeon’s earless den;—
O miserable Chieftain! where and when
Wilt thou find patience? Yet die not; do thou
Wear rather in thy bonds a cheerful brow:
Though fallen thyself, never to rise again,
Live, and take comfort. Thou hast left behind
Powers that will work for thee; air, earth, and skies;
There’s not a breathing of the common wind
That will forget thee; thou hast great allies;
Thy friends are exultations, agonies,
And love, and man’s unconquerable mind.

This book takes its title from a sonnet William Wordsworth wrote in 1802: “To Toussaint L’Ouverture,” the great leader of the Haitian
Revolution, who would soon die of pneumonia as a prisoner of Napoleon in Fort de Joux in eastern France.

Julius S. Scott shows us the collective human power behind Wordsworth’s words. He focuses on “the breathing of the common
wind,” asking who inhaled the history of Toussaint and the revolution and who whispered it all out again as subversive stories, to
circulate with velocity and force around the Atlantic. Scott gives substance to Wordsworth’s beautiful abstraction by showing
“unconquerable minds” at work—a motley crew of sailors, runaway slaves, free people of color, maroons, deserted soldiers, market
women, escaped convicts, and smugglers. These people, in motion, became the vectors through which news and experience circulated
in, around, and through the Haitian Revolution. Scott gives us a breathtaking social and intellectual history of revolution from below.

It would not be exactly right to call The Common Wind an “underground classic.” Its status as a classic is not in doubt, but the landed
metaphor would be wrong: the book is about what happened, not underground, but rather below decks, at sea, and on the docks, on ships
and in canoes, and on the waterfronts of rough-and-tumble port cities in the era of the Haitian Revolution. It would, however, be right to
say that the book and its reputation parallel the world of sailors and other mobile workers who are its central subject: both have had a
fugitive existence—hard to find and known about largely through word-of-mouth stories. For decades historians have spoken at
conferences in hushed, admiring, conspiratorial tones about Scott’s work—“have you heard …?” From its inception as a doctoral
dissertation in 1986, through its endless citation by scholars in a variety of fields down to the present, The Common Wind has long
occupied an unusual place in the world of scholarship.

I vividly recall the moment I first heard. Julius S. Scott’s friend and mentor at Duke University, Peter Wood, had come in 1985 to
Georgetown University, where I taught at the time, to give a lecture. Afterward, as we crossed “Red Square” and discussed questions
that arose about his talk, Wood mentioned that he had a Ph.D. student who was studying the movement by sea of the ideas and news of
the Haitian Revolution during and after the 1790s, the decade in which the Atlantic was in flames, from Port-au-Prince to Belfast to
Paris and London.

My first words to Wood were, “how on earth can someone study that?” Bear in mind, I had recently completed a dissertation on
eighteenth - century Atlantic sailors, so if anyone could have been expected to know how Scott did it, it might have been me. Even so, I
was stunned by Wood’s description of the project—and more than curious to learn more. Wood put us in touch, Scott and I began to
correspond, and a year or so later, after its submission and defense, I read “The Common Wind.” I was convinced then, and I am
convinced now, that it is one of the most creative historical studies I have ever read.

Scott takes on an issue that long vexed slaveowners around the Atlantic—what one of them in 1791 called the “unknown mode of
conveying intelligence amongst Negroes.” Intelligence is precisely the right word, for the knowledge that circulated on “the common
wind” was strategic in its applications, linking news of English abolitionism, Spanish reformism, and French revolutionism to local
struggles across the Caribbean. Mobile people used webs of commerce and their own autonomous mobility to form subversive
networks, of which the ruling classes of the day were keenly aware even if latter-day historians, until Scott, were not.



Scott thus creates a new way to see one of history’s biggest themes, what Eric Hobsbawm famously called “the age of revolution.”
He shifts our view in two directions: we see the flaming epoch from below and from the seaside. By emphasizing the men and women
who connected by sea Paris, Sevilla, and London to Port-au-Prince, Santiago de Cuba, and Kingston, and who then in small vessels
connected ports, plantations, islands, and colonies to each other, Scott creates a new, highly imaginative transnational geography of
struggle. Instances of resistance from below in various, hitherto disconnected parts of the world now appear as constituent parts of a
broad human movement. The forces—and the makers—of revolution are illuminated as never before.

The book is populated by long-forgotten figures who once upon a time inspired stories of their own. A Cap Français runaway called
himself “Sans-Peur” (“Without Fear”)—truly a name with a message, both for his fellow enemies of slavery and for anyone who might
try to hunt him down. Nameless African market women in Saint-Domingue called each other “sailor,” expressing through their
greetings a form of solidarity that stretched back to the seventeenth-century buccaneers. John Anderson, known as “Old Blue,” was a
Jamaican sailor who escaped his owner with a huge iron collar around his neck. He eluded recapture along the waterfront for fourteen
years, during which time his reputation was “as long and distinctive as his graying beard” (74). The richness of the book’s narrative is
extraordinary.

A key to Scott’s work is the port city, where mobile peoples from around the world came together to work. Brought into cooperative
laboring relationships by transnational capital to move the commodities of the world, these workers translated their cooperation into
projects of their own. Scott shows how the capitalist mode of production actually worked in port cities, not only generating massive
wealth through trade, but also producing oppositional movements from below. As the miserable Lord Balcarres, governor of Jamaica,
explained in 1800, “turbulent people of all nations” made up the lower class of Kingston. Characterized by “a general levelling spirit
throughout” they were primed for insurrection—ready to torch the town and leave it in ashes (70). Scott shows how the waterfront
became a “cauldron of insurrection” (114) and how transnational “cycles of unrest” erupted in many port cities during the 1730s, the
1760s, and the 1790s. The last of these exploded into an Atlantic-wide revolution.

Scott was doing transnational and Atlantic history long before that approach and that field had become cutting-edge forces in
historical writing. To say that he was ahead of his time would be an understatement. Many of the sentences he penned more than thirty
years ago read as if they were written yesterday. “Sweeping across linguistic, geographic, and imperial boundaries, the tempest created
by mobile people in … slave societies would prove a major turning point in the history of the Americas” (xv). Such conclusions are
based on deep archival research carried out in Spain, Britain, Jamaica, and the United States, and on published primary sources from
and about Cuba, Saint Domingue, and other parts of the Caribbean. They tell a startling new story in the proud annals of “history from
below.”

Scott has drawn creatively on a rich body of radical scholarship in conceptualizing the book. From Christopher Hill’s The World
Turned Upside Down: Radical Ideas in the English Revolution (1972), Scott takes the notion of the “masterless,” originally used to
describe the footloose, often expropriated men and women of the seventeenth century, to create something entirely new, “the masterless
Caribbean,” the men and women who occupied and moved around and between the highly “mastered” spaces of the plantation system.
From C. L. R. James’s Mariners, Renegades, and Castaways: Herman Melville and the World We Live In (1953), Scott takes the
motley, floating subjects who connected the world in the early modern era and who later came to life in Melville’s sea novels. Scott also
draws on the work of Georges Lefebvre, the great historian of the French Revolution who coined the phrase “history from below” in the
1930s and who showed, in his classic work The Great Fear of 1789: Rural Panic in Revolutionary France (1932), how rumor drove a
great social and political upheaval. Rumors of emancipation, spread by masterless motley crews, became a material force across the
Caribbean and around the Atlantic during the 1790s.

The Common Wind is one of those rare works that conveys not only new evidence and new arguments, though there are plenty of
both, but an entirely new vision of a historical period, in this case the age of revolution, one of the most profound moments in world
history. The Haitian Revolution, Wordsworth would be happy to know, “dies not.” Julius S. Scott follows in the wake of the undefeated
people he studies by telling us a new story—of exultation and agony, of love and revolution. He has given us a gift for the ages.



Preface

In the summer of 1792, just three days before the third anniversary of the storming of the Bastille in Paris, three volunteer army
battalions waited anxiously at the French port of La Rochelle to ship out to the French Caribbean. Eager, loyal to the French republic,
and firmly committed to the ideals of the revolution which continued to unfold around them, these soldiers nevertheless possessed only
a vague notion of the complex situation which awaited them in the colonies.

Once the French Revolution began in 1789, inhabitants of France’s possessions overseas perceived the sweeping governmental and
social changes in the mother country to represent an opportunity to advance their own interests. Planters and merchants pursued greater
freedom from the control of colonial ministers, free people of color sought to rid the colonies of caste inequality, but the slaves, who
made up the vast majority of the population in all the French territories in America, mounted the most fundamental challenge to
metropolitan authority. Inspired by the ideas of “liberty, equality, and fraternity,” sporadic uprisings of slaves occurred in the French
islands as early as the fall of 1789. While white colonists managed to contain these early disturbances, in August 1791 a massive
rebellion of slaves erupted in Saint-Domingue (present-day Haiti), France’s richest and most important Caribbean slave colony. Even as
these young troops massed at La Rochelle, French forces continued to fight in vain to subdue the revolution of slaves in Saint-
Domingue, which had now lasted almost a full year. The volunteers faced a difficult task: to re-establish order in Saint-Domingue in the
name of the French National Assembly.

Before departing, the young recruits underwent an inspection by one General La Salle, himself ready to leave for Saint-Domingue
as part of the same detachment. Two of these newly raised units had, after careful democratic deliberation, adopted slogans describing
their mission and their commitment, as did many of the battalions raised in the days of the French Revolution. They emblazoned the
precious words across their caps and sewed them upon the colorful banners which they held aloft. La Salle examined the slogans with
special interest. The flag of one of the battalions read on one side “Virtue in action,” and “I am vigilant for the country” on the other,
watchwords which La Salle found acceptable. But the slogan chosen by the Loire battalion caught the general’s discerning eye: “Live
Free or Die.”

Concerned that the soldiers may not understand the delicate nature of their errand, the general assembled the troops and explained to
them the danger which such words posed “in a land where all property is based on the enslavement of Negroes, who, if they adopted
this slogan themselves, would be driven to massacre their masters and the army which is crossing the sea to bring peace and law to the
colony.” While commending their strong commitment to the ideal of freedom, La Salle advised the troops to find a new and less
provocative way to express that commitment. Faced with the unpleasant prospect of leaving their “richly embroidered” banner behind,
members of the battalion reluctantly followed the general’s suggestion and covered over their stirring slogan with strips of cloth
inscribed with two hastily chosen new credos of very different meaning: “The Nation, the Law, the King” and “The French
Constitution.” In addition, those sporting “Live Free or Die” on their caps promised that they would “suppress” this slogan. To the
further dismay of the troops, the general forced other changes on them. Instead of planting a traditional and symbolic “liberty tree” upon
their arrival in Saint-Domingue, the battalions would now plant “a tree of Peace,” which would also bear the inscription “The Nation,
the Law, the King.” Writing ahead to the current governor-general in Saint-Domingue, La Salle concluded that all that remained was to
“counteract the influence of the ill-disposed” and keep the soldiers’ misguided revolutionary ardor cool during the long transatlantic
voyage.1

As La Salle recognized, recent developments in the Americas, especially the revolution in Saint-Domingue, had demonstrated
convincingly the explosive power of the ideas and rituals of the Age of Revolution in societies based on slavery. For three years, French
officials like La Salle had attempted to keep revolutionary slogans and practices from making their way across the Atlantic to circulate
in the French islands and inspire slaves and free people of color, but their efforts had failed. Apparently determined to “live free or die,”
black rebels in the French colony had initiated an insurrection which, despite the opposition of thousands of troops like those who
boarded the ships with General La Salle in July 1792, would succeed in winning the liberation of the slaves and culminate in the New
World’s second independent nation in 1804.

Officials in the British, Spanish, North American, and other territories where African slavery existed shared La Salle’s problem. Just
as the news and ideas of the French Revolution proved too volatile to contain, accounts of the black rebellion in Saint-Domingue spread
rapidly and uncontrollably throughout the hemisphere. Through trade, both legal and illicit, and the mobility of all types of people from
sailors to runaway slaves, extensive regional contact among the American colonies occurred before 1790. By the last decade of the
eighteenth century, residents of the Caribbean islands and the northern and southern continents alike had grown to depend upon the
movement of ships, commodities, people, and information.

Prior to, during, and following the Haitian Revolution, regional networks of communication carried news of special interest to Afro-



Americans all over the Caribbean and beyond. Before the outbreak in Saint-Domingue, British and Spanish officials were already
battling rampant rumors forecasting the end of slavery. Such reports gathered intensity in the 1790s. While planters viewed with alarm
the growing prospect of an autonomous black territory, fearing that a successful violent black uprising might tempt their own slaves to
revolt, the happenings in Saint-Domingue provided exciting news for slaves and free coloreds, increasing their interest in regional
affairs and stimulating them to organize conspiracies of their own. By the end of the decade, rulers in slave societies from Virginia to
Venezuela moved to short-circuit the network of black rebellion by building obstacles to effective colony-to-colony communication.

While General La Salle understood in 1792 the potential impact of the revolutionary currents in the Atlantic world on the minds and
aspirations of Caribbean slaves, neither he nor his charges could have anticipated the extent to which the winds of revolution would
blow in the other direction. Sweeping across linguistic, geographic, and imperial boundaries, the tempest created by the black
revolutionaries of Saint-Domingue and communicated by mobile people in other slave societies would prove a major turning point in
the history of the Americas.
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1.
“Pandora’s Box”

The Masterless Caribbean at the

End of the Eighteenth Century

Late in the seventeenth century, the European colonizing nations briefly put aside their differences and began a concerted effort to rid
the Caribbean of the buccaneers, pirates, and other fugitives who had taken refuge in the region. This move to dislodge the “masterless”
people of the West Indies signaled the transformation of the islands from havens for freebooters and renegades into settler colonies
based on plantations and slave labor. The same offensive that had given large planters the upper hand in Barbados in the 1670s had
gained irreversible momentum throughout the Caribbean by the middle decades of the eighteenth century. The steady rise in sugar
prices on the world market after about 1740 favored the expansion of plantation monoculture into areas where cattle and pigs had
grazed, and where hide hunters, logwood cutters, runaway slaves, and other Caribbean dissidents had found shelter.

Barely a half century after an earthquake in 1692 destroyed Port Royal, Jamaica, a longstanding outpost for pirates from all over the
region, the Caribbean had already become a vastly different place from what it had been during the heyday of the buccaneers. Not only
had their old haunts disappeared; older images of “enchanted” islands liberated from the hierarchies of the Old World were difficult to
sustain as plantations hungrily gobbled up what was once frontier land. As planters gained control over the land, so they tightened their
control of labor. The trade in African slaves steadily increased as the century progressed, and the common scene of slave ships
unloading their human cargoes turned on its head in the most graphic of ways earlier dreams of a “masterless” existence. By century’s
end, the fluid pre-plantation economy and society had long since given way to an ominous landscape of imperial soldiers and warships,
plantations and sugar mills, masters and slaves.1

Even during such a period of advance and consolidation, however, planters and merchants encountered pockets of resistance to their
drive for absolute authority. In fact, employers on both sides of the Atlantic, though flushed with economic prosperity, still worried
about the many ways which individuals and groups found to protect and extend masterless existences. In both the Old World and the
New, these concerns centered upon the persistent problem of the “seething mobility” of substantial sectors of the laboring classes. In
eighteenth-century England, according to E. P. Thompson, masters of labor complained about bothersome aspects of the developing
“free” labor market—about “the indiscipline of working people, their lack of economic dependency and their social insubordination”—
which resulted from labor’s mobility.2 Planters echoed similar concerns in the Caribbean region, where buccaneers and pirates, the old
scourges of the planters and traders, had been effectively suppressed, but where a colorful assortment of saucy and insubordinate
characters continued to move about and resist authority. Masters and employers in industrializing Old World economies based on “free”
labor felt only mildly threatened by such mobility. In the plantation-based societies of the Caribbean, however, where the unfreedom of
the vast majority of the labor force was written into law and sanctioned by force and where “free” workers were the anomaly rather than
the rule, the persistence of labor mobility called forth an anguished response from the ruling class. For the same reasons, the prospect of
a masterless, mobile existence outside the plantation orbit held an especially seductive appeal for disenchanted people casting about for
new options. In England, masters begrudged a certain amount of uncontrolled movement among their workers. In the Caribbean,
masters resorted to a profusion of local laws and international treaties to keep this mobility within the narrowest of possible limits.

Though the planters’ efforts to curtail freedom over the course of the eighteenth century placed severe restrictions on mobility, these
measures never succeeded completely in keeping people from pursuing alternatives to life under the plantation system. At the close of
the eighteenth century, as at its beginning, people of many descriptions defied the odds and attempted to escape their masters. Slaves
deserted plantations in large numbers; urban workers ducked their owners; seamen jumped ship to avoid floggings and the press gang;
militiamen and regular troops grumbled, ignored orders, and deserted their watch; “higglers” left workplaces to peddle their wares in the
black market; and smugglers and shady foreigners moved about on mysterious missions from island to island. Furthermore, the very
commercial growth which planters and merchants welcomed opened new avenues of mobility. Cities grew and matured, attracting
runaway slaves and sheltering a teeming underground with surprising regional connections. Expanding commercial links sanctioned the
comings and goings of ships of all sizes and nations. Island ports required pilot boats with experienced navigators to guide the incoming
merchantmen to safe anchorages, and they needed a network of coastal vessels and skilled sailors to support their busy markets. This
web of commerce brought the region’s islands into closer and closer contact as the century progressed, providing channels of
communication as well as tempting routes of escape.

On the eve of Caribbean revolution, most English, French, and Spanish planters and traders in the region rode the crest of a long
wave of prosperity. Nevertheless, they continued to grope, much as they had at the end of the last century, for common solutions to the



problem of controlling runaways, deserters, and vagabonds in the region. As long as masterless men and women found ways to move
about and evade the authorities, they reasoned, these people embodied submerged traditions of popular resistance which could burst into
the open at any time. Examining the rich world which these mobile fugitives inhabited—the complex (and largely invisible)
underground which the “mariners, renegades, and castaways” of the Caribbean created to protect themselves in the face of planter
consolidation—is crucial to understanding how news, ideas, and social excitement traveled in the electric political environment of the
late eighteenth century.3

All of the West Indies felt the effects of the sugar boom of the mid-eighteenth century, particularly the Greater Antilles—Jamaica,
Cuba, and Hispaniola, the larger islands of the northwestern Caribbean. In the century after 1670, though at different speeds and by
different historical processes, the expansion of sugar cultivation transformed these three islands from sparsely populated frontier
outposts to plantation societies based on captive African labor.

British growth centered in Jamaica. After 1740 the planter class had managed to contain the intense factionalism and black
rebelliousness of the previous decade enough to attract white settlers, drawn in large part from the stagnating islands to the east. They
began to clear and cultivate new lands in the north and west of the island, and to purchase hundreds of thousands of Africans to work
the new plantations. By 1766, Jamaica had bolted well past the other British possessions in the West Indies in its importance both as a
commercial entrepôt and as a staple-producing economy. Some 200,000 people, half the population of Britain’s sugar colonies, resided
there, and its busy ports controlled half the British trade in the region. Despite setbacks encountered during the period of the American
Revolution, the rapid extension of sugar monoculture in Jamaica continued through the 1780s.4

As sugar came to dominate the economy of Jamaica, the demographic balance between black and white Jamaicans shifted
decisively in favor of the African population. Slave imports into the island rose steadily throughout the eighteenth century, surpassing
120,000 for the twenty-year period between 1741 and 1760, totaling nearly 150,000 in the subsequent two decades, and increasing at an
even faster rate after 1781. As early as 1730, nine of every ten Jamaicans were black slaves, and by the eve of the American Revolution
almost ninety-four percent of the population of the island was of African ancestry.5

Cuba’s move toward massive investment in the sugar industry, as well as its demographic absorption into Afro-America, occurred
both later and more abruptly than in Jamaica. Crucial to the expansion of sugar in this Spanish colony was the British occupation of
Havana in 1762. Over a period of eleven months, the British introduced some 10,000 slaves into the island, breathing life into the sugar
industry which Cuban planters sustained after the British departure. The Cuban share in the African slave trade, while still miniscule
relative to its more thoroughly developed neighbors, increased markedly after 1763. Almost 31,000 Africans were imported between
1763 and 1789, and by 1792 data from the island’s second official census revealed that the white population of Cuba had slipped below
the numbers of non-whites for the first time in the history of the island.6

But nowhere was society transformed more quickly or completely than in the French colony of Saint-Domingue. The progress of
sugar in Jamaica and Cuba paled next to the economic explosion in this mountainous strip of land comprising the western third of the
island of Hispaniola. Even as French fortunes waxed and finally waned in the intense imperial competition leading up to the Seven
Years’ War, the sudden emergence of Saint-Domingue was astonishing. Still a buccaneering outpost upon its cession to France in 1697,
by 1739 Saint-Domingue was the world’s richest and most profitable slave colony. Already the number of sugar mills had reached 450,
up from just thirty-five at the turn of the century, and there were more enslaved Africans—over 117,000—working in Saint-Domingue
than in Jamaica or in any other Caribbean island. Three years later Saint-Domingue produced more sugar than all the British sugar
islands combined. During the American Revolution, French planters took advantage of famine and economic dislocation in the British
territories to carve out an even bigger slice of the world sugar market. The increased volume of the slave trade to Saint-Domingue
reflects the new boom of the 1770s. In 1771, traders brought slightly more than 10,000 new Africans to Saint-Domingue; five years
later, the number had more than doubled. The expansion of the French colony continued through the 1780s. In the ten years preceding
the French Revolution, Saint-Domingue’s booming economy was primarily responsible for tripling the volume of the French slave trade
over the previous decade, and official figures showed annual African imports to rival consistently the size of the colony’s entire white
population year after year, reaching a dizzying total of 30,000 at least as early as 1785. By 1789, Saint-Domingue was the world’s
largest producer of sugar and coffee; its plantations produced twice as much as all other French colonies combined; and French ships
entering and leaving its ports accounted for more than a third of the metropole’s foreign trade.7

While the decisive economic expansion after 1700 sounded the death knell, both in image and reality, of the masterless Caribbean of
an earlier time, it also produced new strata of disaffected individuals who continued to strive to place themselves outside the plantation
orbit and survive. In addition, forms of resistance already endemic to the region continued to thrive and spread. The practice of Africans
fleeing their enslavers, for example, was already a tradition of long standing at the turn of the eighteenth century. As sugar production
expanded and regional demography tilted dramatically in favor of Africans, the problem of controlling runaway slaves became one of
the paramount concerns of Caribbean planters, colonial officials, and other whites. Workers fleeing plantations and attempting to set up
communities of their own provided both concrete alternatives to the plantation regime and a powerful metaphor informing other forms
of mobility and resistance in the region.

Africans in Jamaica achieved notable success in their efforts to become independent. The rugged “cockpit country” in the northwest
of the island and the Blue Mountains in the east harbored refugees from slavery from the earliest years of Spanish control; these groups
of outlying runaway slaves constituted the region’s first “maroons.” As slave imports soared after 1700, Africans followed the well-
worn paths of their forebears, leaving plantations for expanding maroon communities in the parishes of Trelawny, St. James, St.
Elizabeth, and St. George. As these communities grew, so did their contacts with the plantations, for maroons and slaves carried on a
clandestine trade in ammunition and provisions, and maroons staged periodic raids. During the 1730s, a period of slave unrest
throughout the Caribbean, the related problems of slave desertion and the hostile activities of communities of runaways became
particularly acute, driving the planter class into open warfare with the maroons. A decade of conflict finally forced the government to



recognize by treaty the semi-independent status of several maroon towns in 1739. By these treaties, the British government agreed to
allow these maroon towns to exist under limited self-government, but at the same time enlisted their aid in policing the island. In return
for official recognition, the maroons promised to discourage, apprehend, and return future runaways. Designed to drive a wedge
between the maroon towns and nearby plantations, laws passed in the aftermath of the rebellion threatened maroons guilty of
“inveigling slaves” from plantations or “harbouring runaways” with banishment from the island.8

Not surprisingly, conflict and ambiguity complicated the history of this arrangement between the planter class and the maroons in
the half century after 1740. On occasion, residents of the maroon towns faithfully outfitted parties to track down runaways in their
areas, and the accounts brought back to the estates by recaptured runaways produced a marked animosity in the slave huts.9 Such
examples of loyalty led Governor Adam Williamson to assert hopefully in 1793 that “the Maroons are well affected, and would exert
themselves either in the defence of the Island or quelling internal Insurrections.”10 The planters themselves, however, apprehended
danger in the carefree mobility of ostensible black allies, and their concerns surfaced time and again. They observed that the laws
restricting the movements of the maroons were indifferently enforced, and they watched as the maroons wandered about with ease in
the towns and through the countryside, where they had extensive contact with plantation slaves. The men of Trelawny Town, the largest
of the maroon settlements, fathered “numerous Children by Female Slaves, residing on the Low Plantations” of the surrounding
parishes, and, concluded a 1795 report, “the Nature of their Connections was alarming.” When the Trelawny maroons took up arms
against the government that same year, officials moved quickly to isolate the rebels by cutting off such communication, fully expecting
their “Search for concealed Arms in all the Negroe Huts over the Island” to uncover and foil their networks.11

Finally, critics of the government’s treaties pointed out, the agreement with the maroons hardly deterred groups of new runaways
from seeking even greater independence and taking to the woods and mountains to establish towns of their own. Well known from
estate to estate, the daring exploits of leaders of runaway groups sparked excited conversation among Jamaican slaves and constantly
reminded them of both the hazards and the promise of such activity. Market days, dances, horse races, and other public occasions
attracting large gatherings of slaves allowed news of these developments to circulate. When Mingo, a fisherman and former driver on a
large Trelawny estate, “made a Ball … after the Conclusion of Crop” in the fall of 1791, slaves from neighboring estates who attended
were astonished to see Brutus present. An incorrigible runaway serving a life term in the parish workhouse at Martha Brae for his role
in organizing unauthorized maroon towns in the 1780s, Brutus had recently escaped and had already set about his old ways. At the ball,
Brutus scoffed at his owner’s attempts to recapture him and affirmed rumors spread by recently returned runaways that he, together
“with about eighteen other Negroes men slaves and three women of different Countries and owners” from Trelawny, Runaway Bay, and
Clarendon, had established an impregnable new town in the backwoods of the parish. Many of those attending Mingo’s ball must have
already known of Brutus Town; its residents had planted provisions and through “correspondence” with trusted plantation slaves kept
the settlement stocked with “Rum, Sugar, Salt and other necessaries.” Months after Brutus’s dramatic appearance, slaves in St. Ann and
Trelawny testified before local officials “that all the Negroes know of this Town” and “that if this Town is not destroyed [the painters]
shall not be able to keep a single negroe from going there as they are all trying to get there.” In fact, Brutus Town was only one of
several similar runaway settlements inspiring the imaginations if not the active participation of slaves all over “cockpit country.”12

The excitement of the fall and winter of 1791–92, magnified by the black revolution in neighboring Saint-Domingue, energized
slave communication networks in Jamaica, and mobile runaway slaves like Brutus may have played a key if hidden role in spreading
news from plantation to plantation. Two episodes from Jamaica’s north coast during this period illustrate both that slaves paid close
attention to developments around them and that they devised clandestine ways to transmit information quickly and effectively. In
November 1791, John Whittaker, proprietor of an outlying plantation, discovered that his slaves learned of recent developments on the
coast before he did. After one of his workers informed him of a recent development in Montego Bay the night before word of the
incident arrived by a messenger on horseback, Whittaker reflected with amazement and alarm that there must be “some unknown mode
of conveying intelligence amongst Negroes.” In this instance, the grapevine of the slaves overcame several significant obstacles.
Whittaker’s estate lay in “a retired situation no publick Road leading through or near it,” and Whittaker had his slaves under constant
supervision and was certain that “no Negro of mine could have been absent from their employment during the day.” Finally, the
distance to Montego Bay, some thirty miles, “was too great to go and return in the night. Yet,” Whittaker related, his slaves “were
particularly informed of every circumstance there in less than 24 hours after these Circumstances had taken place.” Around the same
time, Montego Bay upholsterer Robert Parker caught an accidental glimpse of nocturnal communication when he left his bedroom one
sleepless night. In front of his establishment he saw “four Negroes … very earnest in discourse,” evidently waiting for a scheduled
meeting with “two more Negroes that were on the other side of the Bridge.” As they waited, their conversation concerned the number of
“Guns and Soldiers” of the whites. Parker received a further surprise when, after the arrival of their friends, the four original
companions abandoned English and began to converse in what Parker identified as “Coramantee.”13

The activities of runaway slave communities in Jamaica did not go unnoticed in nearby Cuba, underscoring the fact that the histories
of maroon societies in the two islands in the eighteenth century were closely intertwined. First, maroons in the two islands virtually
shared a common space. One of the centers of maroon activity in the Spanish colony, the steep and densely wooded Sierra Maestra
ranging along the east–west coastline at Cuba’s southeastern tip, was a short sail from the edge of Jamaica’s “cockpit country,” and
from points high in the sierra the peaks of the British island’s Blue Mountains were actually visible.14 The short distance between the
two islands concerned Spanish officials, who feared that communities of runaway slaves in the Sierra Maestra might make common
cause with hostile British forces in Jamaica.15

One chapter of the common history of maroons in Jamaica and Cuba was written in the 1730s, when the timing of the First Maroon
War in Jamaica coincided exactly with a similar uprising among slaves working near the east coast of Cuba. In 1731, at precisely the
time when the rebels in Jamaica were beginning their armed struggle for independence, slaves in the state-run copper mines near
Santiago de Cuba revolted en masse and took to the mountains east of the city, near the present-day site of El Cobre. Like their
counterparts in Jamaica, these so-called cobreros managed to resist repeated attempts to dislodge them and caused considerable concern
for the planters in the valley below. By the 1780s, descendants of the original rebels, now numbering more than a thousand, had fanned
out from El Cobre into smaller settlements scattered throughout the surrounding sierra.16 Again during the 1790s, the cycle of unrest



and official anxiety over maroon activity affected Cuba as much as Jamaica. Governors of Santiago de Cuba, now heavily involved in
Cuba’s full-fledged and growing investment in African slave labor, reported that their best efforts to bring the cobreros under control
had failed. In fact, by the middle of the decade, El Cobre welcomed all kinds of fugitives from slavery, “cobreros as well as other
slaves,” and was home for several infamous characters who had been on the run for years.17 Apprehensive that the Jamaican Maroon
War of 1795–96 would spread to the Cuban mountains, as it apparently had in the 1730s, Cuban officials did not hesitate to show
solidarity with their British neighbors; when the Jamaica Assembly requested that the Cubans send a number of their fierce tracking
dogs and chasseurs to bring the rebels under control, they complied with uncharacteristic dispatch.18

During this uncertain and active period, mobile cobreros built a network of news and rumor which stretched even across the
Atlantic. In the 1780s, Spanish authorities could not control rumors that the king had finally granted freedom and land to the cobreros
only to have his wishes thwarted by the resistance of local officials. Convinced that slaves should have independent sources of
transatlantic information, a small group of cobreros delegated Gregorio Cosme Osorio to travel to Spain in order to represent the
interests of the descendants of El Cobre’s runaway slaves at court. Osorio’s reports helped to keep the spirit of resistance alive into the
mid-1790s. By 1795, Juan Baptista Vaillant, the governor of Santiago de Cuba, reported that a new wave of liberation rumors was
sweeping the east coast of Cuba and that slaves were deserting plantations in disturbing numbers. Governor Vaillant blamed the wide
circulation of several recent letters from Osorio for these developments.19

The geography of Saint-Domingue, with its rugged and majestic mountain ranges rimming the colony’s long and jagged eastern
border, also presented mobile slaves ample opportunity for escape. After 1700, maroon activity grew and expanded as rapidly as
plantation slavery itself. Early in the century, bands of maroons inhabited the region surrounding the rich northern plain. By mid-
century, the center of maroon activity had shifted southward along the rim of mountains overlooking the new boom areas of Mirebalais,
Cul-de-Sac, and Anse-à-Pitre. Though marronage was a significant factor affecting the character of the slave system throughout Saint-
Domingue, the east-central region between the Cul-de-Sac and the Spanish border would continue into the era of the Revolution to be
the locus of the most stable maroon societies as well as the scene of continuous warfare between maroons and government-sponsored
expeditions. As the rule of the slavocracy entered its final days in the 1780s, maroon groups of various sizes and descriptions stretched
in a broken line from the northernmost reaches of Saint-Domingue all the way to its southern tip. The role of these Haitian maroons in
advancing the coming revolution remains a topic of intense debate.20

The activities of Saint-Domingue’s maroon societies focused greater planter concern, but the tradition of short-term individual
desertion was arguably of more consequence in the day-to-day functioning of plantations and among the slaves themselves. Whether
visiting relatives, escaping an impending punishment, or engaging in trade and other proscribed activities, slaves who left for absences
of short duration and distance bedeviled managers on every plantation. Proprietors and overseers became so accommodated to short-
term absences from their plantations and so powerless to control them that they often did not even bother to delete the names of absent
slaves, especially those of habitual leave-takers, from current plantation lists.21 In addition, overseers frequently reported finding
runaways from other area plantations hiding out in the quarters of their slaves. In 1790 the overseer of one plantation in the Cap
Français district arrested twenty-seven fugitive slaves in his vicinity within a short time, “as many in the slave huts as in the hills.”22

Already, however, the relaxed attitude of the days before the arrival of the news of the French Revolution had begun to give way to new
fears about what this news might mean to plantation slaves. By 1790, whites recognized the possibility that rebellion might spread
easily to the countryside, and that they could ill afford to ignore even these short-term migrants any longer.23

While the mountains and backwoods with their maroon communities provided hope in the popular imagination regarding individual
escape and collective resistance throughout the eighteenth century, the growing coastal cities nurtured the most complex patterns of
mobility and presented the most vexing problems of control for all the colonial powers. Caribbean cities were more than centers of
commercial exchange, population, and government; they were in a real sense centers of education. Towns provided anonymity and
shelter for a wide variety of masterless men and women, including but by no means restricted to runaway slaves, and they offered
unique opportunities for these people to rub shoulders, share experiences, and add to their knowledge of the Caribbean world and
beyond. By the 1790s, larger cities like Kingston, Cap Français, and Havana could properly be termed capitals of Afro-America, and
dissidents in dozens of smaller coastal centers were engaging in the kinds of transactions which would play a crucial role in spreading
the excitement of the Age of Revolution in the Caribbean.

At the start of the eighteenth century, however, these cities presented a very different picture. In 1700, Havana, with its impressive
stone cathedrals and fortifications, had few rivals in the region. The future urban centers of the British and French Caribbean were
fledgling settlements more closely resembling the “overgrown villages” of the eastern seaboard of British North America than the
established capitals of the Spanish and Portuguese. Only about two thousand people inhabited Kingston, the city founded to replace Port
Royal in 1692, at the turn of the eighteenth century. Similarly, Cap Français, destined to become Saint-Domingue’s most important city
and later the revolutionary capital of the Caribbean, had only recently inherited its role as a locus of settlement from buccaneering La
Tortue across the channel. At the time of the founding of Kingston, “le Cap” was home for only 160 white men, sixty-three white
women, and thirty-four black slaves, and twenty years later the town still contained barely a thousand residents.24

The progress of cash crop agriculture in the region between 1700 and 1790 transformed these settlements in both size and function.
Surviving periodic natural disasters and incessant warfare, these and other coastal centers had grown significantly by the era of the
Haitian Revolution. A generation of intense economic activity and reform after 1763 found Havana by 1791 a teeming entrepôt whose
population, including the web of surrounding suburbs, ranged somewhere between 44,000 and 50,000. The city continued to expand
during the years of the revolution in Saint-Domingue, doubling in size between 1791 and 1810. Other Spanish-American cities, most
notably Caracas, whose population almost doubled between 1772 and 1812, and Buenos Aires, experienced similar rapid development
as population and trading centers.25 By 1790, Kingston was the hub of overlapping networks of regional and transatlantic trade in the
British orbit; of all the cities in English-speaking America, only New York and Philadelphia had more people.26 Official figures issued
in 1788 listed the population of Cap Français at 12,151 in the city proper, a statistic which did not include the tens of thousands of
people living on plantations in the immediate highlands whose lives were intimately connected to the city.27



In addition to the maturation and growth of the region’s largest cities, several smaller coastal centers also elbowed their way to a
kind of urban status by the late eighteenth century. Whereas the largest cities dominated transatlantic trade, their aggressive competitors
provided outlets for the produce of local plantations through a thriving coastal and short-distance regional trade of small locally built
vessels. Unlike Havana and the surrounding cities of the western coast of Cuba, which dominated the Straits of Florida and faced
outward toward the Atlantic, the arc of towns encircling the island’s eastern region, from Trinidad and Puerto Príncipe on the south
coast to Holguin on the opposite side, focused inward toward the Caribbean. Older even than Havana and the site of the island’s first
colonial capital because of its proximity to the coast of Hispaniola, Santiago de Cuba was only slightly smaller than Kingston in 1791,
with a total population of 19,703 residents.28

From its well-protected harbor, Santiago de Cuba looked out upon a system of smaller port cities in Jamaica and Saint-Domingue,
linked by trade and geographical proximity. Barely twelve hours’ sail to the southwest lay the excellent harbors of the north coast of
Jamaica. As Jamaica’s “North side” developed in the eighteenth century, they served as outlets to the sea for the northern tier of sugar-
producing parishes—Hanover, St. James, Trelawny, St. Ann, St. Mary, and Portland. At the same time, these cities, situated close to
foreign colonies and surrounded by “numerous creeks and bays, where small-decked vessels may run in at any time,” provided staging
areas for Jamaica-based smugglers and ports of call for their counterparts from Cuba, Saint-Domingue, and elsewhere.29 By 1758, two
of the busiest of these ports, Montego Bay and Port Antonio, had achieved sufficient stature to be named, along with Kingston and
Savanna-la-Mar, official ports of entry and outfitted with proper courts and customs apparatus. The other northern towns—St. Ann’s
Bay, Falmouth, Martha Brae, and Lucea—became centers of commercial importance before they attracted large numbers of permanent
residents. One observer described the adjacent settlements of Falmouth and Martha Brae in 1794 as comprising between them “from
700 to 800 White Inhabitants, besides the People of Colour, who are pretty numerous,” but so rapidly had the plantations of their
hinterland expanded that officials predicted “in due course there will be more Sugar & Rum shipped there, than at any other Port.”
Martha Brae’s application for free port status therefore received very serious consideration despite the town’s diminutive size.30 But
when officials in Kingston and Port Royal spoke about the north coast of the island, they stressed the region’s vulnerability as much as
its commercial progress. Defenseless against “the frequent Depredations made by the Spanish Boats from Cuba,” residents of the
northern ports also lived under the long shadow of “cockpit country” and the maroon towns. For all these reasons, reported Governor
Williamson in 1792, “the Spirit of discontent has usually first shewn itself” among the slaves of the north coast.31

Just fourteen leagues, or about forty-two miles, southeast of Spanish Cuba lay Môle Saint-Nicolas on the coast of Saint-Domingue,
the strategic key to the vital Windward Passage, and only one among a dozen equally vibrant coastal towns of varying sizes dotting the
jagged coast of the rich French colony.32 Sandwiched in a strip of land between the mountains and the coast, the colony of Saint-
Domingue showed an even stronger orientation toward its cities and the sea than either Cuba or Jamaica. Like Santiago de Cuba,
Montego Bay, and their smaller satellites, the cities of Saint-Domingue’s western and southern provinces owed their development and
outlook as much to intra-Caribbean factors as to metropolitan intervention. Isolation from Cap Français because of the rugged
mountains of the interior often left the cities of western and southern Saint-Domingue to their own devices; residents of Gonaïves,
Saint-Marc, and Port-au-Prince in the west, and Jérémie, Cayes, and Jacmel in the south might easily have felt closer, both
geographically and otherwise, to Cuba, Jamaica, and the northern coast of the South American mainland than to the Cap or to France.
Largely ignored by vessels from France and accustomed to looking to foreign colonies for supplies in lean times, merchants and
planters in these cities would raise the loudest cries for commercial and political independence in the early years of the French
Revolution.

Even before revolutions in North America, France, Saint-Domingue, and Spanish America drew these cities into struggles for
independent home rule, Caribbean port cities were natural magnets for all types of people seeking personal independence. Colonial
authorities were ever mindful of the many invitations to masterlessness which the cities held out but also of the difficulties attached to
regulating life in the towns. By comparison, life in the country, even with the many problems associated with controlling slave labor,
was idyllic, ordered, and properly regimented. Whereas country life revolved around the predictable and steady regimen of the
plantation, cities turned these work values on their heads in ways most inimical to the slave system. An 1801 visit to busy Kingston
moved one British traveler to remark that “the desire of acquiring wealth without adequate exertion is a most vituperative and
pernicious passion. Hence in all depots of trade we find a greater proportion than elsewhere of gamblers, swindlers, thieves, beggars,
mountabanks and 33 pedlars.”33 White observers already familiar with this diverse panorama worried that the masterless tenor of life in
the towns posed ever-present dangers of sedition. The governor’s description of the same city a year earlier accurately reflected the
agonies and fears of planters all over Afro-America. “Every kind of Vice that can be found in Commercial Towns,” wrote Lord
Balcarres in 1800,

is pre-eminent in Kingston: here the imagination of Pandora’s Box is fully exemplified. Turbulent people of all Nations engaged
in illicit Trade; a most abandoned class of Negroes, up to every scene of mischief, and a general levelling spirit throughout, is
the character of the lower orders in Kingston … Should there be at any time an Insurrection among the Slaves

he projected, “here is not only a place of refuge in the first instance, but in a moment the Town might be laid in ashes.”34

As Balcarres knew very well, cities had furnished places of refuge for plantation dissidents for generations. By mid-century, the
larger towns attracted many runaway slaves from the surrounding countryside. In 1744, police authorities in Kingston attacked this
problem by restricting the huts in outlying areas of the city, inhabited by free Negroes and the runaways they protected, to only one
door, and compounds of more than four huts to one common entrance.35 The earliest runaway notices for Saint-Domingue, printed in
the newly founded Gazette de Saint Domingue in 1764, show that runaway slaves in the northern parishes of the French colony sensed a
greater prospect of making a successful escape in Cap Français and its environs than either in the mountains or near the beckoning
border of the neighboring Spanish colony.36

As the Caribbean’s port towns grew in size, their attraction for runaway slaves increased apace. In the 1790s reports from the



Spanish colonies confirm the active presence of bands of runaways in and around the coastal cities. In Caracas, such groups inhabited
the vast plains, or llanos, which fanned out from the capital city. A conservative estimate placed the number of runaway slaves living
and operating in the Caracas vicinity at around three hundred in 1791, and the number climbed rapidly over the next decade. The make-
up of these groups probably included both fugitives from plantations and cattle farms and others who worked in the city itself.37 Similar
contingents centered around the Havana district in Cuba, where runaways were as active as they were in the mountains of the Santiago
de Cuba region at the other end of the island. In June of 1791, problems in the “rounding up of fugitive blacks, so necessary to their
owners, in the capturing of deserters, who fill up the countryside, and finally, in containing the disorders carried out all over by the
malefactors sheltered in the mountains” severely stretched the capacities of municipal officials in Havana to deal with them.38 Less than
a year later, the alcalde of Jaruco, a sparsely populated satellite of Havana on Cuba’s east coast, requested government aid in
suppressing the recurrent “robberies and other scandals” perpetrated by fugitive slaves in the area.39 By 1798, new regulations drawn up
for controlling runaways from Cuba’s rapidly expanding slave economy recognized both the problem of slaves running to cities as well
as that of keeping the urban slaves themselves from absconding, as “most of the runaway slaves belong to residents of the city of
Havana.”40

Runaway slaves were also active in and around the cities of the French and British colonies in the 1790s. Between October 1790
and August 1791, French authorities apprehended 500 runaways in the vicinity of Cap Français alone. Figures recording the numbers of
recaptured slaves and the place of their arrest seem to indicate that fugitives who found their way to the city proper eluded the
authorities more successfully than those who roamed outlying districts.41 In Jamaica, runaways crowded into busy Port Royal in the
1790s. Citing “the number of runaway negroes with which [the town] is infested,” white inhabitants petitioned the Assembly in 1801
for funds to erect “a place of confinement” to control this population and to discourage others from coming.42

In addition to providing some unique opportunities for runaway slaves, Caribbean cities also held special attraction for free blacks
and browns, the most marginal of the various groups comprising the masterless Caribbean. Whether plying trades, seeking work, or
living by their wits, free nonwhites tended to settle in the towns, and the number of urban free people of color increased steadily during
the period of the French Revolution. Always feared for their abilities to move about and disrupt the smooth functioning of the plantation
economy, urban communities of free coloreds and free blacks imbibed the egalitarian spirit of the times and rapidly assumed a political
voice which emerged and matured during the 1790s.

Free people of color were most numerous in the Spanish Caribbean, where they occupied a prominent demographic niche in urban
areas. Free coloreds comprised twenty-two percent of the population of Havana and its suburbs in 1791. The populations of the towns
along the Caribbean-oriented east coast contained even higher percentages of free black and brown residents. In Santiago de Cuba,
figures from 1791 listed 6,698, or thirty-four percent, of the city’s 19,703 residents as either free “Negroes” or free “mulattoes.” A
census taken the following year showed a similar pattern for Bayamo, where half the black population was free, and free nonwhites
accounted for more than thirty-seven percent of the city’s population of 22,417.43 During the revolutionary period after 1791, the urban
concentration of this population expanded significantly. Alexander von Humboldt, visiting Cuba in the early years of Haitian
independence, commented at great length upon the recent increase in the size of the free Negro population in urban Cuba. Because
“Spanish legislation … favors in an extraordinary degree” their aspirations for freedom, he remarked, “many blacks (negros) acquire
their freedom in the towns.” Humboldt also cited an 1811 population study conducted by the ayuntamiento and consulado of Havana
which found the black population, both free and enslaved, more thoroughly urbanized than ever. In the Havana district, where the
number of free Negroes equaled the number of slaves, blacks and browns in the countryside outnumbered those in the towns by a slim
ratio of three to two. On the east coast, fully half of all blacks and browns lived in the towns, and free people of color dominated some
of the more sizable settlements. “The partido (district) of Bayamo,” recorded Humboldt, “is notable for the large number of free colored
(forty-four percent), which increases yearly, as also in Holguin and Baracoa.” Indeed, he concluded, with a note of warning to
Caribbean slavocracies, “since Haiti became emancipated, there are already in the Antilles more free negroes and mulattoes than
slaves.”44

Even before the watchwords of the French Revolution reached their ears, urban free coloreds in Spanish territories tested the limits
of their masterless status and pressed for certain types of equality. This spirit surfaced most visibly within the ranks of the military.
Since incorporation of free men of color into separate but ostensibly equal militia battalions began in the 1760s, the assertive behavior
of these armed troops had drawn steady complaint from civil authorities. When officers of pardo and moreno militia units in Caracas
demanded the same funeral observances and ceremonial garb as white officers early in 1789, Spanish officials worried that such attacks
against the structure of inequality in the military would lead inevitably toward more general attacks on the structure of colonial society.
This latest episode, feared the captain-general, represented the dangerous thin edge of an egalitarian wedge—or perhaps the sharp blade
of a two-edged sword. “As much as I am aware of the grave difficulties which every day of this so-called equality will bring,” he wrote
in April, “I also fear other evil consequences if their pretensions are denied. In the first case there is the risk of more haughtiness and
audacity on the part of the officers; in the second … disloyalty, the spirit of vengeance, and sedition.”45 Crown policy took a hard line
against all evidence of such restiveness. In Cuba, just days before the first plantations were burned in neighboring Saint-Domingue,
Luis de las Casas, governor and captain-general, received instructions from the Crown to silence the “old complaints” against white
officers levelled by officers of the pardo and moreno units at Havana.46

In the British and French colonies, free people of color were considerably fewer in number than in Cuba and the other Spanish
possessions, a fact which ironically underscored even more strongly their visibility as a masterless urban presence. Though rarely
counted as carefully in population censuses, free blacks and browns seemed to cause much greater day-to-day concern among
government officials and white residents in both Jamaica and Saint-Domingue than in the Spanish colonies. Jamaica’s free people of
color migrated to the area around Kingston. Almost sixty percent of the 3,408 “black and coloured” persons taking out certificates of
freedom under a 1761 legislative act calling for the registration of all free persons in the island resided in Kingston and Spanish Town,
the nearby capital city. In 1788, more than one-third of all the island’s free colored people lived in Kingston alone, compared to twenty-
two percent of all whites and seven percent of all slaves.47



By 1788, white Jamaicans were sufficiently troubled about both the growth of this population and its mobility to bring such persons
under more careful scrutiny. Concerned that the line between slavery and freedom should remain clearly demarcated to foil the efforts
of slaves sliding imperceptibly into the free colored caste, the Assembly called upon “justices and vestry” from all parishes to

cause diligent inquiry to be made within their respective parishes, as to the number of negroes, mulattoes, or Indians of free
condition, and cause them to attend at their next meeting, and give an account in what manner they obtained their freedom, that
their names and manner of obtaining their freedom may be registered in the vestry books of such parishes.48

But even this effort to weed out the slaves from the ranks of the masterless did little to cheek the tremendous growth of the free
nonwhite population during the ensuing decade. As in Cuba, these numbers swelled during the period of the Haitian Revolution, as
large numbers of free coloreds, many of them immigrants from Saint-Domingue, crowded into Kingston. When parish officials in
Kingston petitioned for incorporation in 1801, they referred pointedly to the fact that “the population has of late greatly increased, and
particularly as to foreigners and free persons of color,” and called for more stringent law enforcement and “an efficient and strict
police” to minimize the dangers posed by these masterless immigrants.49

In Saint-Domingue, free blacks and browns of the cities actively identified with the ideas of the French Revolution in an effort to
improve their status, and in doing so unwittingly opened the door for the slave revolt of 1791. The presence of mulattoes and free blacks
in the cities was causing increased concern and comment as early as the 1770s. In addition to the brown artisans who were familiar
fixtures, wrote one observer in 1775, “there are now in the Cities Mulattoes and Negroes, calling themselves free, who have no known
means of subsistence.” Questions concerning the loyalty of this class complicated the earliest efforts to regiment free colored men into
police units to keep them off the streets. Opponents of such a measure reasoned that since “public tranquillity is assured, why give arms
to the only men who might disrupt it?”50 Such confidence in uninterrupted “public tranquillity” eroded quickly in the years leading up
to the arrival of the French Revolution. By the 1780s, white observers saw free nonwhites in cities as sources of sedition to be carefully
watched and controlled, and government functionaries took extra care to count the numbers of urban affranchis in their occasional
censuses. For example, official figures noted only 195 free colored residents in 1775 in Cap Français, but in 1780, in what was
apparently a more careful count, almost 1,400 people appeared in this category, ample testimony both to an expanding presence and to a
mounting concern.51 By the time the drama of the early French Revolution gripped Saint-Domingue’s coastal cities, planters all over the
island were expressing fears that agitation in the towns might spread to plantation areas through the agency of the blacks and mulattoes
in nearby cities. “The idle negroes of the cities are the most dangerous,” wrote a typical sugar planter from the western parish of
Arcahaye in 1790. Moves were already under way “to expel from the towns all the vagrants, people who had nothing to lose,” and who
were at the center of all the agitation.52

Such concerns were not misplaced. Throughout the eighteenth century, planters found the links between city and country both
vexing and essential. Acutely aware that cities with their free populations loomed as ever-present enticements to desertion for dissident
slaves, they also recognized that the survival of their plantations depended upon the access to markets and the sea which port cities
provided. Therefore, they actively worked to assure the free flow of goods between the interior and the coast, even though its potential
costs to their social regime were obvious.

The growth of internal marketing systems in Caribbean societies, an eighteenth-century phenomenon closely tied to the growth of
cities, presented further opportunities for individual mobility even as it brought the worlds of town and country closer together. In both
Jamaica and Saint-Domingue, masterless people of all descriptions controlled in large measure the movement of foodstuffs and cheap
consumer goods between cities and outlying areas. In the British colony, the practice of slaves raising their own fruits and vegetables on
garden plots set aside for that purpose was well established throughout the island by mid-century. As the free population of the cities
expanded, slaves found ready markets for their produce, which they exchanged for money or other items.53

From its inception, the Jamaican marketing system involved slave women and their free black and brown counterparts as the key
agents. The Jamaican “higgler,” a social type prominent in the society to the present day, became the broker in the lively commerce
between country and city. Attracted by the profits to be gleaned as a go-between and by the measure of freedom and mobility which the
life of the higgler promised, many women fled plantations to pursue higgling on a full-time basis. Phebe, a seamstress who left her
Kingston plantation in 1787, was still at large and “passing” for free five years later. She was “said to be living either at Old-Harbour,
Old-Harbour market, or in their vicinity, and to be a higgler.”54 Planters and town merchants tried hard to control these “wandering
higglers,” who “fore stal so many of the necessaries of life that are sold in our markets,” and who brought news from the city to slaves
on the plantations.55 For both economic and security reasons, therefore, higglers and other itinerant traders and peddlers found their
chosen professions severely circumscribed by law, especially in times of tension like the early revolutionary era in the Caribbean. “No
character is so dangerous in this Country as that of a Pedlar,” reported a group of north coast planters in 1792, “and perhaps there was
never a rebellion among the Slaves in the West India Islands which was not either entirely, or in part carried on through this Class of
People.”56

In Saint-Domingue, internal marketing played the same role in linking the plantations with the cities. The opportunities within the
domestic economy of the French colony attracted all types of people: poor urban whites out of work, free blacks and mulattoes, and
privileged slaves, all dealing in produce and small European manufactures. In the cities themselves, free black and brown women took
the central roles; many of them owned commercial “houses” and slaves of their own. And like the higglers of Jamaica, country women
rose early to travel from plantation to plantation and buy produce from slaves to sell in city markets. Planter concern with the mobility
of all these wandering buyers and sellers involved not only their pesky ability to control a large share of internal markets, but extended
to their larger social role as well. The legendary maroon leader called Mackandal, who led a campaign to poison all the whites of the
northern province in the 1760s, made brilliant use of a network of itinerant traders to predict and control events at long distances,
thereby enhancing his status as a powerful religious mystic among his slave followers.57 These intermediaries would play a pivotal role
in bringing from the cities to the plantations news of the excitement brewing after 1789.58



A wide variety of masterless types joined the slaves, runaways, and free blacks in Caribbean towns. Colonial governments
experienced as much difficulty controlling many of the European immigrants as they did managing slaves. From early in the eighteenth
century, for example, white immigrants in search of fortune or imported for the purpose of moderating the widening black/white
population imbalance proved troublesome to the authorities in the British and French Caribbean. A 1717 experiment of the British
Parliament that shipped convict laborers to the colonies as indentured servants soon backfired. Just months after the arrival of the first
wave of bonded immigrants, Jamaica’s governor reported that

so farr from altering their Evil Courses and way of living and becoming an Advantage to Us, … the greatest part of them are
gone and have Induced others to go with them a Pyrating and have Inveigled and Encouraged Severall Negroes to desert from
their Masters … The few that remains proves a wicked Lazy and Indolent people, so that I could heartily wish this Country
might be troubled with no more of them.

Just as displeasing to government officials were the results of the so-called Deficiency Laws, annual acts dating from 1718 which
stipulated that plantation owners maintain fixed ratios of whites to blacks and livestock or pay fines. Governor Robert Hunter
complained in 1731 that the whites introduced under this plan, many of them Irish Catholics, were liabilities to the community, “a lazy
useless sort of people” whose loyalties were always suspect.59 By the 1780s, however, the planter class had swallowed at least some of
its distaste for whites of lower station, though the price for this precarious white solidarity seemed a bit high for some. Planter-historian
Bryan Edwards described the white commoner who “approaches his employer with an extended hand, and a freedom, which, in the
countries of Europe, is seldom displayed by men in the lower orders of life towards their superiors;” Edwards found these pretensions to
equality almost as disturbing as he later would find those of the free coloreds.60

French officials in Saint-Domingue echoed the same sentiments in the 1770s and 1780s, when the fabled “prosperity” of the colony
attracted large numbers of European immigrants seeking to carve out a share of the profits for themselves. According to one observer,
the new arrivals consisted largely of sturdy artisans, including “carpenters, joiners, masons, coopers, locksmiths, wheelwrights,
saddlers, coach-builders, watchmakers, goldsmiths, jewelers, and barbers,” seeking to escape tough economic conditions at home.61 But
a Cap Français police report of 1780 speaks anxiously of the “people arriving daily from Europe, who, for the most part, have crossed
the ocean to flee their families and their country, and have come to America in order to escape the reprisals of relatives and of the
law.”62 Distinctly multinational in character, the wave of immigration of these ambitious and often desperate people, mostly young
men, brought to Saint-Domingue’s cities a new and restless population of “petits blancs” of boundless mobility and suspect loyalties.
When British forces invaded Saint-Domingue in 1793, remembered a colonel involved in that effort, they encountered considerable
resistance from urban whites whom he could only describe as “adventurers from every part of Europe” who had come to the Caribbean
“in quest of fortune.”63

Like the free Negroes, mulattoes, and runaway slaves with whom they came into contact upon their arrival, unruly European
immigrants soon found themselves unwelcome guests in a society where the power of masters depended to such a degree on the
maintenance of social order. Hilliard d’Auberteuil reflected the prevailing sentiment of Saint-Domingue’s establishment when he
referred contemptuously to this vicious “mob of vagabonds and adventurers hurling themselves upon these shores … without trade or
property … No citizen or inhabitant dares to trust them.”64 They shared equally with the free people of color in the blame for a rise in
urban crime, and authorities at the Cap accused them of bringing with them all the vices of the European urban proletariat, among them
“robberies, brawls, gambling, libertinism, mutinies, even sedition.”65 The governor of Martinique, another French Caribbean colony,
even breathed a sigh of relief when large numbers of restless urban whites departed his island for Saint-Domingue, “where they may
give themselves up to hunting and disorder, and where licentious liberty is complete.”66 A lieutenant in the French navy who saw
service in the Caribbean in 1790 and 1791, presciently predicted that the urban petits blancs, this “refuse of all nations,” would become
“one of the best elements of propaganda for revolutionary agitation.”67

The lower orders of whites in the cities consisted of more than just poor adventurers. A substantial number of them were deserters
from the military, masterless men by choice whom colonial authorities mentioned in the same breath with runaway slaves. All over the
Caribbean, commanders of colonial regiments complained both about the quality of the men sent out from home and of the willingness
of their charges to shirk their prescribed duties in favor of the chance for independence. The British governor of St. Vincent expressed
this frustration in 1777, calling the latest crop of recruits “the very scum of the Earth. The Streets of London must have been swept of
their refuse, the Gaols emptied … I should say the very Gibbets had been robbed to furnish such Recruits, literally most of them fit only
… to fill a pit with.”68 The unenviable reputation of European servicemen posted to the West Indies as “undisciplined men” of
“irregular habits” stalks them in the recent literature as relentlessly as it did in the eighteenth century.69

Rates of desertion climbed when war and rumors of war drove soldiers away from the barracks and sailors off the ships, but, like all
the other forms of popular resistance present in the Caribbean, desertion was a time-honored tradition in both war and peace by the
close of the eighteenth century. Invitations to desert were not lacking. Discipline in colonial regiments was rigid and uncompromising;
frequent epidemics ravaged the ranks of newly arrived troops, confined as they often were in close and unsanitary quarters; and many
opportunities to participate in local cultures beckoned. Deserters from Spanish regiments enjoyed the unique option of taking refuge in
churches, where law and custom protected them from apprehension. But others of all nationalities eagerly shipped themselves aboard
small merchant or contrabanding vessels, lost themselves in cities, or wandered from place to place as vagrants.

In the early 1790s, the political currents then swirling about the Atlantic basin also led soldiers and sailors to desertion and other
more direct forms of resistance to military authority. Advertisements for deserters in Jamaica regiments suggest such political avenues
of explanation. For example, many reports describe deserters of Irish background. James Regan, whose heavy brogue branded him as
distinctive, deserted the Kingston barrack in 1792, taking with him the clothes, money, and even the commission of his English captain.
He then hired a horse and a young black guide, traveled across the island to “one of the Northside ports,” and tried unsuccessfully to
pass himself off as his captain in an effort to gain passage off the island.70 A group of five deserters from the 62nd Regiment which



absconded around the same time included only one Englishman and three Irishmen.71 Henry Hamilton, another native of Ireland and a
weaver by trade, left the barrack at Stony Hill with an older Scottish comrade, also a weaver, in August, 1793.72 The apparent unrest
among Irish soldiers and seamen in royal service in the early 1790s coincides closely with the emergence of nationalist republicanism in
Ireland, a new and vital stage in the developing opposition to British rule. If deserters from British regiments in the West Indies
included Irish dissidents, such activity provides some background to the role which the United Irishmen would play in the naval
mutinies of 1797 at Spithead and the Nore. In the Caribbean itself, such a radical stream might sometimes find an immediate outlet in
local struggles against the British. Just after the black rebels of Saint-Domingue captured Cap Français in the late spring of 1793, the
commander of a British armed cutter serving off the coast of the rebellious colony identified a notorious “Irishman of prodigious size”
and thick brogue as “a deserter from his cutter, on board of which he had acted as boatswain.” The deserter had recently been spotted as
one of the motley crew of a large “rowboat, armed with fifty or sixty men of all colors” which preyed on British and American shipping
and had apparently made common cause with the black rebels on land.73

The wide-ranging efforts of colonial governments to discourage such behavior echo parallel efforts to control runaway slaves. In
Jamaica, advertisements for military deserters appeared in newspapers on the same pages as notices for slave deserters, and
apprehended deserters could expect the kind of swift and severe punishment routinely meted out to rebellious slaves. Early in 1791,
military authorities sentenced “a marine and a seaman” guilty of deserting one of the king’s warships in Port Royal to receive 500
lashes each, though later “the Admiral humanely remitted half the punishment.”74 Governors, officers, the Assembly, and private
citizens also offered bounties for aid in the recovery of deserters, in much the same fashion as they did for absent slaves. Often the lines
between different forms of desertion became blurry indeed. For example, when authorities apprehended mulatto Josef Isidro Puncel at
two in the morning near the gates of the central plaza in Havana, they jailed him as a runaway slave, only to find upon closer
investigation that he was actually a free deserter from the armada.75 On the other hand, since the security of planters, merchants,
colonial officials, and their families depended in large measure upon the strength, loyalty, and readiness of military forces, they enjoyed
some leeway which runaway slaves did not possess. Early in 1789 and again four years later, as the prospect of war loomed on the
horizon, the Spanish Crown attempted to bring deserters back into the fold by issuing an amnesty covering all those found guilty of
desertion and contrabanding, both at large and in prison.76

One particular incident of desertion involving a group of British regimental musicians provides a rare glimpse into Governor
Balcarres’s “Pandora’s Box”—the complex urban underground protecting fugitives from the discipline of Caribbean slave society. Too
often ignored by military historians, musicians were integral to British army regiments in the West Indies and elsewhere, and their role
as well as their numbers appear to have expanded between the middle of the eighteenth century and the era of the Napoleonic wars.77

As military bands in Europe broadened both in size and instrumentation during this period, black musicians became increasingly
prominent and by the 1780s could be found playing beside whites in all parts of the continent. Crashing cymbals and beating
kettledrums, tambourines, bass drums, triangles, and so-called “Jingling Johnies,” blacks in British bands brought with them new
sounds which the bands eagerly incorporated as part of the ongoing process of cultural borrowing which had always characterized
British military music.78 More extensive borrowing occurred in the West Indies. In the islands, blacks appeared in European military
bands very early in the century; black drummers performed in French regiments at least as early as the 1720s. By the end of the century,
British regimental bands also drew readily upon black talent. The presence of local black musicians in these bands not only affected
their music, but also provided disaffected British musicians routes of access to the vibrant musical culture of the islands and ultimately
to the underground which nourished it.

In the 1790s in Jamaica, musicians from British regiments appear especially prone to desertion. This was certainly the case in the
10th Regiment of Foot stationed near Kingston. In April of 1793, the commanding officer of the 10th Regiment circulated in local
newspapers notices for musicians who had absconded at different times that month. One of these deserters was Samuel Reed, an Irish
“labourer” of about twenty-five who had played the clarinet and other instruments. Just days after Reed’s disappearance, Joseph Lees, a
drummer, left the barracks to join him.79

Perhaps Reed and Lees were attempting to join two fellow musicians who had been absent for more than a year. In dramatic fashion
late in February 1792, ten musicians—no doubt most of the band—had deserted from the 10th Regiment and headed for Kingston.
Apparently the escape was well planned. The deserters first found shelter at the home of an old friend, a brown man called Jacob Hyam,
who had himself recently served as a fifer to an artillery company in the same regiment. Closely following their trail, military
authorities apprehended three of the musicians at Hyam’s home; the rest escaped. Several days later, three more of the deserters were
caught, this time hiding out at the home of “an old white woman named Mary Ellis” who lived in a dark and seamy section of Kingston
popularly known as “Damnation-alley.” Here those tracking the four who remained at large discovered that only a day or two before,
“finding themselves warmly pursued,” the alert musicians “parted company, and took different routes.” Two of the remaining four were
soon taken up shortly before they boarded a vessel at Savanna-la-Mar.80

By late March, then, only two of the original ten had managed to elude the authorities, George Theodorus Eskirkin (a native of
Ireland known to friends simply as “Dorus”) and Quebec native John Sims. Both Eskirkin and Sims were accomplished musicians
whose talents and interests included but ranged beyond mastery of the staple instruments issued to military musicians—the flute,
hautboy, fife, and clarinet. Eskirkin, in the words of his commander, could “beat the drum,” and Sims enjoyed the “violin, violin-cello,
harpsichord … basoon, and guitar.” Although the musical backgrounds of these two men differed in fundamental ways from those of
the local musicians, their interests in the types of percussive and stringed instruments popular among black musicians in Jamaica may
have enabled them to find kindred spirits in the underground who continued to help them evade the clutches of their pursuers. After
leaving Jacob Hyam (now confined in the parish jail for having harbored the fugitives) and Mary Ellis, Sims and Eskirkin remained a
step ahead of the law and moved to nearby Spanish Town, where they were often seen in the company of another notorious musician, “a
black man named Jack Nailor,” like Sims “a Fiddler” who made his home somewhere “in the Jew market.” Either under Nailor’s
tutelage or on their own, the two deserters began taking up disguises in order to lose themselves amid the comings and goings of the



capital. Sometimes they appeared as British seamen, dressed in long black stockings and tarred baggy trousers; at other times they
became Spanish, effecting accents and walking about with “coloured handkerchiefs tied about their heads, and striped linen jackets and
trousers.” By mid-summer, exasperated authorities had all but given up on trying to apprehend Eskirkin and Sims, whom they now
described as literally indistinguishable from their darker-skinned companions in Kingston and Spanish Town. Said to be “fishing and
shooting” along the southern coast, the two musicians had come to “look as brown as some people of colour.” There is no record of
either having been taken up and returned to military duty.

For Dorus and John, music proved to be the thread of common experience linking their adventure to the struggles of masterless men
and women in Kingston’s urban underground attempting to fashion a life outside the scrutiny of Caribbean officialdom. Their success
reflects the difficulties these officials faced in disentangling the networks which permitted people of all types and descriptions to resist
authority and assert a mobile existence. Such popular resistance and mobility would become key factors allowing for the transmission
of the excitement of social revolution in the Caribbean. It is essential to recognize, however, that these networks were not confined
discretely to single islands or areas but stretched to encompass entire regions. It is to this vital inter-island mobility—the world of ships
and sailors—that we now turn our attention.



2.
“Negroes in Foreign Bottoms”

Sailors, Slaves, and Communication

After planters and merchants forced them off the land in the late 1600s, Caribbean buccaneers took to the sea as pirates. As slavery
expanded in the next century, sailing vessels remained a refuge for the disaffected. By the 1790s, residents of the region recognized a
close symbolic connection between experience at sea and freedom. In typical fashion, when Tom King, a Kingston slave “well-known
in this Town, Spanish-Town, and Port Royal,” slipped away in November 1790, his owner warned that King, “having been at sea may
attempt to pass for a Free Man.”1

In the same spirit as King’s owner, many slaveholding whites in the eighteenth-century Caribbean commonly observed that “it was
a very dangerous thing to let a negro know navigation.” Olaudah Equiano, a slave who became a sailor in the 1760s and 1770s and
eventually worked his way to freedom, felt that his mobile occupation placed him on a more equal footing with his owner, and he did
not hesitate to “tell him my mind.”2 Whites often accused non-plantation and skilled black workers of insolence, but slaves who looked
to the sea for either employment or escape posed special problems of control, as did those masterless blacks and browns who arrived in
vessels from foreign colonies. Whether runaways like Tom King or sailors like Equiano, many slaves found it in their interest to orient
themselves toward the sea and the world beyond the horizon. The movement of ships and seamen not only offered opportunities for
developing skills or escaping, but provided the medium of long-distance communication and allowed interested Afro-Americans to
follow developments in other parts of the world.

Deep sea sailors from European vessels made up a highly visible segment of the Caribbean underground, where they formed local
connections, kept people abreast of developments overseas, and often ran afoul of local authorities. In the late eighteenth century, these
seamen arrived in the colonies in substantial numbers, especially considering local population levels. By the late 1780s, roughly 21,000
British mariners traveled to the West Indian colonies each year. In 1788, Jamaica’s trade alone employed close to 500 ships and well
over 9,000 seamen. More than twice as many French sailors arrived in Saint-Domingue in 1789, when 710 vessels brought 18,460
mariners to the booming French colony. In a small but growing city like Cap Français, this dockside constituency represented a sizable
percentage of the population. By multiplying numbers of ships in the harbor “in normal times” by average crew sizes, Moreau de Saint-
Méry estimated that about 2,550 seamen occupied Cap Français at any given time. In a city whose official population was barely above
12,000 in 1788, sailors outnumbered both white and free colored residents.3

While the population of arriving seamen saw considerable turnover, individual sailors might remain in the islands for considerable
periods of time. Depending upon the time of year, the state of the market, prices, and other factors, ships’ masters and supercargoes
often required several weeks to put together a full cargo for the return voyage; preparing the vessels for sea compounded these
inevitable delays. Disease, one of the many occupational hazards of life before the mast, also lengthened the stay of many seamen. In
Jamaica for example, sailors made up eighty-four percent of the persons—301 of 359—checking in to the Island Hospital in Kingston
in 1791; the following year, they comprised seventy-eight percent of the hospital’s patients.4 Finally, some of the sailors undoubtedly
decided to linger in the colonies rather than subject themselves again to the rigid discipline and absolute authority of ship captains.

The behavior of seamen left to their own devices ashore caused steady complaint among Caribbean officials and presented a social
control problem for police authorities throughout the region. Jamaican newspapers decried the “riotous and disorderly” conduct of
sailors in Port Royal, Kingston, and the port cities of the north coast, and carried frequent accounts of clashes between transient Jack
Tars and local militia units. Kingston’s Town Guard, whose primary task consisted of controlling the movements of slaves after dark,
routinely turned out to round up groups of rowdy sailors accused of disturbing the peace, whom the guardsmen shepherded to the parish
jail or confined aboard royal vessels at anchor in Port Royal.5 Collective resistance to such displays of authority, however, became a
vital part of the ethos of the Anglo-American merchant seaman, as Jamaican authorities knew only too well. When a town magistrate in
St. Ann’s Bay sentenced one of their number to jail for “harassing” a local resident, “a mob of sailors” collected in front of the guilty
official’s home, “determined to rescue the prisoner from the constable.” The frightened magistrate sounded the alarm, summoning the
Light Infantry, which finally dispersed the gathering crowd and enabled “a file of men” to escort the prisoner to jail.6

Like the many laws designed to regulate the conduct of slaves, legislation directed against British seamen in the West Indies aimed
to maintain their loyalty through a combination of half-hearted “reforms” and rigid restrictions. Legal pressure increased in times of
international tension such as the late 1780s and 1790s, when navies expected merchant marines to provide a reserve of able-bodied and
experienced seamen to man the warships. A royal proclamation of 1788, for example, prohibited British seamen in the West Indies



“from serving foreign Princes and States.” In the early 1790s, Jamaica’s House of Assembly brought forward measures “for the better
order and government of the sea-port towns in this island,” one of which promised to prevent “cheats, frauds, and abuses, in paying
seamen’s wages.” With the declaration of war against France in 1793, however, the resistance of merchant sailors to service in the
Royal Navy forced the Assembly to adopt another approach. “The Seamen having fled into the Country the moment they discovered by
the public Papers … that War had taken place,” the Assembly drafted a tougher bill “to prevent their deserting from the ships or vessels
to which they belong, and also to prevent their being harbored or concealed by persons keeping tippling or punch houses, and retailing
rum and other spiritous liquors.” Three years later, however, exasperated military officers continued to complain that “Crimping Houses
and [other] Suspected places” where sailors congregated still protected deserters.7

Legislators seldom expressed openly the full range of their motives in putting such legislation into effect, but laws regulating the
behavior of seamen undoubtedly aimed at driving a wedge between the mariners from Europe and local blacks and browns and at
preventing any mutual sharing of interest or information. Subject to arbitrary punishments (including the lash) and often pressed or
tricked into merchant vessels against their will, sailors might have easily found some common cause with local slaves. The language of
these statutes usually cited the necessity of maintaining public order after hours. Grenada’s “Police Act” of 1789 singled out for stiff
penalties male slaves, free coloreds, and sailors who “to the ruin of their own health and morals, and to the evil example and seduction
of others” gambled and caroused in the island’s gaming houses by night.8

Controlling other activities which brought together slaves and sailors from abroad, however, presented greater difficulty. Sailors
provided a natural market for the produce grown by slaves in their garden plots—“yams, cocoas, plantains, bananas, fruits, &c.”—
which they swapped for the salted beef, linens, shoes, or other goods which made up the “private adventures” of the seamen—portions
of their ships’ cargo which they were allowed to trade on their own account. Irish merchant James Kelly, who inherited a wharf on the
north coast of Jamaica early in the nineteenth century, observed with fascination the operation of this system of internal marketing and
the interaction which grew up around it. “Sailors and Negroes are ever on the most amicable terms,” he remarked, describing a “mutual
confidence and familiarity” and “a feeling of independence in their intercourse” which contrasted sharply with the “degradation” blacks
suffered in their everyday relationships with local whites.9 Contact between sailors and West Indian blacks also had enduring cultural
consequences. Many popular sea shanties, maritime work songs which traveled with sailors on British ships to all parts of the globe in
the nineteenth century, bear striking resemblances to Caribbean slave songs; in fact, considerable evidence exists to show that the very
practice of shantying may have its roots in the interaction of sailors and black dockworkers on the shorelines of the West Indian islands.
One theory of the origins and development of pidgin and creole languages in the Caribbean region likewise emphasizes contact and
borrowing between European sailors and African slaves.10

The commerce of Saint-Domingue brought to that colony an extraordinarily diverse group of European sailors. Like their British
counterparts in Jamaica, many of these seamen participated actively in the local underground and economy. In 1790, French Minister of
the Marine La Luzerne reported that Saint-Domingue teemed with French mariners but also “Majorcans, Minorcans, Italians, Maltese,
and other seafarers” laying over “in the course of a longer voyage” or “attracted to Saint-Domingue by the hope of a better lot.” By this
time, the island’s port cities had long experience with accommodating these sailors. One observer in the 1770s counted no less than
fifteen hundred “cabarets” and “Billiards,” small drinking and gambling joints which catered to an unending stream of “twelve thousand
Navigators and seafarers” who frequented these establishments and “make them profitable.”11

Though municipal governments passed ordinances in response to the complaints of colonists about the sailors leading masterless
lives in “cabarets, in dark gambling houses, or among the slaves,” these laws registered little effect. In the Cap, for example, bar
owners, slaves, and the authorities alike simply ignored regulations passed in 1780 limiting the number of such establishments and
setting down rules for their operation. Bars remained open long after the appointed hour of closing, and owners violated other
provisions by exceeding the restrictions on the amount of rum which they could dispense and by refusing to clear slaves from their
places of business. A special division of the police force of Cap Français charged with keeping the sailors in line and with finding “all
deserted mariners” was similarly ineffective.12

As in the British islands, extensive contact between seamen and local slaves and free coloreds occurred in the daylight hours as well
as after dark. According to contemporary observers in Cap Français, sailors traditionally set up stands along the wharves on Sundays
and holidays to barter and trade with all comers, including slaves. This so-called “white market,” almost as old as the city itself,
survived despite official opposition because sailors violently resisted several attempts to close it down. Perhaps as a result of interaction
with sailors, certain aspects of the language and culture of the slaves of Saint-Domingue suggest an orientation toward the world of the
sea. Mingled with French, Spanish, and African components, several “sea terms also found their place” in the island’s distinctive creole
language. In addition, African women in Saint-Domingue sometimes referred to each other as “sailors,” a custom which Moreau de
Saint-Méry traced back to the old buccaneers who used the term as a way of confirming their solidarity.13

The constant yet shifting stream of itinerant seafaring folk provided the masterless underground in the colonies with a crucial
transatlantic connection. As developments in Europe began to affect the future of slavery in the colonies, these sailors brought with
them reports of great interest to both slaves and their owners. By 1790, British sailors arrived with news that an antislavery movement
was gathering momentum in England, while French seamen wearing tricolored cockades had even more exciting stories to tell of
political developments in France.

As outposts of European empires, each of the American colonies operated, at least in theory, within autarkic commercial schemes
designed to keep colonial trade inside the imperial system and to protect this trade from the meddling of outsiders, thereby enhancing
the state treasury. But from the beginning, fraud, bribery, smuggling, and other forms of illegal commerce linked together the colonies
of the European powers in the Caribbean region despite the numerous official barriers. By the end of the eighteenth century, the British
Navigation Acts, the French exclusif, and the Spanish flota system had gradually given way to modified approaches which precariously
balanced the competing interests of free trade and imperial revenue. These concessions to local practice reflect the Caribbean reality of
a regional community where geographic proximity was often more important than national boundaries. The easing of commercial



restrictions had the effect of increasing intercolonial communication.
Denmark created the first Caribbean “free port” in 1724, opening St. Thomas to the ships of every nation as a place where seafaring

folk from all over the region could come together to exchange goods and information without the intrusion of mercantilist regulations.
Before 1800 all the colonial powers followed suit and experimented with similar measures to attract the shipping of their rivals and
undercut smugglers by taking away part of the incentive for illegal intercolonial trade. The slow movement toward less restricted, if not
“free,” trade picked up steam after 1763. In 1766, the first of the British Free Port Acts provided French and Spanish ships controlled
access to ports in Jamaica and Dominica. The next year the French followed suit, opening Môle Saint-Nicolas to foreign shipping, and
they extended these provisions to include Cap Français, Port-au-Prince, and Cayes in 1784. Meanwhile the Spanish Crown, following
the devastating defeats of the Seven Years’ War, began to institute similar reforms along the lines suggested by the Bourbon reformers
in France. After first breaking the Sevilla-Cádiz monopoly on trade with the Indies, the new policies allowed Spanish ports in the
colonies (with the exception of those belonging to the Captaincy-General of Caracas) to trade directly with one another in 1778.14

Even though they exclude the large number of ships which continued to engage in contraband trade after 1780 and record only how
many vessels took advantage of these new regulations, official trade figures testify to the extent to which seagoing commerce bound the
Caribbean community together. Jamaica’s entry into the free port system, devised primarily to attract the trade of the French and
Spanish, brought ships from Cuba, from the Spanish and French colonies on Hispaniola, and from as far south as the island of Curaçao
and the port of Coro on the coast of Venezuela. These foreign vessels, while never constituting a majority of entering ships,
nevertheless represented a significant percentage. In the last quarter of 1787, Jamaican customs agents registered eighty-nine British
ships and sixty-four foreign vessels. During the next six months, eighty-six more Spanish vessels and seventy-two French vessels, over
fifty of them from Saint-Domingue, called at Kingston alone. In the early 1790s, Jamaican newspapers recorded the daily arrivals of
foreign vessels, but were careful to hide specifics in order to protect them from reprisals in their home territories, where such activity
might still be considered illegal. Even during the war year of 1793, almost 350 foreign vessels successfully eluded the privateers to land
at Jamaica.15

The kinds of goods which flowed into the British colonies from this regional trade touched the everyday lives of people throughout
the social structure and therefore probably attracted general interest. Jamaica’s commercial connection with the Spanish in Cuba
brought to the island vitally needed livestock, fresh beef, and specie. Ships arriving from Saint-Domingue, on the other hand, provided
foodstuffs for the consumption of slaves and the king’s soldiers and sailors. In 1790 and 1791, “frequent supplies” of plantains arrived
from Hispaniola to ease the effects of high prices induced by shortages of “that most valuable article of food for Negroes” in the British
island. At the same time, military authorities noted that “regular arrivals” of cocoa from Saint-Domingue, which continued even after
the slave rebellion in 1791, enriched the breakfasts of the troops and were thought to reduce their rates of mortality and morbidity.16

In Saint-Domingue, geographic factors, combined with the chronic inability of the French merchant fleet to satisfy the colony’s
rising demand for all types of commodities, lent both motive and opportunity to merchants and planters to develop extensive contacts
with the English, Spanish, Dutch, and Danish. In lean times, colonists in smaller ports often depended on contacts with foreign
territories for their very survival. In the 1770s, French colonists were taking matters into their own hands in order to battle shortages of
grain and livestock; they outfitted vessels to travel to North America for flour and to Cuba and the Spanish Main for horses and mules.
When British cruisers cut off the western and southern ports from French ships during the American Revolution, Jérémie and Cayes
relied on ships coming from Dutch Curaçao to ward off impending famine.17 But these activities involved more than simply emergency
measures or wartime expedients. Illicit commerce had always flourished in peacetime and continued after the peace of 1783. For
decades, Saint-Domingue vessels took indigo and cotton worth thousands of pounds sterling to Jamaica in clear violation of the letter
and spirit of the exclusif. Two-thirds of this amount came from the ports lying between Jérémie and Cap Tiburon, just thirty-three
leagues, or half a day’s sail, from Jamaica’s east coast.18

Saint-Domingue’s many good harbors attracted foreign shipping as well. In spite of the measures of 1767 and 1784 opening the
Môle, the Cap, Port-au-Prince, and Cayes, merchants still pressed local officials to loosen restrictions against foreign shipping even
more. Bowing to this mounting pressure by extending free trade regulations to Jacmel and Jérémie in 1789, the French governor-general
was quickly dismissed.19 Foreigners valued the opportunity to trade to Saint-Domingue as much as the French colonists valued the
presence of their ships. As the revolutionary era approached, foreign colors flew proudly in Saint-Domingue’s ports. In 1788, more than
one thousand foreign vessels, the vast majority of them small ships averaging between sixty and seventy-five tons in weight, called at
these ports. Of this number, 259 were Spanish traders from all parts of the Americas which exchanged bullion for European
manufactures and slaves. The following year 283 Spanish ships came to trade in the French colony. Moreau de Saint-Méry’s
extraordinarily detailed description of the French colony in 1789 placed 140 vessels at anchor in the harbor of Cap Français when
commerce was normal, sixty of which would bear foreign registry.20 To the west and south, Fort-au-Prince and Cayes more closely
resembled free ports than colonial cities in the fall of 1790, with vessels registered in the United States, Jamaica, Curaçao, St. Croix,
and St. Thomas far outnumbering French vessels. From January to September, customs figures counted 272 foreign arrivals at Port-au-
Prince, an average of more than one per day, and eighty even at smaller and more remote Cayes.21

Though foreign trade produced clear advantages, the movement of ships in this short-distance trade increased inter-island mobility,
and many observers expressed concern about the many strangers who arrived aboard these vessels. Soon after Jamaica opened its first
free ports in 1766, for instance, French, Spanish, Dutch, and Portuguese seamen, merchants, and commercial agents began to appear in
large numbers in the island’s port cities. Residents worried about the loyalty of these strangers. Far from solving the island’s problems
of provisioning, argued Rose Fuller in 1773, the Free Port Act had only succeeded in lending an air of legality to the annoying presence
of “many Foreigners” who had no intention of becoming naturalized British citizens, did nothing to support the government of the
island, and therefore represented possible dangers to the island’s security.22

White Jamaicans registered stronger reactions to the presence of foreigners of color. In 1782, Jamaica’s Grand Jury of the Quarter
Sessions called attention to the many people of color from Dutch Curasao, like Jamaica a hub of trade, and other foreign territories
living on the island. A “multitude of this description” had settled in Kingston, while “others [roamed] at large.” The Grand Jury



proposed that the legislature oblige these foreign Negroes to carry tickets to be produced on demand or, better, that “they should have a
label round their necks describing who and what they are.” In addition, they recommended that captains of foreign ships post a bond
promising “to take away such people as they may bring into port.”23 By the 1790s, foreign blacks and browns continued to be fixtures
in Jamaican port cities where they attracted the suspicion of municipal authorities. In July 1791, officials in Montego Bay took “Hosa, a
Spanish Negro” off a Spanish sloop and placed him in the workhouse as a runaway slave over his protestations that he was free. The
following year, “two Spanish mulattoes” received one month’s hard labor in the Kingston workhouse after a row with a local “free
negro.”24 The revolution of slaves in Saint-Domingue would soon provide a major pretext for authorities in both the British and Spanish
colonies to take much stronger measures to discourage the immigration of foreign blacks.

The regional trade in re-shipped African slaves, a specialized branch of intercolonial Caribbean free trade, allowed ships and people to
travel to places where they were otherwise prohibited. Because trading slaves provided a convenient cover for ships engaging in illegal
commerce, this trade brought foreign shipping to the otherwise restricted Spanish territories. The British showed the way. From early in
the eighteenth century, Jamaica was the center of a thriving network of contraband trade which included a substantial illegal trade in
African labor to French and Spanish ports. Moreover, under British control the asiento to provide Spanish America with slaves enabled
smugglers posing as slave traders to unload a wide variety of illegal goods. Occasionally, free seamen even resorted to passing
themselves off as slaves in order to land and barter with the locals.25 The rising demand for slaves throughout the Caribbean justified
the free port system and the general loosening of commercial restrictions which occurred after 1763.

When the end of the American Revolution brought peace to the Caribbean, all the colonial powers once again turned their attention
to questions of economic development. Awed with the opulent success of Saint-Domingue, policymakers in other parts of the Caribbean
set about making their ports as attractive to ships loaded with cargoes of Africans. In 1789, news concerning these latest commercial
loopholes buzzed everywhere. The French in Saint-Domingue were not the only ones devising new schemes for increasing their black
labor force.26 The newly appointed governor of the Dutch entrepôt of St. Eustatius left word in Dominica in May that he brought
“orders to fortify, and to open the Port for the importation of negroes in foreign bottoms.” News that a Spanish royal decree of 28
February 1789 allowed foreign vessels of less than 300 tons to land and sell cargoes of slaves at ports in Cuba, Santo Domingo, Puerto
Rico, and Caracas sparked even greater interest. In addition to granting foreign vessels opportunities to trade directly with the Spanish,
the decree of comercio libre allowed Spanish ships to travel to foreign colonies for the purpose of purchasing slaves.27

Under these new dispensations, the movement of small vessels carrying either slaves or produce for their purchase was the most
active form of intercolonial commerce linking the Greater Antilles in the years immediately prior to and after the outbreak of the
revolution in Saint-Domingue, and commercial activity picked up in other Caribbean subregions as well. In the Greater Antilles,
Jamaica continued to be the major transshipping point for this trade, and the French and later the Spanish depended greatly on the
ability of the British to provide slaves for their colonies. In the 1770s, merchants from Saint-Domingue outfitted vessels with rum and
molasses and headed for Jamaica, where they traded for slaves over the objections of the island’s sugar planters. French agents engaged
in putting together black cargoes for the return voyage were already familiar sights in Kingston and other ports.28 Small Spanish ships
operating out of Cuban ports also made hundreds of such voyages. Whereas Havana could receive foreign slavers under the cédula of
1789, merchants and planters in cities like Santiago de Cuba relied on locally registered vessels to travel to foreign ports to make slave
purchases. Between September 1789 and June 1791, ships from Santiago de Cuba made 157 authorized trips abroad in search of slaves.
They visited Saint-Domingue and even called as far away as Curaçao, but nine of ten made their purchases in Jamaica.29 Along the
coast of Caracas, nearby Curaçao served the same function as did Jamaica for its French and Spanish neighbors, though on a
considerably smaller scale. Many of the 3,300 African laborers whom traders brought to Caracas in the first two-and-a-half years of
comercio libre came through the Dutch entrepôt.30

Merchants, planters, and government authorities welcomed this free trade in slaves, but with reservations. Despite rules restricting
foreign slavers to twenty-four hours in Spanish ports, officials soon reported that this supposed commerce in slaves smacked of the age-
old abuses of the asiento system. Suspicious vessels arrived with only a few slaves to sell, and even some of these proved to be sailors
posing as slaves in order to land contraband goods. Similarly, when small Spanish boats came to Jamaica’s north coast to trade
livestock for slaves, the British suspected them of engaging in mischief, particularly because their crews frequently included free black
or brown sailors.31 Lingering uneasiness about the kinds of slaves which their competitors offered for sale also tempered French and
Spanish enthusiasm for the new methods of obtaining Africans. French planters experimenting with buying slaves from British
smugglers in the early 1770s worried that Jamaicans had already bought “all the good Negroes” and that those remaining, while cheaper
in price, might very well be unhealthy “rejects” or, worse, “mischievous or corrupt characters” transported for crimes. The voracious
appetites of the French planters for more slaves in the 1780s caused some observers to fear that indiscriminate slave buying might make
Saint-Domingue a repository for refractory creolized slaves from all over the Caribbean. A French memorialist expressed this sentiment
in 1789. Not only was Saint-Domingue’s dependence on the neighboring British colony for much of its labor supply unhealthy for the
nation’s commerce, he argued; furthermore, “the Slaves which our rivals furnish are almost always the refuse of their 32 colonies.”32

Certainly, many of the English-speaking slaves whose names appear in newspaper notices announcing auctions for captured
runaways were plantation dissidents from Jamaica and other places. In March 1789, officials at Petit-Goave announced the sale of a
forty-year-old “English” slave claiming to have escaped from a watchmaker in Port-au-Prince. In September, Moïse, another English-
speaker recently sold to an owner in Cap Dame-Marie, was apprehended by police in Port-au-Prince. Attracted by the relative
anonymity of the capital city, Moïse may also have been attempting to secure a passage to Jamaica. In early December officials
auctioned three more English-speaking runaways, Williams and Joseph Phillips in Port-au-Prince, and an intriguing character calling
himself “Sans-Peur” (“Without Fear”) at Cap Français.33 Slaves from English-speaking territories were not the only foreign slaves
represented in these notices. In addition, they recorded slaves from Curaçao and others who spoke Portuguese and probably came from
Brazil.34

Experience justified the French planters’ concern with the influx of foreign creole slaves. Slaves from other colonies, especially



from the British territories, engaged in rebellious activity in Saint-Domingue before 1790, and they played a pivotal role again during
the revolutionary years. Plymouth, who led a ban of maroons in the 1730s, came to Saint-Domingue from one of the British colonies.
Mackandal, leader of another outlying group of rebels in the 1760s, escaped from Jamaica, as did Boukmann, the religious figure
credited with organizing the initial revolt which signaled the oncoming revolution in August 1791. And Henry Christophe, a rebel
commander who later became independent Haiti’s second president, was born on the British island of St. Kitts.

On the Venezuelan coast, Spanish officials registered similar misgivings about some of the slaves introduced through the island of
Curaçao. The arrival in September 1790 of a shipment of thirty-one slaves, nine of whom were said to have been “educated” in the
Dutch colony, prompted intendente Juan Guillelmi to act to prohibit the creoles from landing. He explained that “it has been observed
that creole slaves brought up in foreign colonies are harmful to these provinces.”35 Five years later, a runaway slave from Curaçao led
the largest revolt of slaves and free coloreds in Venezuelan history. But even as Guillelmi spoke, portents of revolution in the French
colonies had already forced colonial officials to examine anew the issues of black mobility, communication, and sea travel in the
Caribbean.

If commercial and political networks connected the islands with each other and significantly affected their development, the same web
of contact linked the West Indies to British North America. Beginning long before 1776 and continuing into the decades following the
independence of the thirteen colonies, ships transported goods and people between the Caribbean and the Atlantic coast of the northern
continent. Just as residents of the Caribbean felt the effects of the American Revolution, the black rebellions in the Caribbean at the end
of the eighteenth century frightened slaveholders and inspired slaves in the United States as much as in the islands.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, commerce between the mainland and the Caribbean islands shaped the history of both
regions. Beginning in the 1600s, the temperate zone of North America and the tropical areas to the south took separate but
complementary paths of development. By the next century, the North Americans supplied flour, dried fish, salted beef, lumber, horses
and other livestock, and the dry provisions which allowed the sugar, cotton, and tobacco planters of the islands to specialize in the
cultivation of these and other tropical staples. This trade represented such a vital element in the economic structures of both regions that
its continuation and control became one of the most contentious issues leading to the rupture of the thirteen colonies with Great Britain.
On the eve of the American Revolution, John Adams referred to the precious West India trade as “an essential link in a vast chain,
which has made New England what it is, the southern provinces what they are, [and] the West India islands what they are,” and
predicted that “tearing and rendering” would result inevitably from the British effort to control that trade.36

From the perspective of North Americans like Adams, this “essential link” encompassed the non-British Caribbean islands as well
as the British possessions. Beginning around 1700, especially close relations built up between the thirteen colonies and Saint-Domingue
and the other French West Indies. As North American supply outstripped demand in the British islands, French ports presented valuable
outlets for surplus goods while offering Yankee traders cheaper rum and molasses in return. As the British moved after 1763 to close
off this flourishing but illicit trade, the French countered by liberalizing trade regulations in order to continue to attract North American
vessels. During the American Revolution, these commercial connections proved especially valuable to the rebels, who bought powder
and ammunition in French ports which allowed them to sustain the rebellion. After 1783, commerce with the Caribbean and in
particular with Saint-Domingue expanded greatly. Trade figures demonstrate vividly the extent of mutual dependence as the post-
revolutionary era in North America began to give way to the age of the French Revolution. By 1790, the value of United States trade
with Saint-Domingue, a colony of barely more than half a million inhabitants, exceeded that of trade to all the rest of the Americas
combined, and was second only to Great Britain’s share in the overall foreign trade of the new nation. More than 500 North American
ships engaged in the trade with Saint-Domingue, and the French West Indies produced two-thirds of all the coffee and sugar consumed
in the United States. For their part, the French islands consumed one-fourth of all flour, three-fourths of all salted beef, sixty percent of
the dried fish, eighty percent of the pickled fish, and seventy-three percent of the livestock exported from the American states. North
American commercial interests in the Caribbean region continued into the Napoleonic era; between 1790 and 1814, one-third of all
United States exports went to the Caribbean and South America.37

Social, political, and cultural contacts between north and south naturally resulted from this expanding commercial network. Before
the Revolution, blacks were among the thousands of sailors who worked the North America–West Indies trade. Black New Englanders
like Massachusetts native Paul Cuffe, who would later acquire his own vessel and become active in the colonization of Sierra Leone,
made voyages to the Gulf of Mexico and the West Indies in the 1770s.38 Caribbean blacks moved in the other direction as well. “I, who
always much wished to lose sight of the West Indies,” wrote Olaudah Equiano of his experiences and travels as a seaman in the 1760s,
“was not a little rejoiced at the thoughts of seeing any other country.” During that memorable decade, Equiano made friends in
Savannah, witnessed demonstrations over the repeal of the Stamp Act in Charleston, and heard George Whitefield preach in
Philadelphia.39 Occasionally black visitors from the south chose to remain and begin new lives on the continent. In 1762, for instance, a
carpenter from Saint-Domingue sued successfully for his and his family’s freedom in the New York vice-admiralty court.40

In the 1770s, several hundred blacks and mulattoes from Saint-Domingue participated directly in the war for North American
independence, and they took back with them experiences in fighting for liberty which they may have applied to their later struggles. As
a result of a 1778 commercial treaty between the United States and the French West Indies, French forces joined the Americans in
military engagements against the British in the West Indies. In 1779, however, French admiral D’Estaing sailed from Saint-Domingue
to Savannah with several battalions of black and mulatto troops in an effort to break up the British siege. Though the poorly coordinated
attack failed to dislodge the British, observers credited one of these detachments from Saint-Domingue with covering the retreat of the
American forces, thereby averting a major defeat. The lasting impact of this engagement on the minds of the black and brown soldiers
proved of greater importance than their heroism in 1779. Considering that these troops, numbering at least 600 and perhaps twice that
many, included among their ranks Henry Christophe, André Rigaud, Martial Besse, and other leaders of Saint-Domingue’s fight for
freedom, a nineteenth-century student of their role at Savannah has argued persuasively that “this legion … formed the connecting link
between the siege of Savannah and the wide development of republican liberty” in the New World.41



The aftermath of the American Revolution brought thousands of black and white loyalists from the mainland to the Caribbean in the
early 1780s. This emigration from southern ports in 1782 foreshadowed the exodus from Saint-Domingue after the slave rebellion a
decade later. When the British fled Savannah in July 1782, they allocated ample room aboard their vessels for Tory inhabitants and
“their effects”—mostly slaves—and large numbers of both slaves and free people ended up in Jamaica. On August 15, an unspecified
number of white loyalists landed in Jamaica along with some 1,400 blacks. It is estimated that 400 white families and perhaps as many
as 3,500 additional slaves, making a total near 5,000, reached Jamaica as a result of the evacuation of Savannah alone. Jamaica also
received more than half of the 5,327 blacks, both free and enslaved, who left aboard British vessels during the hurried evacuation of
Charleston in December 1782. Smaller contingents of black loyalists ended up in the Bahamas and other British islands.42

The fates of these highly visible refugees varied as widely as their backgrounds. A 1786 petition to the Jamaica House of Assembly
boasted of those Americans in Kingston who were “opulent and industrious [and] practice commerce,” but the authors complained in
the same breath that many of the new arrivals were “extremely indigent and wholly supported at the expense of the parish.” The
petitioners urged repeal of a 1783 act exempting the North Americans from paying taxes as a means of driving out these undesirables.43

Black North American immigrants to the Caribbean region show a similar, if not quite so stark, diversity. Currents of Afro-North
American thought followed the ex-slaves to the islands. For example, even a “successful” free black immigrant like George Liele could
prove a troublesome presence in Jamaica. Liele, a Baptist minister, was responsible for introducing the Baptist faith to Jamaica and
enlisted hundreds of black converts. Because of his race and his religion, he suffered to an extreme degree the persecution which the
planter class directed at all Protestant evangelical believers in the late eighteenth century.44 By the 1790s, other black immigrants in
Jamaica appear in runaway slave notices and in workhouse records. Two North Americans followed different routes to arrive at the
Kingston workhouse late in 1791. Solomon Dick, who claimed to be free, was arrested under vagrancy laws, while Daniel had escaped
some three years earlier from his owner, a French planter living near Fort Dauphin in Saint-Domingue, and was apparently one of the
many English-speaking slaves who escaped from the French colony to Jamaica in the late 1780s and early 1790s.45

At the same time, whites in the eastern Caribbean registered various complaints about the presence of North American blacks in that
subregion. When a Nevis merchant reported that slave sailors had appropriated his small sloop late in 1790, he described two members
of the crew as “Virginians,” including Long Jem, an “arch dog.”46 Another telling illustration comes from September 1791, when a
Dominican slaveowner expressed his thanks to a resident of Charleston who had recently returned a runaway slave who was “secreted”
in the Carolina capital. If only the British government would reciprocate, he sighed, as there were presently “not less than four hundred
slaves, the property of the people of Carolina, brought off at the evacuation,” making their home on the British island.47 Inevitably,
some of the black North Americans who had been shipped to the islands against their will desired to return to the less tropical and more
familiar environment they had left behind. Young Daniel, “a native of Virginia” was “so much attached to his country,” warned his
owner after Daniel disappeared, that “he will endeavour to get on board some vessel for America.”48

If ships and boats sailing among the island colonies of the Caribbean brought the region together commercially, their movement also
aided those seeking to escape the rigorous social control of these slave societies. The prospect of attaining a masterless existence at sea
or abroad lured every description of mobile fugitive in the region, from runaway slaves to military deserters to deep-sea sailors in the
merchant marines of the European empires. While huge oceangoing vessels and warships continued to symbolize the power of planters
and merchants, smaller vessels designed for local use became vehicles for hardy souls willing to brave the elements and the possibility
of stiff punishment to seize their opportunity. For all the colonial powers, the mobility of these unauthorized seaborne travelers
presented social dilemmas at home as well as diplomatic problems abroad.

Though advocates of free trade tried to undercut the contrabandists and interlopers, they still found ways to elude Spanish guarda-
costas, British patrol boats, and customs officers to land and sell their goods. Illegal trade continued to thrive among Cuba, Jamaica, and
Saint-Domingue in the 1780s in spite of the measures which each power took to stifle this trade. Most of the hard currency which
circulated in Saint-Domingue in the years leading up to the revolution, for example, consisted of pesos fuertes earned in the illicit trade
with Cuba. While Spanish boats from Cuba slipped into Saint-Domingue with fresh meats and bullion, British boats from Jamaica
engaged in illegal trade with the Cubans. All kinds of people participated in unlawful commerce. In July 1790, Jamaican officials asked
that the Spanish release several British sailors in a Cuban jail for illicit trading.49 Mariners from outlawed vessels filled the jails in other
colonies as well. In 1789, the British demanded the release of a crew of contrabandists taken off the coast of Puerto Rico and held in
Caracas. The long exposed coast of the mainland invited scores of illegal traders. After disease and desertion decimated the Spanish
fleet anchored at Puerto Cabello in 1793, officials in the capital considered a plan to raise 2,000 sailors by rounding up vagrant seamen
and emptying prisons of many of the mariners found guilty of trading illegally. Especially in the western provinces, where free people
of color were most numerous, many of these imprisoned sailors were listed as “de color.”50

Deserters from military service often ran to foreign colonies to escape their pursuers. To stem frequent unauthorized travel from
Cuba, officials issued licenses in order to control militiamen from taking advantage of their position to leave the island. During the war
later in the decade, the Crown extended amnesty to deserted soldiers and sailors both in other Spanish possessions and in foreign
territories. In like fashion, shipwrecked British sailors fled to Cuba, where they could “call themselves Americans with a view of
avoiding the British Service,” rather than return to Jamaica.51

Finally, runaway slaves were prominent among this varied group which took advantage of commercial interaction to find both work
and shelter on the seas or in foreign colonies. The commonplace ease of inter-island travel, slave access to transportation, and
intercolonial rivalries combined to make both short- and long-distance, colony-to-colony slave flight possible. Most often, these
seaborne runaways sought territories where plantations did not yet dominate the economy or where political considerations lessened the
possibility that they would be returned to their original owners. But even a fully developed slave society like Jamaica received its share
of runaway slaves from other colonies. When Parliament inquired in 1788 about whether any Jamaican slaves practiced Catholicism,
officials cited several black immigrants “who were brought from Guadeloupe” during the Seven Years’ War, and “some Runaways
from the neighbouring Spanish and French Islands.” Jamaican newspapers frequently listed black vagrants in parish workhouses



claiming to be residents of other Caribbean islands. In the spring of 1792, for example, William, a Barbadian, languished in the
Kingston workhouse while Sam, from Curaçao, was imprisoned in St. Elizabeth parish.52

For Jamaican and other British officials, however, slaves leaving the island presented a greater challenge than incoming deserters.
From the late seventeenth century through the era of the French Revolution, the Spanish colonies attracted the largest number of
maritime refugees from slavery. Even before 1700, runaways fleeing slavery in the British dominions began to arrive in canoes and ask
for asylum in Spanish territories. The Crown’s early decision to protect black fugitives in both Florida and Cuba as refugees from
Protestant heresy in search of instruction in Catholicism initiated a policy of welcoming slaves fleeing foreign colonies which lasted,
though sometimes shakily, for a century. In the 1730s, the Spanish reconfirmed this policy of extending religious asylum to runaways,
and word of the possibility of freedom quickly spread to distant slave communities through slaves working on trading vessels.53

In the 1750s, runaways to Spanish colonies created diplomatic stresses in Spain, as other nations began to raise legitimate questions
about the religious justification for Spanish policy toward slave fugitives. In 1752, the Dutch demanded the return of runaways who had
deserted to Puerto Rico from their colonies on St. Maarten and St. Eustatius, but the French ambassador called attention at the same
time to slaves from Guadeloupe, a colony under a Catholic king, who had also found their way to that Spanish island.54 Five years later,
the governor of French Martinique reported that slaves had departed his island for Puerto Rico, and in 1760 the captain-general at
Havana discovered a group of “French Negroes,” most likely runaways from Saint-Domingue, at large “in the vicinity of the Moro
Castle.”55 At the same time, the movement of slaves from the French islands in the eastern Caribbean to Trinidad, part of the captaincy-
general of Caracas, gave that island a reputation as a sanctuary similar to Puerto Rico.56

The peace following the end of the Seven Years’ War threatened to reduce this mobility, because the Bourbon reformers in Spain
reassessed Spanish policy regarding slaves and other fugitives from foreign colonies and directed colonial officials to begin returning
them. On Hispaniola, tensions between French and Spanish officials eased considerably in 1764 after the Spanish governor allowed a
detachment of the maréchaussée (mounted militia) from Saint-Domingue to cross the border in pursuit of a band of runaways which
had inhabited the mountainous stretches separating the colonies since 1728.57 In July 1767, Spain and Denmark moved to cut off
movement between Puerto Rico and the Danish islands of St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St. John in a treaty calling for the reciprocal return
of runaway slaves and other fugitives traveling between Spanish and Danish territories.58 But such delimitations were piecemeal and
always subject to the vagaries of international politics. As Spain and Denmark finalized their agreement, the British argued in vain that
a similar arrangement be applied to the many runaways from Jamaica in Cuba and those from the British Virgin Islands in Puerto Rico,
where a British frigate arrived in 1770 in a futile effort to reclaim the most recent cohort of black fugitives from St. Kitts.59 Black
desertion from the British islands continued through the era of the American Revolution. By 1790, absentee lobbyists in London termed
the losses of British slaves to Trinidad “very considerable,” and reported that runaways to Puerto Rico “are supposed now to amount to
some Thousands, including their descendents.”60

While seaborne black runaways from the Windward and Leeward Islands headed for Trinidad and Puerto Rico, Cuba’s shores
beckoned slaves from the islands farther west. On the north coast of Jamaica, black desertion to Spanish Cuba was a well-established
custom by the 1790s. The earliest “boat people” leaving Jamaica for Cuba appear in the records in 1699, when twenty slaves arrived by
canoe and were granted religious asylum in the Spanish colony. In 1718, the Jamaica Assembly first began to tackle the problem of
“Negroes going off the Island to the French or Spanish Colonies” by ordering that such unauthorized emigrants be “tried by Two
Justices and Three Freeholders, and suffer such Pains and Punishments (according to the Nature of their Crime) as they shall think
fit.”61 Judicial measures of this nature, however, assumed that Jamaican slaveowners would first be able to recover their slaves from the
Cubans, an extremely difficult task during this century of unceasing tension between Spain and England. Hundreds of English-speaking
slaves traveled to Cuba in the rebellious 1730s, and in 1751, barely a year after the publication of a royal cédula reaffirming that
Jamaican runaways embracing Catholicism would be protected by the Spanish in Cuba, reports stated that black Jamaicans were
escaping to the protection of Catholic priests.

Through the 1760s and the 1770s, the Assembly stepped up efforts to stem the tide of out-migration, leveling stiffer punishments
upon slave runaways and their free abettors. By 1789, slaves attempting to leave the island could by law receive the death penalty. In
addition, free coloreds aiding such escapes risked banishment from the island, and guilty whites suffered prohibitive fines.62

After reaching the shores of Cuba, some of these runaway slaves found and became a part of whole communities of deserters of
many descriptions and nations. An outlaw society near Bayamo, for example, amounted to a multinational guild of traders in illegal
goods and all kinds of fugitives. The governor of Santiago de Cuba, capital of the Bayamo district, reported in 1771 that “deserters from
the army, escaped convicts, and other fugitives,” including runaway slaves, arrived in eastern Cuba in small vessels to take off hides,
livestock, and dyewoods for sale in the British and French colonies. Investigating officials found the area’s small unguarded harbors
“full of ships engaged in illicit trade—French, English, and ours.” Six years later, Bayamo’s governor voiced concern about these same
interlopers. Heavily armed, they resisted the government troops sent out against them, and their numbers were growing. “The refuge of
all the troublemakers of the district,” these outlying communities of illegal traders “welcomed” deserters from the army and militia and
“thieves, vagabonds, foreigners, American-born runaway slaves, and all of those pursued by Justice.” Jamaican planters often blamed
illicit traders for seducing their slaves to run away to foreign colonies, and the observations of Cuban officials suggest that at least some
of the black fugitives to the Spanish island arrived aboard the vessels of renegades engaged in illegal commerce.63

The long struggle between north coast planters and runaway slaves continued on the eve of the Haitian Revolution, as Jamaican
slaves were still braving the elements in search of freedom in Cuba. In the spring of 1788, Richard Martin of St. Mary’s parish reported
to the Assembly that eleven of his slaves had absconded in a canoe and had arrived in Cuba aboard a Spanish brigantine which had
picked them up en route. On a trip to the Spanish island shortly thereafter, Martin to his surprise encountered several other recent
runaways from Jamaica boasting their new freedom under the Catholic Church in the coastal towns of Trinidad and Puerto del Príncipe.
Havana officials confirmed that Martin’s slaves were “at present in this City instructing themselves in the Catholic religion, which was
their object in coming here,” adding that “the laws of Spain … put it beyond the power of this Government to deliver them up.”64 The



following April, yet another small group of slaves left St. Ann’s Bay for Cuba. A week later, they appeared off the eastern coast of the
Spanish island in the company of a local fisherman. In June their owner, John Wilcox McGregor, hired a vessel and traveled to Cuba in
pursuit, where he soon found them working in the employ of the governor and “town-major” in Santiago de Cuba. After the runaways
claimed freedom under Spanish law, McGregor was “Struck with amazement” when Juan Baptista Vaillant, governor of Santiago de
Cuba, blocked his attempts to recover his workers. Surely, he pleaded, Vaillant was not so credulous as to take seriously the “Sham
pretences” which his and other Jamaican slaves were using to escape slavery. “Every set of people in Bondage,” McGregor implored,
“will use every Artifice and try every Subterfuge, to obtain Emancipation.” Equally infuriated with Spanish conduct, Governor
Effingham excoriated this “most Jesuitical excuse which their Governors have made these many years.” Just months after a remarkably
similar incident in which he had a difficult time negotiating the release of British sailors accused of trading in contraband, the governor
petitioned the King’s ministers to bring diplomatic pressure to bear, as “on the North Side of this Island, some have been I am told
Actually Ruin’d by such Losses repeated.”65

Interestingly, some north coast planters every bit as concerned as McGregor about the desertion of their slaves to the Spanish
seemed considerably less anxious to have them back. Blacks who had tasted freedom or had traveled the seas and seen other colonies
were likely to attempt another escape. More importantly, hearing returned slaves recount their experiences abroad might tempt fellow
workers to elope to Cuba or some other Spanish colony. On one occasion, these considerations led to an incident in which some rather
complicated dynamics came into play. After several planters from Trelawny and St. Ann’s succeeded in finding and bringing back to
Jamaica a group of runaway slaves living in Bayamo, their prisoners agreed to (or were forced to) make public statements about the
cruel treatment they had received at the hands of the Spanish. They then threw themselves upon the mercy of their captors and
“earnestly supplicated that any other punishment, short of death, might be inflicted upon them rather than go back to Cuba.” Apparently
satisfied that they had made their point, the planters proceeded to “punish” the deserters by sending them back to Cuba with a warning
never to return to Jamaica.66

Despite the remonstrances of British planters and officials, royal orders to Spanish governors in the Indies continued to encourage
the immigration of runaway slaves from foreign colonies as late as the summer of 1789. In November of that year Jamaica’s House of
Assembly petitioned London asking that diplomatic pressure be applied in order to keep Spanish officials from “protecting the slaves
eloping from this island, and refusing to deliver them up.” At the same time, the frenzied search for local solutions intensified. Having
discovered “a conspiracy … in a much larger number of negroes to desert this island, and take refuge in … Cuba,” the Assembly
attacked the problem in a different fashion, by restricting canoes “to a size not exceeding fourteen feet in length”—still large enough for
fishing, but also sufficiently small to make “adventuring” at sea hazardous.67

During that eventful spring, however, Spanish policy shifted decisively. In May 1790 the Crown abruptly reversed its position of the
previous year and issued new orders to governors in the colonies that they no longer protect foreign fugitives seeking shelter in Spanish
territory. By mid-summer, word of this change in policy reached the colonies. Soon governors in Cuba refused to accept foreign
runaways, and Spanish officials in Trinidad announced that incoming fugitives would be arrested and sold abroad.68 The British at
Jamaica received the news with guarded skepticism, but gave it high public profile nevertheless, knowing that the slaves’ network of
communication provided the most effective way of informing them of the change in Spanish policy. In the absence of a public statement
from the Spanish governors themselves, the Assembly settled for publishing private official correspondence, a move which, reported the
governor in March 1791, “has given an alarm at least to our Negroes which has been of some use.” Later in the year British officials
were confident that, “as the measure appears now to be generally known among the Slaves, it will … have the good effect of checking
their desertion in future.69

Other governments seized this opportunity to bring to an end the absconsion of slaves to the Spanish. In the spring of 1791, the
governments of Spain and Holland, “moved by the reiterated complaints of desertion in their colonies in America and desiring to
remove the causes for desertion, and to make further complaints of desertion impossible,” agreed to a “plan for the mutual return of
deserters and fugitives.” The Convention of 1791 was designed to cut off the communication between Puerto Rico and St. Eustatius,
western Venezuela and Curaçao, and the Orinoco and the Dutch colonies along the Guiana coast.70

The intense diplomatic pressure which other European governments were bringing to bear against the Spanish in 1789 and 1790,
and the threat of war with the British, clearly influenced the reversal of Spain’s century-old practice regarding black fugitives from
foreign colonies. But the British accepted too much of the credit. By the middle of 1790, the French Revolution had already begun to
shape Spanish policy. Closing the door to slaves from other territories represented a first step in the attempt to guard the colonies
against the spread of French revolutionary ideas. The action of Spanish officials in 1790 prefigured the concern which strangers—
especially strangers of color—would cause as the Haitian Revolution developed.71

Seagoing vessels of different sizes and functions sailed back and forth along the coasts of colonies throughout the Americas. The
canoes which brought runaway slaves from Jamaica to Cuba had a variety of uses, from fishing to piloting to transport. Other open
vessels which the English called “wherries” and “long boats” carried passengers from port to port or ferried freight and fresh water
between the merchantmen at anchor and the wharves. Single-masted “shallops” and “droggers,” larger decked boats ranging in size
from twenty to one hundred tons burden, transported sugar casks, puncheons of rum, and other heavy articles, while smaller “plantain
boats” carried cargoes of fresh fruit for local consumption. In the coastal waters of Saint-Domingue, as off Jamaica, small boats of
every size and description “swarmed like bees” in the years prior to the revolution, according to one contemporary observer. Because
incoming deep-water vessels tended to focus on only the major ports, the bustling “interior traffic and navigation” controlled by the
smaller boats linked the many coastal cities of the French colony to each other. In Jamaica, where the center of agricultural activity was
located at a considerable distance from the seat of government and the island’s major deep-water port, this coastwise commerce in small
vessels not only aided north coast planters in getting their produce to market, but also brought provisions and food to support the
population of the towns.72

Already saddled with collecting duties and trying to detect the smuggled goods and contraband, customs officials often left the small



locally registered boats to accomplish their errands with a minimum of supervision. When officials did move to exercise more control
over the coasters, they met with considerable resistance. In 1787, Jamaican customs officers attempted without success to implement a
Parliamentary statute which called for registration of every ship of fifteen tons burden or above. Soon owners of plantain boats and
piloting vessels complained of interminable delays in moving fruits, wood, and lime into Kingston and Port Royal and petitioned the
Assembly to return to the old system of allowing these boats to move freely without having to clear customs. The Assembly’s inquiry
showed, however, that many owners took advantage of the system. For instance, while the exemption from customs clearance officially
applied only to plantain boats of ten tons or smaller, owners of much larger vessels simply registered as plantain boats in order to avoid
the customs. Moreover, examinants from the customs cited other reasons besides inconvenience for the resistance of boat owners,
having “the strongest reasons to believe that illicit practices are carried on, to a very great degree, in all kinds of small vessels.” These
practices included trips to foreign colonies for prohibited goods. While the Assembly agreed that irregularities did exist and applauded
the efforts of customs officers to detect them, the members could not come up with a feasible set of regulations which would not at the
same time damage the efficiency of the system.73

All over the Caribbean region, the vital work of coastal commerce involved slaves and free people of color at every level, from
loading and unloading to navigation. A French traveler to Havana in 1788 observed that “almost all the commission merchants there
were free Negroes,” whose responsibilities often included “superintending the loading of cargo for a whole ship.”74 In Jamaica, owners
of plantain boats, some of whom were free blacks and browns, customarily hired black crews and captains to operate and navigate them.
Other types of coastal vessel also made extensive use of black mariners. Newspaper advertisements made frequent reference to blacks
employed as fishermen, as “sailor negroes,” or as being “used to the Drogging business”; sometimes these skilled seaborne slaves were
offered for sale as part of a package which included the wharves and boats which they worked. Barbados’s Governor Parry reported in
1786 that “the Numbers of Negro slaves employed in navigating the Trading Vessels in these Seas … seem to me to increase so much
as to require the attention of the British Legislature, as it throws so many English Seamen out of employment.”75

On both sides of the Atlantic, service at sea had always sheltered the masterless, from runaway slaves and indentured servants to
fugitives from the law. In the insular slave societies of the Caribbean, the mystique of the sea existed to an even stronger degree than
elsewhere. Life aboard one of the modest vessels which plied the coasts or engaged in small-scale intercolonial commerce presented an
attractive alternative to the life of regimental hierarchy to be found aboard a larger ship or ashore on a standard sugar plantation. While
a Jamaican editorialist could lament the “vicissitudes of Fortune” which plummeted one Francis Duchesne “from a life of ease and
affluence” to “a wretched existence in the humble character of a foremast-man on board a drogger,” considerable evidence suggests that
both free blacks and slaves valued the opportunity to go to sea or to work in the coastal trade.76 Olaudah Equiano, who began a long
career at sea aboard a drogger in Montserrat in the 1760s, relished his occupation for several reasons. Working as a sailor enabled him
to see other islands, meet new people, and deepen his understanding of regional politics; to “get a little money” by doing some trading
on his own account; and, most importantly, to look his owner in the eye and demand respect. Both because of the ever-present
opportunities for escape and because he could bid his services to other merchants, Equiano jealously defended his “liberty,” resolving
that he would desert his master before being “imposed upon as other negroes were.”77

Like Equiano, other black workers on the shoreline hammered out a semi-independent status which their employers were forced to
recognize. When the midday winds blew too strongly for the coastal boats to put to sea, Jamaica wharfinger James Kelly allowed his
“wharf Negroes” to “go where they were inclined” with the implicit understanding that he “could, with confidence, count on their
attendance” once the winds shifted. Often, however, black maritime workers used their privileged positions to make both individual and
collective escape attempts. Caribbean newspapers are replete with accounts of such instances. In August 1790 a “well known” slave
sailor in Grenada named William disappeared from the drogger which employed him, as did three slave pilots “all well acquainted” on
the southern coast of Jamaica who absconded in a canoe in November 1792.78 Late in 1790, a crew of slaves aboard the Nancy, a small
sloop which moved goods among the closely situated islands near St. Kitts, mutinied against their captain and took over the vessel. This
crew of four reflected in microcosm a broad segment of the Atlantic world: the leader of the rebellion was a native of the British island
of Nevis, and his co-conspirators consisted of a sailor “of the congo nation” and two “Virginians.” In a desperate attempt to recover his
property, owner Jeremiah Neale recognized the wide range of options available to the black “pirates,” and published detailed
descriptions of the vessel and its rebellious crew in newspapers from Jamaica to Grenada.79

Aware that the proximity of the sea constantly beckoned slave dissidents from the plantations, owners of runaway slaves sternly
warned ship captains and sailors that they would be prosecuted for admitting deserted slaves aboard their vessels, warnings which many
captains apparently chose to ignore. Slaves with experience at sea were often successful in making escapes from estates and finding
new jobs (and shelter) aboard ships. References to runaways as having seen service “on board some type of vessel” were commonplace
in newspaper notices for runaways. Early in 1792, Bob, a Jamaican slave who had “been occasionally employed as a fisherman and as a
sailor negro,” left his owner, who expected that “he will endeavour to get on board some vessel.” More than a year later, Bob landed in
the workhouse at Black River after being apprehended aboard a shallop whose captain, incidentally, was also black.80 Even slaves
without experience at sea could pick up some key nautical terms or perhaps a verse or two of a popular sea shanty, and pass themselves
off as free sailors. Captains looking to put together crews were often not disposed to inquire carefully after their background. Daniel, a
young brown man learning the carpenter trade in Kingston, was seen attempting to flee Jamaica “on board his Majesty’s Ship the Diana
at Port Royal” in November 1791.81

As if the desire for freedom were not sufficiently compelling of itself, some slaves had more complex individual motives for
seeking passages aboard seagoing vessels. Emy left her employer in St. Andrew parish and traveled to Kingston “in a drogger or a
plantain boat” in order to visit her husband in neighboring St. Thomas. Even the religious awakenings of the late eighteenth century
encouraged slaves to think about experiencing the wider world represented by ships and boats. Spiritual considerations led Jemmy, a
precocious youngster who had “associated at times … with some of those description of people called Methodists” to try to “get on
board some vessel, and thereby effect his escape from the island.” Another slave named Adam, like the apostle Peter “a fisherman by
trade,” was described by his owner as “a great smatterer in religious topics.” After embracing the Baptist faith, Adam was “always
preaching or praying.” Late in 1790, perhaps Adam decided to broaden his ministry and become “a fisher of men”: he boarded a



merchantman gathering an outward cargo with the intent to “sail out with her when she is completely loaded.”82

Like the daring runaway slaves whose exploits quickly became topics of conversation in slave communities, many “sailor Negroes”
achieved considerable notoriety. This was partially a function of their mobile jobs; descriptions of sailors and other blacks in maritime
professions which appear in runaway notices refer repeatedly to the fact that they were “well known” in the areas in which they worked.
In Jamaica, some black sailors earned legendary status, while many others were colorful and familiar local fixtures. Bermuda-born Joe
Anderson, “a stout … sailor negro,” successfully eluded his owner by jumping aboard a ship at Port Antonio on the north coast in 1779,
despite being shackled with “an iron collar, rivetted, and about 5 or 6 links of chain.” For the next fourteen years, Anderson continually
managed to evade the grasp of his persistent master, finding work and shelter “all that time on board of vessels.” By 1793, though still
pursued, Anderson was “well known in Kingston” and continued to ply his trade. The people who frequented the working-class haunts
in the west end of Kingston near the harbor, as they recounted the legend of Joe Anderson, must also have known the elder statesman
called “Old Blue.” This “tall … long-visaged sailor negro” enjoyed a reputation as long and distinctive as his graying beard. When he
was not “skulking about the west of town,” Blue worked aboard droggers and plantain boats to make ends meet, or found jobs ashore
“at some of the leeward parishes.” By night, one could find him spinning stories and hoisting glasses with fellow seamen in local grog
shops. Apparently, drinking was among Old Blue’s favorite pastimes; his owner revealed that the runaway sailor was “not unfrequently
intoxicated.”83

Besides being the refuge for masterless characters and runaways, the coastal trade was a vital source of information about
happenings elsewhere in the region. In British Honduras, officials accused the Spanish in neighboring settlements of “enticing away the
slaves of British Settlers under a pretence of granting them freedom,” and cited one example of an official’s aid disguising himself as a
Spanish sailor and wandering “among the negro houses very late at night” trying to convince them to desert.84 But largely through black
and brown sailors, Jamaican slaves learned of the possibility of making a successful escape to Cuba. Sometimes they received more
direct encouragement. The five runaway slaves whom John McGregor followed to Cuba in June 1789 consisted of a “Compleat Washer
Woman,” a “Ship and House Carpenter,” and “three Sailor Negroes.” When McGregor’s slaves arrived on the coast of Cuba, they were
accompanied by a sixth fugitive, a “French Negro” who had also been working in local vessels off St. Ann’s Bay. McGregor was
convinced that this foreign-born sailor, with the added appeals of the “low trading Spaniards” from Cuba who frequented Jamaica’s
north coast, had induced his slaves to desert. McGregor may very well have been correct. Testifying before Spanish officials, the
alleged culprit told of having been taken off a French ship during the American Revolution and sold as a slave in Jamaica; he had fled
in order to regain his freedom.85 In 1790, a black dock-worker in Kingston revealed that crewmembers of the “Two Brothers” shallop
had “asked him to go with them to the Spanish Country where he should have his freedom.” Officials identified the three sailors as a
“Curracoa brown man,” a “Spanish negro” who spoke no English, and “an old negro man named Edinburgh.” The following day, the
vessel disappeared, and officials surmised that this motley crew of “Foreigners” had “raised upon the captain and carried the vessel to
some Foreign Port.”86

During the 1790s, both before and after the outbreak of the revolution in Saint-Domingue, people involved in all of the various
forms of seaborne activity—sailors from the large deep-water vessels and those from the small boats engaged in intercolonial trade;
runaway slaves and other deserters; and “sailor Negroes”—assumed center stage. Whether at sea or on land, masterless people played a
vital role in spreading rumors, reporting news, and transmitting political currents as antislavery movements and finally a republican
revolution gathered momentum in Europe.

The strongest evidence of their influence would come later, when officials all over Afro-America moved to suppress this
uncontrollable communication of ideas by circumscribing the boundaries of human mobility in the region.



3.
“The Suspence Is Dangerous in a Thousand Shapes”

News, Rumor, and Politics on the

Eve of the Haitian Revolution

The mobility which characterized the masterless Caribbean at the end of the eighteenth century provided a steady undercurrent of
opposition to the “absolute” power of masters, merchants, and military officers in the region. In passing from plantation to plantation,
from country to city, from town to town, or from island to island, people on the move challenged the social control which symbolized
imperial authority. But the movements of runaway slaves, free people of color, deserters from military service, and sailors did not take
place in a vacuum; their traditions of mobile resistance assumed an even wider significance when political currents swirling about the
Atlantic world brought excitement and uncertainty to the shores of the American colonies, as they did during the revolutionary 1790s.
In such times, officials worried openly about possible connections between mobility and subversion.

In the oral cultures of the Caribbean, local rulers were no more able to control the rapid spread of information than they were able to
control the movements of the ships or the masterless people with which this information traveled. The books, newspapers, and letters
which arrived with the ships were not the only avenues for the flow of information and news in Afro-America. While written documents
always had a vital place, black cultural traditions that favored speech and white laws that restricted literacy gave a continuing primacy
to other channels of communication. For the harbors where the master-less congregated also buzzed with an assortment of orally
transmitted accounts—scraps of news, conflicting interpretations, elusive facts, and shifting rumors. A spicy story or telling anecdote
could furnish attentive listeners with news of slave unrest, an impending imperial conflict, unstable sugar prices, or new departures in
colonial policy. Whatever their form, reports of developments abroad which might have a tangible effect on American slave societies
brought to the surface underlying tensions about authority, legitimacy, and belief. In cultures where people depended upon direct human
contact for information, news spread quickly and became part of a shared public discourse.

As emancipation drew near in the British West Indies, the effective “grapevine” of slaves would baffle British colonists and officials.
In the early 1830s, colonial governors commented—sometimes in amazement, most often in exasperation—on the slaves’ facility in
gathering and transmitting information. Slaves learned quickly of each new initiative in Parliament and each move in their behalf, and
the ripples which such news caused in black communities complicated efforts to control the slave population. “The slaves have an
unaccountable facility in obtaining partial, and generally distorted, information whenever a public document is about to be received
which can in any way affect their condition or station,” wrote Governor Smith of Trinidad in 1831. The governor of British Guiana
discovered a similar dynamic among the slaves in that colony, and concluded that “nothing can be more keenly observant than the
slaves are of all that affects their interests.”1

What was true in the abolition era in the British colonies was equally applicable generations before. Of all the types of intelligence
which arrived either on the printed page or by word of mouth in Afro-American societies, none was more eagerly anticipated or
potentially explosive than news which fueled hopes of black emancipation. Just as planters and traders sought news on prices and
market conditions and soldiers and sailors watched and listened for word of war or peace from all the publications and people crossing
the local dock, so slaves too developed a keen sense of their own interest and kept their ears open for news relevant to their concerns.
As the example of Spanish policy regarding runaway slaves makes clear, circulation of such reports among slave societies could spread
uncontrollably and galvanize dissident slaves into action.

In addition, local black activists themselves created, transmitted, and utilized combinations of news and rumor to advance their
interests independently. Several examples suggest some of the ways in which forceful rumors could raise expectations when carefully
placed within slave communities. In 1749, slaves in Caracas, taking advantage of the confusion in the aftermath of a popular uprising of
coastal traders against the monopoly of the Caracas Company, seized upon a rumor of impending freedom to organize a revolt of their
own. The agitation centered around Juan de Cádiz, a free black recently arrived from Spain, who circulated news that the king had
decreed that all Spanish slaves in the Indies be liberated. Promptly, Caracas slaves were whispering among themselves that His Majesty
had dispatched the historic cédula in the care of a replacement for the local bishop who had recently died. While some slaves looked out
for the new bishop’s arrival, others were certain that the spirit of the deceased bishop would deliver them by bringing the decree back as
his last act in this world.2 In Martinique in 1768, several slaves who gave voice to an equally powerful liberation rumor discovered how
effective—and perilous—such manipulation of public opinion could be. French authorities identified them as the original sources of the



rapidly spreading news that a powerful African king had arrived, had purchased from the colonial government all the slaves on the
island, and that they could soon expect to board vessels to return to Africa. The bearers of these tidings were placed in irons and
publicly suffered thirty-nine lashes for three successive days.3

In the 1770s, news of developments across the sea focused even more sharply the attention of Afro-Americans and energized their
culture of expectation. This excitement centered in the British Empire. From England, accounts of Lord Mansfield’s historic decision in
the case of former Virginia slave James Somerset arrived quickly in the American slave colonies. By 1773, barely a year after Somerset
won his freedom in England, planters reported anxiously that word had reached Somerset’s fellow black Virginians, and some were
attempting to board vessels for England “where they imagine they will be free (a Notion now too prevalent among the Negroes, greatly
to the Vexation and Prejudice of their Masters).” The following year, another slave deserted an Augusta County plantation “to board a
vessel for Great Britain … from the knowledge he had of the late determination of Somerset’s Case.”4

The coming of the American Revolution presented a wide range of opportunity for blacks to express their aspirations for freedom
and to demonstrate their ability to absorb and transmit the revolutionary excitement in the air. Free blacks and slaves working in coastal
occupations near Charleston, for example, clearly recognized the implications of the impending revolution in 1775, and passed word
among themselves of the “great war coming soon” which would “come to help the poor Negroes.”5 Likewise anticipating the drama
about to unfold, white patriots in the coastal South viewed with dismay their vulnerability in the event of a British invasion. Two
Georgia delegates to the Continental Congress in 1775 shared with John Adams their fear that, if promised freedom, twenty thousand
slaves from Georgia and South Carolina would fly to the British camp. They also related how recent news had stimulated the networks
of black communication in the southern colonies. “The negroes have a wonderful art of communicating intelligence among
themselves,” noted an obviously impressed Adams in his diary after their discussion. “It will run several hundreds of miles in a week or
fortnight.”6

Subsequent events fulfilled some black hopes and proved white fears prophetic. After the outbreak of hostilities, thousands of North
American slaves in quest of freedom fled their masters to join the British; others hoped to gain freedom by fighting with the patriots.
Not only did the revolt against British rule affect Afro-Americans in the rebellious colonies, the winds of the revolution swept into other
neighboring areas of Afro-America. In Bermuda, black sailors took to the sea in privateers running powder and ammunition to the
rebels. The dislocations and ideological currents of the revolt also affected Jamaica. Just as the Declaration of Independence appeared in
the mainland colonies in July 1776, planters in Hanover parish barely averted an attempt of blacks along the coast to strike a blow for
freedom. In the aftermath of the scare of 1776, white Jamaicans spoke anxiously of the danger posed by the currents of revolutionary
ideology in slave societies. “Dear Liberty has rang in the heart of every House-bred Slave, in one form or other, for these Ten years
past,” wrote one observer after the plot had been thwarted. “While we only talk’d about it, they went no farther than their private
reflections upon us and it: but as soon as we came to blows, we find them fast at our heels. Such has been the seeds sown in the minds
of our Domestics by our Wise-Acre Patriots.”7

The peace of 1783 virtually extinguished the hopes kindled by the era of the American Revolution. In the years following the British
defeat, the colonial powers in the Caribbean moved to recast their empires by closing loopholes (the new Spanish policy regarding
runaway slaves provides the best example) and revitalizing the trade in African slaves. To the north, the victorious rebels did not extend
their revolutionary principles to include the unfree, and by 1787 it was clear that the new nation would be built in large measure on the
backs of the enslaved black workers who constituted fully a fifth of the population of the United States.

Beginning in the late 1780s, however, another wave of expectation and rumor gripped Afro-America. This time, the excitement
encompassed a substantial cross-section of American slave societies, extending beyond the British colonies to include directly those of
the Spanish and French. Not only did the revolutionary rumblings in Europe reverberate in the Americas, but slavery was everywhere
under close and often critical metropolitan scrutiny. In Britain, whose slave trade was expanding again after declining during the war,
popular pressure forced Parliament in 1787 to begin the long and slow process which would finally result in the trade’s abolition twenty
years later. Similarly, the Bourbon reformers in Spain turned to the issue of slavery in the Spanish territories in the 1780s, and in 1789
attempted to place legal restraints on the absolute power of slaveholders and overseers on plantations. By 1789, of course, momentous
news began to filter in from France. The storming of the Bastille, the Declaration of the Rights of Man, and the tentative colonial policy
of the revolutionary government all held serious implications for the future of slavery in the French colonies.

By 1790, the debates in Parliament over the slave trade, the Spanish reforms concerning slavery, and the French Revolution were
not only topics of heated debate behind the closed doors of local government bodies; they were also the subjects of irrepressible
speculation and rumor aboard ships, in city streets, and on plantations. From colony to colony, slaves and other disfranchised groups
spread the news and shared their excitement, bending and stretching the conflicting accounts to build hopes that Atlantic “society was
on the verge of a major transformation that would hasten their liberation.”8 This culture of expectation anticipated and helped to fuel the
outbreak of revolution in the heart of Afro-America.

Sixteen long and eventful years passed between the Somerset ruling of 1772 and Parliament’s decision to examine the legality and
conduct of the British slave trade. Even as Mansfield handed down his judgement, the number of ships clearing British ports on slaving
missions to the coast of Africa had reached its all-time peak. Between 1771 and 1773, more than one hundred vessels per year left
Liverpool, Europe’s busiest slave trading port, on the first leg of the Atlantic triangle, and many more departed from London and
Bristol. The revolt in North America sharply reduced the volume of Britain’s lucrative trade in African labor, but only temporarily. At
war’s end, vessels which had outfitted as warships once again became Guineamen, and merchants in the slave trade quickly regained
their secure commercial position of the prewar years. After 1783, the trade revived as speedily as it had languished a decade earlier.9

But the recovery of the slave trade in British ports did not abate the popular opposition to the trade which had surfaced during the
lean years. In Liverpool, where confrontations between merchant seamen and the hungry press gangs of the British Navy became
commonplace during the war, sailors took the lead by mounting violent protests against the exploitative working conditions of the slave
trade. In the fall of 1775, unemployed seamen took to the streets to call attention to low wages and cruel treatment of mariners on



slaving vessels. Marching under a red flag and sporting red ribbons in their caps, the protesters pulled down the rigging of slavers at
anchor, sacked and burned the homes of prominent merchants and shipowners engaged in the trade, and attacked the Exchange.10 After
the war, local groups—Quakers and non-Quakers alike—kept alive the opposition to the slave trade. As the revolution ended, John
Pinney, heir to several family-owned West Indian plantations, found public opinion in Bristol to be a major obstacle blocking efforts to
resurrect the slave trade. “The people here seem devoted to our destruction,” Pinney intimated to a Caribbean correspondent in 1783.
“They entertain the most horrid ideas of our cruelties—it now pervades all ranks of people—they think slavery ought not to be
permitted in any part of the British dominions.”11 A decade after the seamen’s revolt of 1775, the slave trade remained at the center of
public controversy in Liverpool as well. Prominent abolitionist James Currie reported in 1786 that “the general discussion of the slavery
of the negroes has produced much unhappiness in Liverpool … and the struggle between interest and humanity has made great havoc in
the happiness of many families.”12

Four years after the treaty ending the American Revolution, the struggle within Britain against the slave trade started to surface on
many fronts. Black Londoners, whose efforts to avoid re-enslavement had brought the issue of slavery to public notice and set the
context for the Somerset decision, channeled information to abolitionists and provided eyewitness accounts of the horrors of slavery and
the trade it fostered. By 1787, such accounts were appearing in print for the first time.13 Other developments occurring that same year
pointed more directly toward a parliamentary solution to the problem of the slave trade. On the organizational front, an informal
committee of London Quakers was recast as the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade, with Granville Sharp (one of
two non-Quakers among the twelve committee members) as chairman. By identifying and circulating “such information as may tend to
the abolition of the Slave Trade,” the so-called “London Committee” hoped to spearhead the effort to pressure Parliament into action.
Later in 1787, thousands more voices joined the movement after abolition committees in Manchester and London, working
independently, initiated campaigns to saturate Parliament with signed petitions urging consideration of the slave trade. The petition
drive quickly spread to other cities, and more than one hundred petitions bearing thousands of signatures would reach Parliament by the
early summer of 1788. In February, however, with the stack of petitions piling high, Prime Minister William Pitt had already issued an
order-in-council to submit the slave trade to a parliamentary inquiry. As a first step, Pitt directed the Committee for Trade and
Plantations of the Privy Council to conduct a preliminary investigation and to gather evidence on a wide range of subjects touching
every aspect of Britain’s involvement in the slave trade. He charged the Privy Council to bring in evidence on African societies, the
procurement of slaves, conditions aboard slave ships, treatment of slaves on West Indian plantations, black demography in the West
Indies, and the slave trade practices of Britain’s colonial rivals.14

By the time of Pitt’s official pronouncement, however, supporters of the slave trade on both sides of the Atlantic were already busy
building opposition to abolition. Liverpool and Bristol merchant-shipowners petitioned Parliament, arguing that the slave trade was the
very linchpin of the nation’s mercantile system and warning that its disruption would cripple economic activity in the ports, throw
thousands of people out of work, and ultimately redound to the advantage of the French and Spanish.15 Just as active was the so-called
“West India interest”—absentee planters and merchants with considerable holdings in the islands. Meeting at the London Tavern, the
West India Planters and Merchants organized a subcommittee to pressure members of Parliament and government officials and to
manipulate the flow of information through publication of pro-slavery tracts and sympathetic articles to be placed artfully in the public
prints.

News of Parliament’s action reached the colonies swiftly, and by April 1788 further accounts arrived daily. Pitt’s announcement
came as no surprise in the islands, where colonists, well informed of developments, had already opened discussions about ways to head
off the coming parliamentary assault. Both public and private channels carried accounts of the building sentiment for abolition. In
Barbados, newspapers appearing in early April reported the growing interest in Britain and throughout Europe in the “iniquitous and
inhuman traffic.” John Orde, governor at Dominica, an eastern island which served both as a slave market and as a way station for
British slavers headed farther west, reported in mid-April that “the intention of bringing the subject of the Slave Trade before
Parliament is generally known here, and has been for some time.” Despite his efforts to quiet public discussion, he disclosed, “many
letters received from Liverpool in particular have had a different tendency.” In Jamaica, news of the petition drive and its apparent
effect on public opinion in England had “already occasioned great alarm in all ranks of the people here” when the first official
dispatches arrived, and concerned white observers proposed calling the legislature into special session to calm the situation.16

Because of the seasonal nature of the shipping cycle, the coming of late winter and early spring always brought long-awaited news
of events in England to the Caribbean. With the hurricane season safely behind them, merchant ships began to arrive in profusion late in
December, and for the next three to four months incoming vessels greatly outnumbered departures; harbors swarmed with ships at
anchor; taverns overflowed with seamen; and wharves hummed with activity. As events in England developed in the first three months
of 1788, seventy-four British ships arrived at Dominica, by far the island’s busiest quarter of the year in terms of trade with Britain.17

More dramatic was the end-of-the-year infestation of British ships at Jamaica. From late December 1787 to the end of the following
March, 204 vessels arrived from Britain while only ninety cleared for the return voyage.18 Colonist William Beckford remembered that
Jamaicans awaited “with no small impatience and anxiety” the wave of ships which began to arrive every December. Between
Christmas and Easter, all residents of the port cities had their reasons for frequenting the quay. During this time, the docks became “a
scene of bustle and confusion,” with “boats passing to and from the different shipping, … strings of negroes … passing and repassing
upon a variety of avocations; and … the groups of white people whom curiosity, friendship, or trade assemble together.”19

Furthermore, in all seasons the reception of incoming news had developed into something of a publicly shared ritual by the late
eighteenth century. The flurry of activity attending the arrival of a boat bearing letters and newspapers from England strongly impressed
a British traveler to Barbados in the 1790s. The mail packet’s approach touched off a wave of popular excitement:

On the packet making the harbour it caused a crowd not unlike what you may have seen at a sailing or rowing match upon the
Thames. Each wishing to be first, and all eager to learn the reports, the vessel was beset on every quarter before she could come
to anchor, and the whole bay became an animated scene of crowded ships and moving boats. Many who could not go to the
packet as she entered the harbour, repaired on shore to be ready, there, to meet the news. The people of the town, also, thronged



the beach in anxious multitudes. All was busy expectation. Impatience scarcely allowed the bags to reach the office: every
avenue to which was so closely blockaded that the house was quite in a state of siege, and the post-master and his mansion in
danger of being taken by storm.20

Aware of the public way that news arrived in the colonies, proslavery lobbyists brought forward one of the most compelling
arguments against parliamentary interference. Very early in the contest over the slave trade, its supporters began to stress the dangerous
impact which such deliberations would have on slaves in the British Caribbean. The fears of the planter class on this subject,
transmitted to colonial policymakers through their representatives in London, are strikingly reminiscent of the concerns of the Carolina
plantocracy on the eve of the American Revolution, “Your Lordship may depend upon it,” wrote Stephen Fuller, agent for Jamaica and
a longtime resident of the West Indies, to Lord Sydney in January 1788, “that during the time this business is agitated in Parliament, the
slaves will be minutely acquainted with all the proceedings.” Falsely encouraged by public discussions of abolition, he warned, slaves
might well choose to “strike while the iron is hot, and by a sudden blow finish the business themselves in the most expeditious and
effectual manner, without giving their zealous friends [in England] any further trouble.” While clearly designed to make officials in
England think carefully about tampering with labor arrangements in the West Indies, Fuller’s caveat nevertheless expressed the deepest
private concerns of his planter clients. By the summer, even Caribbean newspapers wondered aloud whether slaves would “be so
elevated and enraptured with the news” about Parliament’s deliberations that “the excess of their joy and frantic zeal for their general
emancipation” would cause unrest.21 In deference to such concern, officials in both England and the colonies moved with caution as the
showdown in Parliament approached. Lord Sydney’s private dispatches to colonial governors urged them to be alert to the possibility of
slave unrest, and the governors themselves reported that they were, in the words of the governor of Jamaica, paying “particular attention
to prevent any disturbance in Consequence of the rumours which must necessarily be spread among the Negroes upon this occasion,
avoiding as much as possible, to create unnecessary Suspicion or alarm.”22

Despite such efforts, or perhaps because of them, alarm ran high. As the packets arrived in Jamaica in late April bringing the so-
called “Heads of Inquiry”—queries from the Privy Council regarding slave laws and treatment in the colonies—anxious planters
prematurely surmised that slavery was at an end. Upon the emancipation of the slaves, asked one of Stephen Fuller’s Jamaica
correspondents late in April, “how, or where are they to be settled? … Are our Lands too to be taken away for their support and
residence?” Even Pitt’s postponement of open debate in Parliament until 1789 had done little to relieve the tension; in fact, the long
wait seemed interminable: “The very suspence is dangerous in a thousand Shapes,” disclosed Fuller’s friend, “but we must encounter
them with our utmost efforts.”23

Evidence of just how suspenseful and dangerous the situation could become for white Jamaicans soon materialized. An abortive
uprising of slaves at St. John’s parish in Jamaica in April confirmed planters’ expectations “that the Negroe business will cause some
trouble in this Island.”24 Similar warnings echoed from other British territories. By late June, the absentee West India Planters and
Merchants in London reported “several Letters received from the Sugar Colonies” testifying to local slave unrest and anticipating that
“when the Ships in the Merchant’s service leave the Islands on the approach of the Hurricane season, a Spirit of Mutiny will break forth
amongst the Negroes, especially in the island of Jamaica.” Only a speedy deployment of “an additional adequate Force” of ships and
troops, they implored, would deter the slaves from acting upon their “erroneous conclusions” that slavery might be coming to an end.25

A year later, in May of 1789, William Wilberforce, the young member from Yorkshire who had agreed two years earlier to bring the
concerns of the London Committee to the halls of Parliament, rose in the House of Commons to deliver his historic first speech calling
for an end to Britain’s share in the African slave trade. Though his motion was narrowly defeated, the vote was only the beginning of a
new round of evidence gathering and debate. By 1790, the continuing agitation was entering its third year and had become a more
public issue than ever in the islands. In Kingston, a local newspaper poked fun at a “gentleman of this parish” recently returned from
London who had since his return proclaimed himself “a perfect disciple of the humane Mr. Wilberforce” and determined to make his
slaves free laborers. Upon his arrival, however, he discovered to his dismay and to the delight of the columnist, that his slaves had
“taken care to save him the trouble of emancipation, by taking their own freedom.”26 London’s absentee planters, hearing of the recent
edict published in Spanish Trinidad which welcomed runaway slaves from the English and French, complained that the Spanish
maneuver could not have come at a more inopportune time. “The late discussions of the Slave Trade, confounded with an Idea of
general Emancipation” found British slaves at present “unusually agitated,” they argued, “and the danger of Insurrections cannot but be
augmented, by this insidious Invitation to Freedom from a Foreign Power.”27 Later that year, such apprehensions gained credibility
after a slave revolt on the island of Tortola. Official inquiries found that the uprising “proceeded from a Report that has prevailed
among the Slaves that there is already in the Island as Act sent out from England by Government for the Purpose of abolishing Slavery
but that it is suppressed at the Instance of the Inhabitants.”28

That slaves would express such an interest in the progress of the abolition movement in England is not surprising. But how did they
gain access to such news? Explaining to the world the slaves’ ability to learn about and stay abreast of developments in England—and
how they could be so misled as to expect that their liberation was involved—Jamaican planters pointed to an active conspiracy of
misguided British humanitarians and mobile black agents. “Means of information were not wanting,” according to planter-historian
Bryan Edwards. These sources included oral accounts from “the black servants continually returning from England” in the company of
traveling absentee owners; the many antislavery pamphlets which found their way to the islands; and finally more symbolic materials
such as the variety of medallions and woodcuts suggesting black oppression and resistance.29 The Assembly echoed Edwards, blaming
the “Industriously Circulated … Essays and harangues of the Abolishers” on the printed page, but also the London Committee’s equally
ill-advised publication of antislavery testimony before Parliament in booklets “sent out by Persons in England, and explained to our
slaves by Free People of their own Complexion.”30

But the steady expansion of the very trade which abolitionists attacked and planters and merchants sought to protect also brought to
the islands another source of information whose presence has been ignored by modern historians as it was passed over by contemporary
observers—seamen working the slave ships themselves. Several factors point to slave trade seamen as likely sources of information for
black West Indians. First, the majority of British sailors arriving in the Caribbean in the late 1780s came on slave ships. Though



considerably smaller in tonnage, slavers carried much larger crews than the vessels engaged in the direct trade between Britain and the
Caribbean, both to facilitate trading on the African coast and to suppress shipboard rebellions during the Middle Passage. Roughly sixty
percent of the more than 10,000 Liverpool seamen who journeyed to the West Indies between 1785 and 1787 worked on board slave
ships. During 1787, while the movement to abolish the slave trade gathered momentum, 2,524 of 4,264 sailors departing Britain’s most
active port for the West Indies sailed by way of Africa.31

Not only did seamen from the slave trade outnumber those in other branches of Britain’s West India trade, but they were most likely
to remain in the islands, either voluntarily or against their will, after their vessel’s return to England. Desertion and forcible discharge
by captains seeking to defraud sailors of their wages combined to effect what abolitionist Thomas Clarkson, the first serious student of
this aspect of the British slave trade, termed in 1788 the “continual disgorgement of seamen from [slaving] vessels into the islands.”32

Researching in customs records in London and Liverpool in the summer of 1787, Clarkson found, in addition to high rates of mortality
for seamen in the slave trade, disproportionately high rates of desertion and discharge from slave trade service. Of Clarkson’s sample of
5,000 seamen embarking on slaving voyages in 1786, fewer than half, 2,320, returned to Britain in the vessels in which their voyage
had originated. Taking into account the sailors who perished during the first and second legs of the deadly triangular voyage still left
some 1,500 deserters and dischargees—thirty percent of the original number—unaccounted for. The next year, Clarkson found that only
1,428 of the 3,170 sailors shipping out of Liverpool on slavers returned, and modern scholars have pieced together a similar picture for
Bristol seamen.33

Whether deserters or dischargees, many former seamen from the slave trade tried to construct new lives in the Caribbean, where
they had ample opportunity to interact with both slaves and masterless people. Some found casual employment ashore, while others
used their seafaring skills and either signed aboard vessels “employed in other Trades” or worked alongside slaves and free black
seamen “navigating the small Vessels which go from one Island to another.” Others less fortunate festered as beggars, sick and
destitute. Local residents called these people “wharfingers,” suggesting cynically that they had become so numerous as to “own” the
wharves which they frequented. Common sights in Jamaica and other islands where slaving vessels unloaded their cargoes,
“wharfingers” were sometimes “taken in by the Negro-women out of Compassion,” and blacks often buried seamen who died in the
islands in their own cemeteries.34

The commonality of experience which brought together slaves from Africa and seamen from Europe contributed to a broader
mutual identification between the two groups. While some slaves longed to escape the plantation and find a freer life at sea, European
seafarers had long recognized the striking parallels between life before the mast and life on the plantation. Seamen subject to rigid and
arbitrary discipline, to the absolute power of ships’ masters, to press gangs and the lash, found an appropriate analogy for their lives in
the slave experience. One contemporary description of the dreaded Liverpool press gangs finds the poor victim “seized as if he were a
common felon, deprived of his liberty, torn from his home, his friends, his parents, wife or children, hurried to the rendezvous house,
examined, passed, and sent on board the tender, like a negro to a slave-ship.” Writing the same year that Parliament’s inquiry into
slavery and the slave trade began, a reform-minded ex-officer in the Royal Navy called a legislator’s attention to the “perfect air of
slavery” inherent in such practices as impressment.35

The actions of individual sailors provide further evidence that they may have viewed themselves at least partially as slaves. The
early history of the British settlement at Sierra Leone, located adjacent to a busy slave trading area on the West African coast, furnishes
a striking example. Among the other problems faced by the fledgling settlement, founded in 1787 as a refuge for ex-slaves from
America and London’s “Black Poor,” was the temptation it posed for British seamen also looking to escape the oppression of the slave
trade. “We are and have been frequently much pestered by renegade seamen, quitting ships employed in the Slave Trade, and refuging
here,” reported a British traveler in Freetown in 1792. Deserters easily found local employment, often stranding ships ready to sail for
the West Indies for lack of crew. Pressure from merchants and captains to apprehend deserters from the slave ships created “an aukward
situation” for Governor John Clarkson, whose orders called upon him to “protect every man” seeking a new life in the colony. In the
end, Clarkson, despite his misgivings about the slave trade, instructed constables to seize deserters and return them to their ships.36

The movement to abolish the slave trade made more concrete the common political interest of these eyewitnesses to the slave trade
and the trade’s African victims. In England, issues surrounding British seamen figured prominently in the widening debate over slavery
and the slave trade. Thomas Clarkson discovered the depth of resentment among former seamen in the slave trade, and the evidence
which he gathered on the docks of Bristol and Liverpool in the summer of 1787 on the treatment of sailors in the trade boosted the
abolitionist cause immeasurably by destroying the myth that the trade was a “nursery” for seamen. After his initial informants, mostly
respectable merchants and sea captains, had deserted him, Clarkson to his surprise was approached by scores of common seamen
willing to share damaging testimony regarding the treatment of sailors in the slave trade. In addition, Clarkson himself, sometimes
disguised as a sailor, communicated with seamen arriving in slave ships and found them “always forward to speak to me, and to tell me
their grievances, if it were only with the hope of being able to get redress.” It was largely through this evidence that Wilberforce was
able to assert in his historic 1789 speech against the slave trade that “instead of being a benefit to our sailors, as some have ignorantly
argued, I do assert that it is their grave.”37

In the West Indies, sailors also actively protested conditions in the slave trade. “There is scarcely a Vessel in that Trade that calls at
Barbadoes,” reported Governor Parry in 1788, “from which I have not a Complaint made to me, either by the Master or the Seamen, but
more frequently (and generally with greater Reason) by the latter, who are often shamefully used.”38 In St. Vincent in 1786, after sailors
refused to carry out the captain’s orders “till they received some Refreshment” after a long voyage, local magistrates committed “Three
of the best Men” to jail and the remainder of the “discontented Seamen rowed on Shore, forfeiting their Wages, and leaving Part of the
Clothes behind.”39 By the time of the parliamentary inquiry, abuses of sailors had become so commonplace at St. Vincent that officials
called upon Parliament to “attend to the Protection of the Mariners, who are frequently so ill treated during the latter Part of the Voyage,
that they are induced to run away from their Ships, and thus to forfeit their Wages become due to them by the Time of their Arrival
here.”40 In addition to the many who deserted in the islands, others who were discharged against their will may also have been
interested in reforming the slave trade’s practices. Consider the case of William Dineley, a surgeon aboard the Bristol slaver Fame,



which arrived at Jamaica in 1791. After clashing with the captain over the unhealthy conditions and the treatment of the slaves and
seamen during the passage from Africa to the islands, Dineley was locked out of his vessel by the captain’s orders and remained
stranded in Jamaica after the vessel’s departure. As he desperately searched for a berth aboard another vessel bound to his home port,
Dineley asked for the help of the ship’s owner, vowing that “Sh’d I ever sail out again to Africa, I will … have nothing to do with a
Cap’t. [as] they are a sort of over bearing men.”41

If discontented whites like Dineley had reason to identify with the abolitionist campaign, black sailors carried their knowledge back
and forth across the Atlantic, making direct contributions to the effort to end the slave trade. News from West Indian seamen like
Olaudah Equiano proved invaluable to Granville Sharp, William Wilberforce, and others in England searching for ways to rally popular
opposition to the trade. Equiano, who had experienced life aboard slavers both as a captive below deck and as a sailor, met frequently
with Sharp while in London, sharing personal insights into Caribbean slavery and relating stories he learned through connections with
incoming sailors. Sharp credited Equiano, for example, with informing him of a 1781 incident in which “one hundred and thirty
Negroes [were] thrown alive into the sea, from on board an English slave ship” off Jamaica. Kept alive in the oral tradition of black
seamen for two years, the case of the Zong received wide publicity beginning in 1783, and the public discussion of the grisly details of
this affair signaled a major shift in British public opinion. Contacts between black mariners and prominent abolitionists in England
continued into the 1790s. As late as 1795, “a poor Negro, from on board one of His Majesty’s Ships lately returned from the West
Indies” sought out Sharp with accounts of the mistreatment of people of color taken off French vessels as prisoners of war.42

The slave trade question headed for and comfortably survived a second vote on the floor of the House of Commons in April 1791.
News of the outcome of the vote reached Jamaica in mid-June, where one official reported not “the least apprehension of any
insurrection or disturbance amongst the slaves,” but added that a vote against the slave trade may very well have produced a different
outcome.43 Through the summer and into the fall, Lord Effingham, Jamaica’s new governor, and Adam Williamson, recently arrived
commander of the island’s military force, watched closely for signs of unrest related to the slave trade but found none. Still, they
proceeded with extreme caution lest their public actions lend credence to the rumors around them. Suspecting from having been in
England during the early stages of the slave trade debate that “Disturbances might arise here,” Governor Effingham quietly shored up
the island’s military preparedness while trying “to avoid such appearance of preparation as might put mischief into peoples’ heads.” But
just as the first notices of a revolutionary outbreak in neighboring Saint-Domingue were arriving, he confessed that all was not within
his control: “What the Gossiping of Idle Folks may produce,” Effingham intimated to the Secretary of State, “I can’t tell.”44

Reports from other segments of the white population of Jamaica from the end of the year, however, present a very different picture
from that which emerges in official dispatches. Wilberforce’s birthday provided the occasion for a massive celebration of slaves in
Westmoreland parish, some “100 Miles,” noted a private letter of early November, “from any of the quarters where Regular Troops are
stationed.” The assembled slaves, estimated to number 3,000, ate and drank but were dispersed “before their liquor had produced much
effect.” This incident was but “one proof,” the correspondent concluded, “how greatly Mr. W________’s intentions are misrepresented
to the Slaves.”45 Meeting at Spanish Town the same day as the arrival of this report from across the island, the Assembly made its
strongest public statement calling for an immediate end to further consideration of the slave trade:

It is vain to urge, that the Trade alone, and not the Situation of our Slaves, is the Object of Deliberation. Our Negroes cannot, or
will not, make any such Distinction—They are taught to believe, and do most certainly believe, that they are held in a Condition
of Servitude which is reprobated in the Mother Country: and that the ultimate Aim of those Gentlemen, whom they call their
Friends, in England, is to place them on a footing with the civilized Part of this Community; an opinion which, in their present
Ideas of Right and Wrong, can tend only to involve them in one common Destruction with ourselves.46

The added drama of the Haitian Revolution clearly sharpened the concern of the Jamaican legislature in the closing weeks of 1791;
early reports of the rebellion only intensified for white colonists the “dangerous and distressing state of suspense during the months of
agitation in Parliament, which has been the case for these two years past.”47 Even after the Haitian Revolution erupted next door in late
August of 1791, reports concerning the slave trade debates in Parliament continued to influence the political climate in Jamaica. In June
of 1792, Kingston officials observed a disturbing “air of insolence” among blacks in that city shortly after the arrival of a premature
report that Parliament had voted to abolish the slave trade.48 The next year, as if to emphasize that the threat of abolition was as strong
as that of republican radicalism, whites in Kingston burned Wilberforce and Tom Paine in effigy side by side.49

Though by November of 1791 the slaves did not yet betray “Symptoms of the same Phrenzy which rages a few Leagues distant,”
the revolutions in the French islands would in the weeks to come gradually supercede the slave trade agitation, both in England and in
the colonies, as the major news item.50 Wilberforce and his party in England would continue to push for Parliament to end the slave
trade through the 1790s, but for the present, in England and in the colonies as well, the attention of all those with some stake in West
Indian affairs would shift to the French Revolution in the Caribbean.

As the British debated the future of the slave trade in the late 1780s, producing a “state of suspense” in the British Caribbean, similar
developments were taking place elsewhere in Europe. At the Spanish Court, cabinet ministers, anticipating that Caracas, Cuba, and the
Spanish colony on Hispaniola were about to blossom finally into full-blown plantation economies, codified and tried to put into effect a
set of strict guidelines under which they would expect slaves and masters to operate as the number of slave laborers expanded. Next to
the movement to abolish the slave trade in the British Empire, the Spanish reform effort seems quiet, private, and official; these
measures did not generate a public debate in Spain over the slave trade, officials gathered no evidence from disaffected witnesses, nor
did word of dramatic speeches reach the Spanish colonies to stimulate the hopes of slaves. All the concern centered around one specific
document and its application. Yet the resulting excitement and uncertainty involved elements of rumor, suspicion, and underground
activity which proved strikingly similar to the dynamics that affected the British colonies during the parliamentary debates. The reaction
to Charles IV’s real cédula of 21 May 1789 “concerning the Education, Treatment, and Occupation of Slaves” in the Indies exposed the
racial and class tensions in the Spanish colonies and showed again the awesome power of uncontrolled news and ideas in Afro-America



in the years prior to the outbreak of the Haitian Revolution.
In February 1789, the Council of the Indies enacted what its ministers hoped would be one of the most far-reaching of its reforms,

allowing free trade in slaves to selected ports in Venezuela, Cuba, Hispaniola, and Puerto Rico. By loosening age-old restrictions on the
foreign slave trade, the Bourbon reformers hoped to accomplish an economic miracle similar to the one which had made French Saint-
Domingue the envy of every colonial power. But at the same time they anticipated a transformation in the economic fortunes of their
colonies, members of the Spanish cabinet had no intention of surrendering control to a new and powerful class of slaveowners. In
addition, they recognized the dangers which a rapidly expanding black population posed to the security of the colonies. Mindful of both
these considerations, the court agreed upon the need to spell out a series of specific policies to control the growth of their slave colonies.
Immediately after finalizing the free slave trade provisions, the Council charged Minister of Grace and Justice Antonio Porlier with
drawing up regulations for governing the thousands of slaves about to arrive as a result of free trade. Following the Council’s
instruction, Porlier determined the efficacy of present laws and proposed new measures to control insofar as possible the “abuses”
which had already resulted from the absolute power of slaveowners over their “unfortunate” workers.51

Designed in the interest of making slavery compatible with “public tranquillity,” Porlier’s decree envisioned a carefully monitored
system of reciprocal obligations in which the state would jealously guard certain rights of the slaves in return for their labor.52 Of
course, Porlier expected slaves to “obey and respect” their overseers and owners, and to “venerate them like fathers” in faithfully
carrying out their prescribed duties. He obliged slaveowners and overseers, on the other hand, to instruct their slaves in the Catholic
religion in preparation for baptism, to provide food and clothing in amounts dictated by local working conditions, to take direct
responsibility for the old and infirm, and to allow and encourage marriages among slaves, even if they lived on distant estates. In
addition, the code of 1789 exempted slaves from working before sunrise, past sunset, or on any of the Catholic holy days, and entitled
them to receive a two-hour break from regular duty each day to work on their own provision grounds. It enjoined owners from
employing Africans under the age of seventeen or after they reached sixty. Other rules obliged overseers to demarcate clearly male from
female work, reserving the more strenuous tasks for men only, and even to provide a salary, though a small one, to women involved in
domestic service.

The code also limited the range of punishment available to employers of slaves. For failing to work without good reason and for
running away or other common “crimes,” slaves faced confinement in prison or with shackles and chains, but the lash was to be used
sparingly: the state would allow no more than twenty-five lashes, administered with a “soft instrument” so as not to “cause serious
contusions or any effusion of blood.” Porlier allowed owners and the overseers they employed to administer only minor punishments,
leaving the disposition of crimes of a more serious nature to the local authorities.

Finally, the code proposed by Porlier and approved by the Council of the Indies outlined arrangements by which local governments
would detect and punish transgressions of the rights of slaves. While relying on government officials to keep an eye on estates near
cities, the Council called for special methods in order to ensure the compliance of the owners of outlying haciendas. First, the
regulations delegated priests who traveled from estate to estate to say mass to act as roving observers and report instances of overwork
or bad treatment secretly to the nearest procurador síndico (city attorney), who, “as the protector of slaves,” must investigate such
allegations. In addition, Porlier directed town councils to appoint “a person or persons of character” to visit local haciendas three times
a year to determine possible violators, who faced punishments ranging from fines to criminal proceedings. In all court cases, slaves
bringing complaints enjoyed the same rights before the bar as free people.

In mid-August, 200 or so copies of the ordinance of 31 May 1789 were loaded among other official dispatches and shipped out to
officials in the Indies, where they began to arrive late in October. Predictably, slaveowners in Spanish America raised an immediate and
unanimous outcry. Even before local officials had fully digested the contents of the document, or indeed made them public, the new
provisions became the subject of anxious concern among employers, buyers, and sellers of slaves, all of whom eagerly awaited the start
of a new spirit in the slave economy. On behalf of the slaveowners, governors at New Orleans, Santo Domingo, and the city of Tocaima
in New Grenada fiercely resisted the cédula and disclosed that pressure from local creoles had forced them to delay publication of the
decree.53 Meanwhile, slaves and free people of color, equally aware of the ominous signs of an incipient slave boom, showed just as
much concern. They soon applied their own understanding of the significance of the código to the public discussion. So the reaction of
the privileged few told only half the story.

When two of Havana’s comisarios (municipal commissioners) approached interim governor Domingo Cabello and entreated him to
suspend enforcement, they feared the immediate danger that making the regulations public might “move the slaves” to revolt. Such
rebellions were “regular occurrences,” explained Cabello in justifying to his superiors his decision to suppress the document.54 But later
reports revealed that despite official secrecy, or perhaps as a result of it, the mysterious cédula soon became a topic of public
speculation in which Havana slaves were active participants. “Just with the rumors which have spread that there exists a Royal Cédula
favoring the Negroes, they are already halfway in revolt,” reported Havana’s ayuntamiento (town council) early in 1790, citing as
evidence a recent uprising among slaves working one of the island’s largest sugar mills.

Moreover, word of the royal dispensations had intertwined with other rumors of a violent uprising of slaves in one of the French
colonies. While this ominous admixture of foreign and domestic news had not yet catalyzed a mass rebellion, it had clearly been
“sufficient to keep [the slaves] of this island in [a state of] expectation.”55 The Council was forced to take these alarmist reports more
seriously when, two days after the arrival of Cabello’s dispatches from Havana, the mail brought a letter from a man identifying himself
as a Havana slave. “We have seen the royal order in favor of the Ethiopian slaves thwarted by greed,” wrote Diego de Jesús. The
existence and contents of the document, he continued, had “reached the notice of the slaves,” who understood, even if their owners did
not, that the king’s wish was that they be “treated as Individuals of the human race.”56

In Caracas, where landowners and merchants had been among the most active in the Spanish Caribbean in promoting and buying
into the boom mentality in the Americas, separate constituencies reacted strongly. Since 1783, more Africans had arrived in the
province as slaves than at any previous time in the area’s short history as a settled Spanish colony. Notwithstanding the recent signs of
imminent change, masterless people of color continued to outnumber heavily both whites and slaves, comprising forty percent of the
inhabitants of the city of Caracas and more than forty-eight percent of the population of the entire colony.57 Against this backdrop, the



wave of street discussion and speculation which attended the arrival of the king’s decree in October of 1789, writes one historian of the
incident, was reminiscent of modern Caracas, where even “the most secret news spreads without anyone knowing how or by what
means such a [grapevine] succeeds.”58

Official efforts to keep the cédula of 1789 a secret in Caracas failed to keep the public from becoming surprisingly well informed
almost immediately. In a matter of days, the audiencia sitting at Caracas reported strong reactions among both slaves and hacendados.
Powerful rumors heralding an impending end to slavery engulfed the capital city. “Since the arrival of the last mail,” reported Francisco
García de Quintana, one of the regidores (councilors) of the Caracas cabildo a week to ten days later, “it is said publicly in the City that
we have received a Royal Cédula concerning the governing and treatment of slaves.” Since García had “already observed a certain [air
of] expectation and insolence among the slaves,” he moved that publication of the document be postponed until the council could
examine in detail its possible impact.59 Other governmental bodies acknowledged that word had somehow leaked into the streets and
expressed concern that such uncontrolled intelligence might inspire slaves to entertain “the idea of liberation.”60

The provisions of the king’s order remained a carefully guarded official secret through November, and the governor still had not
issued it in early December when the Caracas elite called upon city attorney Juan José Echenique to summon the audiencia into session.
They wanted officials to discuss the local uproar which the rumored decree regarding the slaves was causing. Echenique, who despite
his official status still discounted news of the king’s order as little more than an irresponsible rumor, traced the reports to the black and
brown communities of Caracas, adding that “this is not the first time” that these residents of the capital city had created news to suit
their own interests. Perhaps Echenique knew about the abortive rebellion of 1749, but probably he had more recent developments in
mind. Just a year before the 1789 cédula, the Caracas cabildo had met to discuss how to suppress rumors circulated by local free blacks
(pardos) that the king had granted their men rights to enter sacred orders and to contract marriages with white women of the commoner
class.61 Even as Echenique dismissed news of royal dispensations for the black and colored residents of Caracas as a figment of hopeful
imaginations, the city’s slaves were already moving to assert their new rights. At the meeting of 12 December 1789, testimony surfaced
that slaveowners were “finding themselves insulted by their Slaves, with such boldness that they chide and threaten them face to face in
various ways,” even to the point of citing “the different Chapters which they say are contained in the alleged Cédula.” These slaves
asserted—and quite accurately—that the new regulations called for a shorter work day with “hours of rest.” Like Echenique, confused
owners wondered whether the slaves had advance knowledge of regulations about to go into effect, or had simply “invented” these
reports.62

Over the next few months, as Caracas officials waited for the king to rule on their request to rescind the new provisions, local
pressure on them from opposite directions mounted steadily. Early in May, after they awoke one morning to discover several menacing
posters referring specifically to the as yet unpublished code plastered in public places in two areas of Caracas, the alarm of the city’s
white residents increased. The posters warned that local slaves knew about the cédula itself and about those local whites guilty of
suppressing its letter and intent. If officials would not put the articles into effect of their own volition, the posters went on to say,
perhaps force would persuade them. Beneath the lines of text loomed an even stronger statement—a rough drawing of a dark-skinned
man wielding a raised machete apparently about to cut the throat of a white man.63

This startling discovery led Caracas officials to convene a second series of meetings in the spring of 1790 and take further testimony
regarding black sedition in the city and its surrounding area. Once again, reports indicated slaves openly challenging overseers with the
belief that “His Majesty has made them free” and in some cases laying down their implements and refusing to work. In Caracas itself,
ripples of discontent among domestic slaves surprised employers. Moreover, officials now faced not only the problem of controlling the
spread of ideas between slaves but also the difficulty of containing rising interest in the cédula among Caracas’s extensive masterless
population. They feared the “vagrant and malicious” citydwellers intent on fomenting “discord and disturbance,” as well as the bandits
from the surrounding plains who, after preying on highway travelers by day, slipped into the city under the cover of night. In order to
control such nocturnal activity as “idle conversation, men gathering at all hours on street-corners, [people hanging] posters, and all the
[other] symptoms which [portend] serious uprisings,” the governor issued orders requiring all individuals and groups of more than “six
or eight” to burn lanterns on city streets after ten o’clock or spend the night in jail. In such an atmosphere of tension, unrest, and
repression, whites in Caracas felt dangerously close to an outbreak of violence, especially after authorities dispatched a substantial
militia detachment to nearby La Guaira, the port of Caracas, following an attempt of some “low life persons” to force a powder
magazine. In at least one instance, the suppression of the cédula did result in the eruption of violence. Slaves from the plantation of one
Fernando Ascario attacked and killed their overseer, “all believing,” according to reports received by the audiencia, “that His Majesty
had given them freedom, or at least had granted them equal status with free people.” By late June, members of the audiencia could
report that, despite their efforts, knowledge of the contents of the document had extended so widely that “it can be assured that all free
people and slaves are informed [both] in this city and in the Province.”64

In 1794, with their reform energies dampened both by the determined resistance of the creole elite in the colonies and, more
importantly, by the challenge of the French Revolution, Spanish ministers chose to allow the código of 1789 to die quietly. Yet the
memory of the cédula and the brief hopes which it engendered remained alive in the culture of opposition among Spanish slaves. Some
six years after residents of the colonies first learned of the cédula of 31 May 1789, the document resurfaced as a central issue in two
separate instances of black resistance in Spanish America. In 1795, slaves in Buenos Aires mounted a brief general strike protesting the
suppression of the code.65 In the same year, a group of slaves, free blacks, and people of “mixed blood” living near the western coastal
city of Coro in the captaincy-general of Caracas attempted to establish an independent government by organizing the largest revolt of its
kind in Venezuelan history. Official inquiries found one of the roots of the Coro insurrection in the agitation of 1789–90 surrounding
the king’s order and the still prevalent belief that the rights of black and brown people to liberty and equality were being wrongfully
withheld by local whites. Two mobile masterless men were instrumental in bringing word of the king’s blocked intent to the people of
the Coro region. An “idler” known as Cocofio “occupied himself living from hacienda to hacienda under the specious pretext of [being
a] healer,” and told slaves about the supposed royal emancipation order and how whites had suppressed the will of the king by keeping
them enslaved. After the death of Cocofio, José Caridad González, a Spanish-speaking runaway from nearby Curaçao and the key
figure in the revolt of 1795, continued to make use of this theme as he organized an armed rebellion against local Spanish authorities.66



However, by this time, the black revolution in Saint-Domingue exercised the strongest influence on the imaginations of dissident
Spanish slaves.

Though British abolitionism and Spanish reformism challenged the future of colonial slavery in the late 1780s, only the French
Revolution exerted the overwhelming social and ideological pressure which would lead eventually to black freedom in the Americas. A
revolution which pitted class against class in a struggle over the ideals of “liberty, equality, and fraternity” presented obvious problems
for societies based upon white solidarity and slavery. So even before the fall of the Bastille signaled the final days of the ancien régime
in France, officials began to take measures to assure that the spirit of inquiry and change alive in Europe did not affect the French
Caribbean. As early as the fall of 1788, the Crown issued orders “to abolish every press” in Saint-Domingue “in order to keep the flame
of liberty from spreading to the Colonies,” a move which led to an effective news blackout lasting at least “several weeks.” The preface
speaks of General A. N. de la Salle. Confronted with a group of enthusiastic recruits ready to sail from France to Saint-Domingue in
1792, he took a different approach. Aware of the explosive potential of the watchwords and rituals of the French Revolution if applied
in the colonies, the general instructed his charges to alter their banners and caps, which displayed the slogan “Live Free or Die,” to read
“The Nation, the Law, the King.” La Salle also rejected the soldiers’ plan to plant liberty trees upon their arrival in Saint-Domingue,
suggesting instead that they plant “a tree of peace.”67

General La Salle’s dilemma was the same one facing the colonial lobby in France and the plantocracy in the colonies, and his fragile
solution likewise reflected the larger strategy of planters, merchants, and shipowners as they came to terms with the French Revolution.
Unlike the creole elites in the British and Spanish colonies who fought all apparent new departures in colonial policy in the late 1780s,
the richer and more powerful French planters welcomed the disruption of the Revolution at home and hoped to take advantage of the
weakness of French colonial administration in order to increase their power. Just as La Salle attempted to disentangle the republican
meaning from the popular rituals associated with the Revolution, however, the planters and the commercial bourgeoisie undertook the
similar task of supporting the Revolution while at the same time working to keep the social forces which it unleashed from spilling over
into the colonies. But as was clearly evident by the time La Salle’s troops cleared La Rochelle for the revolutionary world of Saint-
Domingue, neither careful military commanders nor vigilant planters could hope to hold in check the irrepressible force of the French
Revolution, especially when ritual and symbol—banners and cap slogans, for example—could communicate its currents as effectively
as pamphlets and broadsides.

When Louis XVI called the Estates-General in 1787, the planters of Saint-Domingue, influenced in part by the recent example of
North American independence, took the lead in pressing the claims of the French Caribbean slavocracy. Even before the architects of
the new system of estates had ruled upon what their place would be, the French planters elected deputies to represent them in the
Assembly and agents to coordinate lobbying efforts on their behalf. By June of 1789, the colonial deputies sided with the Third Estate
in its struggle against the Crown and the aristocrats, but refused to endorse the Declaration of the Rights of Man and quickly organized
to keep the Revolution out of the colonies. Through the voice of the influential Society of French Colonists, known from its meeting
place in a Paris hotel as the Club Massiac, the absentee planters and their representatives and sympathizers stood firm in their demand
that the Assembly leave social and economic policy in the colonies to them, even in the face of eroding support for their position both
within the Third Estate and among the colonial ministers.68

Along with absentee planters, other Parisians expressed an active interest in questions of colonial governance in the early stages of
the Revolution. The city’s community of free people of color organized its own Society of American Colonists, seeking to use the
Revolution to rid the colonies of the disabilities which free nonwhites suffered, and which had increased in intensity since the 1770s. In
fact, the free mulattoes of Saint-Domingue anticipated by four years the actions of the colony’s planters by having sent Julien Raimond
to France in 1784 to lobby for equal rights for Saint-Domingue’s propertied free people of color. Every bit as determined as the planters
to win representation in the Constituent Assembly, the gens de couleur encountered greater obstacles in getting their voice heard, and
their disillusionment presaged the coming revolution in the colonies.69 In addition, the British abolition movement had inspired a small
group of French humanitarians to found in 1788 the Société des Amis des Noirs (Society of Friends of the Blacks), modeled along the
lines of the London Committee founded the previous year. The Société des Amis had not made the strides in either organization or
constituency-building of its London counterpart, nor did it wield the influence of the Club Massiac in French politics, but writings
produced by its members proved quite influential in creating support for the cause of antislavery. For that reason, proslavery lobbyists
made the Amis a constant target for attacks, fearing the impact which their published ideas might have in the colonies.70

While the earthshaking events of the summer and fall of 1789 in Paris focused the attention of all of Europe, residents of the French
capital, and their compatriots on the other side of the Atlantic, struggled to separate fact from rumor as they speculated on what the
changes in France might mean for the colonial regime. British abolitionist Thomas Clarkson, whose study of the slave trade brought
him to Paris that eventful summer, stumbled into the charged atmosphere unaware of the intense struggle between competing factions
over questions of rights for free people of color and slavery. Soon after his arrival, a story appeared in “the public prints” accusing the
Amis of promoting black insurrection by shipping out some 12,000 muskets to the colonies. “Reports equally unfounded and wicked
were spread also in the same papers relative to myself,” remembered Clarkson years later. Some accounts accused him of being a
British spy, others asserted that he had been banished from Britain for his radical views.71 The same absentee planters who attacked
Clarkson’s presence generated other alarmist reports warning their constituents in the Caribbean of the “imminent danger” that some
Frenchmen “drunk with liberty” were about to depart for the colonies and intended to spark a slave uprising.72 A wave of rumor about
events in the West Indies, including unsubstantiated accounts of violent slave uprisings in Martinique and Guadeloupe, gripped Paris in
the fall. “Alarmed by the very unfortunate rumors,” members of the Club Massiac asked Minister of the Marine La Luzerne to confirm
or deny the reports. La Luzerne replied helplessly that he had received no dispatches from administrators on the scene for two months;
he apparently knew less about the situation in the colonies than the Club’s membership.73

Residents of the colonies experienced equal difficulty in piecing together the situation in France. In the absence of direct
information through official channels, both tension and uncontrolled speculation ran high. A trade depression which severely limited the
number of French merchant vessels arriving in colonial ports only exacerbated matters. No news from Paris reached Saint-Pierre,



Martinique, during the months of August and September, 1789, igniting interrelated rumors regarding what was happening in France
and, inevitably, the future of slavery in the Caribbean. Copies of British newspapers had filtered into the island, and the accounts of
Parliament’s agitation of the slave trade spawned local suspicion that the English might be spreading such reports in order to create
excitement among the slaves. And what, curious colonists asked, was the significance of this tricolored cockade which adorned the caps
of travelers and seamen?74

Farther west in Saint-Domingue, where more French ships called, correspondents possessed a greater supply of information, but
much of it seemed confused or uncertain, and powerful rumors flowed in every direction. “We have been minutely instructed about all
the rumors circulating in Europe,” wrote a resident of Cap Français in October, adding that these second- and third-hand accounts had
“contributed in no small measure to occasioning rumors here.” From the smaller coastal cities to the west and south came reports that
the Assembly was about to abolish slavery—news which had already reached the ears of some slaves on inland plantations. Other
rumors had taken root in the port town itself. Like the residents of rural France whose “Great Fear” of rumored attacks by bandits had
spread rapidly through the countryside just months earlier, whites at the Cap lived in daily fear by the end of the year that upwards of
20,000 slaves stood in readiness to take advantage of the current confusion and descend from the surrounding highlands to join secret
allies and take control of the city.75

Reflecting the individual effort of General La Salle on a broader scale, planters in the French Caribbean and their representatives
and sympathizers in France collaborated on a series of measures designed to control the movement of people and ideas from the
revolutionary metropole to the expectant colonies. In France, this policy fell with special force upon free blacks and gens de couleur, as
the Club Massiac moved to restrict their access to the sea lanes. Since the middle of the century black and brown mobility between
France and the colonies had caused concern and comment. Suspicions were most often directed against slaves who returned to the
islands in the company of itinerant owners after sojourns in the mother country. From Martinique in 1753 a typical complaint found
Negroes returning from France “insolent” and blamed their contact with humble whites for their new attitudes. In 1777 a royal decree
echoed that “when they return to the Colonies, they take with them the spirit of independence and intractability and become more
harmful than useful.”76 Nevertheless, the policy of Louis XVI ran so strongly against the presence of blacks in France that police
rounded up “scores” of black residents—slaves, runaways, and free people alike—and transported them to the colonies between 1777
and 1789 over the objections of colonial officials.77

The onset of the Revolution and the obvious interest which France’s free blacks and coloreds showed in its progress sparked the
colonial lobby to seek an immediate reversal of the policy of transportation as a way of keeping news of the events in Paris from
reaching the slaves overseas. After La Luzerne rejected an early request for a new law banning blacks and browns from boarding
vessels bound for the Caribbean, the Club Massiac enlisted directly the support of the chambers of commerce and shipowners of
France’s major transatlantic ports. The port authorities honored these wishes in large measure, though they sometimes looked the other
way.78

Across the Atlantic, self-appointed committees of safety in the port cities took similar precautions on their end and placed
themselves on the lookout for seditious characters of all descriptions. By late October 1789, reported one correspondent, “the harbors
and the wharves are so well guarded that it [will be] practically impossible for any evangelists to carry out their plans.”79 Later in the
year and into 1790, assemblies of planters in the north and the west continued to make security along the docks a top priority. The
public safety committee of the Permanent Provincial Assembly of the North, sitting at Cap Français, applauded the policy of city
commissioners to take the names, ages, and descriptions of all arriving passengers, but soon moved beyond these measures by
authorizing close inspection of all arriving ships and placing armed guards aboard each of them to assure that no one could land before
such an inspection had taken place. Passengers unable to give a satisfactory account of their reason for coming to the Cap were
“immediately arrested and placed in jail, in order to be shipped back to France at the first opportunity.”80 In January 1790, the
government at Port-au-Prince called for on-board visits and searches, and ordered the seizure of such dangerous cargo as “slaves
coming from France, unknown passengers, … papers, books, engravings and other objects capable of fomenting trouble.”81 Equally
stringent measures controlled the presence of foreigners, who, according to a Spanish report, risked arrest and detention upon
disembarking in Saint-Domingue, even if in possession of legitimate passports.82

Tight security measures, however, only heightened interest and anticipation, and no such regulations could ever prove totally
effective. No sooner had the tricolored cockade appeared in the French colonies than slaves began to piece together its meaning. Passing
along reports of slave unrest near Cap Français, colonial officials reported in October 1789 that a “multitude of printed materials” had
apprised the population of developments in Paris. Despite careful precautions, “all that is done or written, particularly on the issue of the
emancipation of the blacks” made its way past dockside police. Not surprisingly, blacks at the Cap soon understood that the tricolored
cockade symbolized the newly won emancipation of the whites from their “masters” in France.83 In Martinique, “several slaves” in the
capital city donned cockades soon after their meaning became clear in the fall of 1789, so local officials issued strict prohibitions
against the use of the cockade by blacks and gens de couleur. But some blacks stubbornly insisted on participating in the local political
struggle anyway. A riot ensued in the summer of 1790 after a slave playing drums in a militia parade sported a cockade on his cap in
defiance of the ordinances. Black rebels in Saint-Domingue continued to identify with what the tricolored cockade represented months
after the outbreak of the rebellion of August 1791. Among the demands made by outlying groups of armed slaves near Port-au-Prince in
1792 was the right to wear the red, white, and blue symbol of the French Revolution.84

The stream of merchant seamen who frequented island taverns and grogshops while their ships were in port provided a constant, if
considerably delayed, source of news on the French Revolution for Caribbean towns. One former colonist accused sailors of being little
more than “the agents of the negrophiles” in France. Not only did sailors prove instrumental in introducing outlawed printed materials,
he accused, but they even furnished blacks with gunpowder and other explosives. However, the greatest disservice which the merchant
marine did the planter class involved not the exchange of tangible articles but the simple sharing of words. As French sailors and local
slaves were “always together” loading and unloading vessels or performing other tasks, the waterfront soon became a “cauldron of
insurrection,” in which sailors, “well fed on the burning slogans of the clubs, [and] friends of the constitution” shared the excitement of



the revolution in France with their black co-workers.85

Finally, efforts to close the borders and ports of the French colonies to seditious outsiders proved ineffective. Occasionally,
characters whom the planters and merchants recognized as clearly dangerous managed to elude authorities and remain at large in the
colonies. Among the runaway slaves absent in the vicinity of Cap Français during the spring and summer of 1790 was Jean-Louis, well
known in the city for having sold charcoal for his owner’s account. According to the local newspaper, Jean-Louis possessed special
talents and wide experience. He had formerly lived in France and could speak Spanish, Dutch, English, and “le jargon creole” in
addition to French.86 But the most dramatic case of a known colored incendiary slipping the net set for him occurred in the spring of
1790, when mulatto insurgent Vincent Ogé left France for Saint-Domingue, where he led an abortive rebellion of free people of color
and some armed slaves. As one of the most vocal members of the Parisian community of gens de couleur during the early French
Revolution, Ogé attracted the close attention of the members of the Club Massiac.

By early April 1790, after the Constituent Assembly rebuffed the demands of the propertied mulattoes, the committee of
correspondence representing the planters in Saint-Domingue received a report that a vessel was about to depart Le Havre carrying a
group of whites and mulattoes bent on bringing revolution to the slaves in the colony, with Ogé at their head. In order to aid colonial
officials in apprehending the would-be rebels, the committee sent ahead an engraved likeness of Ogé which officials posted in all of
Saint-Domingue’s major ports. Meanwhile, Ogé departed Paris not for Saint-Domingue as expected but for London, where after six
weeks he secured a berth aboard a vessel bound for Charleston. After a short stay in the North American port, where he very likely
purchased weapons, Ogé slipped into Cap Françis in disguise, possibly as an American seaman, on 16 October. Within a month he led a
corps of brown and black rebels in an unsuccessful yet historically important strike against Saint-Domingue’s planter class. While Ogé
never espoused freedom for the slaves during his lifetime, his capture and brutal execution early in 1791 galvanized public opinion in
France and made a lasting impression on the future revolutionaries in Saint-Domingue, ironically advancing the cause of antislavery.87

At the time of Ogé’s revolt in 1790, the intensity of public discussion and speculation over the future of slavery in the Caribbean
had reached an unprecedented level in the history of the Americas. Slaves and free people of color in each of the three major empires
had ample reason to expect a change in their status and therefore paid close attention to the currents of information around them. In this
environment of anticipation and suspense, news of developments in Europe and rumors of an end to slavery spread extensively. The
inability of colonial officials, lobbyists, and planters to suppress this news and smother public agitation demonstrates the virtual
impossibility of keeping such urgent matters a secret. While colonial authorities succeeded in denying their black and brown subjects
equal access to most material resources, slaves and free people of color nevertheless proved adept at obtaining, manipulating, and
transmitting information to suit their interests.

Of course, news did not arrive only from overseas. Because of the close relations among the American territories, information also
flowed across New World imperial and geographic boundaries. While residents of French and Spanish colonies watched with interest
the movement for the abolition of the British slave trade and gauged its effect on their economies, the British worried about how the
French Revolution might affect slavery in their Caribbean colonies. By the time French authorities in Cap Français executed Ogé and
his lieutenants early in 1791, however, it had become clear throughout the Americas that the ideas he represented carried the potential to
catalyze black and brown revolutionaries in all of the American slave societies.



4.
“Ideas of Liberty Have Sunk So Deep”

Communication and Revolution, 1789–93

If the transatlantic news pipeline seemed especially busy in the years leading up to the Haitian Revolution, the regional network of
communication—the “common wind” which bound together the societies of Afro-America proved even more active. In the late 1780s
and early 1790s, the currents of revolution touched all areas of the Caribbean. Along the many avenues of intercolonial contact, rumors
and reports from English, Spanish, and French sources intermingled and fed upon each other, strengthening the idea that emancipation
was near at hand, and finally leading to armed uprisings in both British and French colonies. By 1793, the continuing rebellion of blacks
and people of color in Saint-Domingue provided a rallying point for would-be revolutionaries in other areas, and curtailing the
movement of people and ideas had become a paramount issue for the rulers in English- and Spanish-speaking territories.

Studies of commerce and trade are integral to the historiography of eighteenth-century America, yet without exception these studies
overlook one of the most important items of exchange which was constantly changing hands—information. In fact, Americans
throughout the hemisphere depended as heavily on their neighbors for news as for the other commodities which arrived aboard ships.
Not surprisingly, word that war was approaching traveled great distances with particular speed. The rumor of an impending war
between England and Spain, for example, occupied a vast space stretching from Virginia to Venezuela between July 1790 and February
1791. When British officials revived the press gangs in the islands of the eastern Caribbean in anticipation of war, English-speaking
seamen as far north as Norfolk got wind of the rumors and scrambled off ships to safety on land.1 Taking advantage of the greater
efficiency with which the English supplied their colonies with transatlantic news, residents of the Spanish territories followed these
developments through their commercial links with British America. Cubans learned of this alarming rumor not through official
dispatches from the home government but from the small vessels trading in re-exported slaves from Jamaica under the comercio libre
regulations. Captains arriving in Santiago de Cuba brought British newspapers, whose reports kept fear of war alive in the Spanish
island until the end of January 1791. At the same time, inhabitants of New Spain tried to stay informed through London newspapers.2
From Caracas, officials reported that early in July 1790 “rumors began to spread and be heard about an impending break between our
court and that of London.” Like the accounts arriving in Cuba and New Spain, the Caracas reports could be traced to a foreign source:
an English broadside printed in St. Kitts and brought to the mainland aboard a vessel trading to the coast from the tiny Swedish island
of St. Bartholomew.3

Through these same channels, expectations and fears relative to emancipation of slaves and equal rights for free people of color
passed from territory to territory. Just as residents of all the colonies had to keep abreast of their neighbors’ preparations for war, they
could ill afford to ignore other political and social developments, especially as they touched the issue of slavery. In the tense months
following the first reports of Britain’s debate over the slave trade, therefore, liberation rumors naturally assumed a regional dimension.
Even before white colonists in Saint-Domingue connected developments in France with slavery in the colonies, some of them feared
that Britain’s tampering with the trade boded ill for the opulent French colony. Moreau de Saint-Méry remembered vividly “the
tremendous sensation” in April and May of 1788 caused by the arrival at Cap Français of several French gazettes “giving details and
comment” on the British debate over the slave trade.4

Beginning in 1789, however, officials in the Spanish and British colonies detected a more serious threat in political developments in
the French Caribbean. News of the events in France and their ominous repercussions in the colonies of the revolutionary nation traveled
to Spanish territory on the same ships which brought slaves and rumors of war from foreign colonies. As concern crested, news
accounts from the French Caribbean steadily increased in value, and after Spanish prohibitions against French shipping began late in
1789, cutting off direct communication with the island colonies, these accounts reached a premium. As the civil war between royalists
and renegade planters widened in Saint-Domingue, the highest level of the colonial government in nearby Cuba found itself obliged to
seek out the testimony of small-time traders and even “transient travelers.”5

The disorders in the French colonies justified Spanish fears and strengthened resolve to limit contact with French islands and to
keep out of French affairs. When officials at Martinique requested military aid from the governor of Cuba late in 1789 because residents
of the French colony were “at the point of revolt as a result of the confusion in France,” Spanish officials cautiously refused such aid, as
they would again the following year.6

By 1790, officials in all the Spanish colonies were taking decisive precautions to prevent the currents of the French Revolution from
spilling across their borders or entering their ports. Prior to the ministers in Spain turning full attention to the French Revolution in the



colonies, local rulers took action which in effect reversed the very commercial dispensations which they had welcomed only months
before. Before the end of 1789, British ships trading to the Main returned to Jamaica reporting that customs officials at Cartagena were
prohibiting all foreign vessels from docking at that mainland port, “the Troubles in France having excited their fears and Jealousies.”7 A
French naval captain named Bruny received the same treatment at Havana two months later. He lodged an official complaint after the
interim governor departed radically from accepted practice and refused to allow either the crew or the captain himself to land.
Moreover, Spanish seamen on nearby ships in the harbor subjected the French sailors to loud jibes “insulting to [France].” Their
epithets, echoing the hostility of Spanish officialdom toward the French Revolution, also illustrated that news of events in France
circulated on Spanish ships in Cuba despite official policy.8 Such vigilance sharpened as the divisions among whites in Saint-Domingue
deepened. By the summer of 1790, off the coast of Caracas as well as in Cuba, Santo Domingo, and Puerto Rico, even foreign fishing
vessels were not above suspicion. The next year, the colonial ministers directed authorities to search incoming cargoes for jewelry,
tobacco boxes, and coins bearing revolutionary inscriptions.9

Despite all these precautions, the Spanish who shared the island of Hispaniola with the French were confronted in a very direct way
with the issue of racial revolt when Vincent Ogé and fifteen lieutenants arrived at the border separating French and Spanish territory in
the aftermath of the abortive rebellion of 1790. The Ogé incident shows how much recent events in Saint-Domingue had affected the
views of Spanish officials. From the earliest days of the troubles in Saint-Domingue, Spanish authorities on the opposite side of the
island began to express concern about the frequent desertion of slaves back and forth across the border. And they took seriously the
suggestion of the French commander at Cap Français in May of 1790 that the Spanish colony might plausibly become a staging area for
a group of Parisian radicals to mount a revolt to “overturn the [French] Colony and obtain complete equality between the people of
Color and the whites.”10 So by the time Ogé’s band of rebels arrived in search of protection six months later, Spanish territory was no
longer the sanctuary which it had been in less politically charged times. The Spanish government never considered Ogé’s request for
asylum; instead a Spanish border patrol arrested the insurgents and brought them across the island to the city of Santo Domingo under
heavy guard. Satisfied after examining the rebels that Ogé and his followers harbored no hostile intentions toward the Spanish, Ogé’s
Spanish captors turned him over to French authorities. After a trial lasting two months, officials in Cap Français executed Ogé and more
than twenty others in early 1791, first breaking the rebels upon the wheel and then decapitating them. Ogé’s defeat began a wave of
repression against mulattoes and free blacks throughout Saint-Domingue.11

Though the Spanish escaped a direct attack, the Ogé incident provoked serious reconsiderations which spread to other parts of
Spain’s American empire. Marathon meetings of the audiencia in the city of Santo Domingo considered the possibility that
“innumerable mulattos of the same condition and mode of thinking as Ogé, and perhaps also many discontented whites with depraved
hidden ideas” might enter Spanish territory as a result of the conflicts in Saint-Domingue. Officials immediately dispatched troops to
guard the winding and fluid border. The following year, troops from Spain and Puerto Rico were imported to “form a Cordon to prevent
any communication whatever between the French and Spanish part of the Island.”12

The earliest accounts of the French Revolution threatened whites in British Jamaica less than their Spanish neighbors. Unlike Spain,
England possessed no dynastic ties to the French Crown, and at least in the western Caribbean, no British colony shared a physical
space with the French. So before the fall of the Bastille, newspapers in the British islands reported news of the French Revolution with
surprising enthusiasm. In the summer of 1788 a Jamaican newspaper, in language which seemed subversive only a short time later,
could support the struggle of the Third Estate: “The great body of the people, are generously determined to resist, by every means in
their power, the high and arbitrary measures of the Court, and protect from oppression all ranks of their fellow-subjects.” Reader
demand for news from France apparently grew even as British support for the French revolutionaries waned. After 1789, the progress of
the revolution continued to command bold front-page headlines in British Caribbean papers both east and west.13

As the effects of the Revolution on the neighboring French colonies became evident, British officials, like their counterparts in Cuba
and Santo Domingo, watched intently. As early as September of 1789, British warships heading to and from the naval station at Jamaica
“looked into” Cap Français and over the succeeding months brought back detailed reports of Saint-Domingue’s “distressed state” to the
island’s naval commanders and governor.14 As the busiest commercial hub of the western Caribbean, Jamaica served as an important
clearinghouse for news from a variety of sources. Because French ships invariably rode at anchor in the harbors, printed materials
reflecting the deep social conflicts in Saint-Domingue circulated freely in the British island. French merchants and other persons “of the
first consequence” discussed events with British officials over meals and drinks, while sailors from their vessels refreshed themselves in
the taverns of Port Royal and Kingston.15

Through such channels, Jamaica’s dockside streets soon overflowed with graphic reports, many of which would have been of
particular interest to the island’s black and brown population. For instance, Jamaicans quickly learned of Ogé’s rebellion and its bloody
aftermath. In January 1791, Kingston newspapers reported that the backlash against equality had grown so virulent in Saint-Domingue
that “it is scarcely safe for a man of colour to appear in public.” Perhaps the brutal crushing of Ogé’s uprising in Saint-Domingue was
partially responsible for one Jamaican official’s observation that “every thing is perfectly quiet” just two weeks before Saint-
Domingue’s slaves rose to complete what the mulatto rebel had started.16

Everything was not so quiet in the eastern Caribbean, where the events of 1789 and 1790 activated overlapping networks of Afro-
American communication. Partly owing to geography and partly to the unique history of European colonization in this region, contact
among British, French, and Spanish subjects occurred more frequently and intensely here than in other Caribbean subregions. Between
1789 and 1791, slaves and free people of color moving from place to place helped to communicate the liberation rumors currently
brewing in each empire, kindling the spirit of open rebellion in the eastern islands.

The string of stepping-stone islands known as the Windwards—stretching from Guadeloupe in the north to Grenada in the south—
had witnessed much of the action during the Anglo-French wars of the eighteenth century. Commercial and social contact continued in
peacetime. Two former French islands, Dominica and Grenada, had only recently come under British control, and each retained many
of its French inhabitants and customs. Just south of Grenada lay the Spanish-controlled island of Trinidad, which linked the eastern



archipelago to the mainland, but which maintained close ties to the British and French islands as well.
Ironically, the incessant maneuvering for imperial advantage which characterized this region brought the British, French, and

Spanish closer together. In order to attract foreign trade, especially French, the British gave newly acquired Dominica two free ports
under the act of 1766.17 Likewise, the Spanish scheme for peopling and developing Trinidad hinged upon attracting foreigners. A royal
cédula of 1783 openly invited discontented French settlers, promised special dispensations for those bringing slaves with them, and
even granted land to free blacks and people of color who immigrated to the Spanish island. By 1784, according to one nineteenth-
century source, “Trinidad was a French colony in all but name.”18 Trinidad’s open door policy attracted all types, “the knave and the
fraudulent debtor,” French-and English-speaking free Negroes, and runaway slaves. When these various deserters returned to their
former places of residence as sailors, traders, or visitors, authorities accused them of tempting slaves to follow their example. By the
1790s, officials in nearby British and French islands watched Trinidadian seafarers closely, and sometimes even went so far as to
restrict their landing. While the British in Dominica “suffered” the presence of a small group of Spanish “renegados,” obliging them
only to pay fees and take periodic oaths of allegiance to the King of England, Grenada required Trinidadians entering the island to post
a prohibitive bond of 1,000 pounds sterling or be jailed as vagabonds, “without any other proof than that of usual or frequent residence
in Trinidad.”19

In the eastern Caribbean, with French, English, and Spanish territories coexisting uneasily in close proximity, attentive slaves
quickly caught wind of exciting developments in all three empires during the era of the French Revolution. Late in 1789, for example,
Trinidad became the source of some dramatic news for slave communities up and down the eastern archipelago. Even as the Spanish
ministers debated the sweeping reforms which would soon become issues of contention in Caracas and elsewhere, a royal cédula dated
14 April 1789 instructed Spanish colonies to welcome runaway French and British slaves who could show a “legitimate” claim to
freedom and protect them from their former owners. In August, José María Chacon, governor of Trinidad, publicized the decree.
Reaction through the eastern Caribbean was immediate. Calling Trinidad “the common Asylum for Fugitives of every description,”
absentee British planters and merchants meeting in London made public anxious letters from Caribbean correspondents. By early 1790,
they reported,

the French Government has taken the alarm for its own Colonies, and … in Grenada, the Inhabitants have found it necessary to
keep regular Night Guards on the Sea Side, and to support the heavy expence of two armed Vessels constantly cruising round
the Coast, as the only effectual means of preventing a ruinous Emigration of their Slaves.20

Even with these measures, slaves in Grenada and other islands close to Trinidad slipped through the net and found their way to the
Spanish island. Notices regarding escapees headed for Spanish territory crop up in newspapers as late as the fall of 1790. A French
mulatto whom the English called “La Pierre” disappeared from Grenada in mid-September and was said to be “contriving to carry along
with him a number of Negroes in a large canoe.” In mid-August, two male slaves from the tiny island of Carriacou near Grenada
absconded in a canoe headed for Spanish territory, but, “as the canoe was too small to carry them to the main,” likely ended up in
Grenada. Even less fortunate was Antoine, who was apprehended hiding aboard a Frenchman’s sloop “with an intent to get away to
Trinidad.”21

Close examination of these descriptions of runaways to Trinidad reveals other important facets of Afro-American culture in the
eastern Caribbean in 1790. Clearly some of the region’s slaves and free people of color, both in British and French areas, possessed
special communication skills. A group of black men who absconded from Grenada in a “small schooner” in October 1790 included
Hector, an African-born mason who spoke English and French “fluently,” and John, a native of Grenada who had also mastered both
languages, though he preferred French. Other notices for runaway slaves in the latter half of 1790 furnish dozens of additional
examples. Bilingual black runaways at large in this region in the fall of 1790 included Dominica-born Cellestine, whose owner warned
ship captains at Grenada of her likely intention to board an outgoing ship; Kitty, a seller of goods around St. George; and a missing
“sailor Negro” called King John.22 Able to speak French and English, yet responding to an invitation from Spanish territory, these
runaways of 1790 had access to policies toward slavery in three colonial empires and could therefore play a vital role in bringing
together and transmitting the politics of each.

But the world around them was changing rapidly, as these slaves on the move soon discovered. Just as in Santo Domingo, political
events in the eastern region, especially the news of growing unrest among slaves and free coloreds in the French colonies, influenced
Spanish policymakers to erect barriers to hinder black and brown mobility and short circuit any communication taking place between
blacks in Spanish colonies and outsiders. It did not take long, therefore, for the Crown to decide to reverse its policy granting rights of
refuge for black fugitives from slavery in foreign territories. In force for only a brief time, the Spanish edict which attracted so many
runaway slaves to Trinidad in 1790 was revoked as suddenly as it had appeared.

In fact, by the time Governor Chacon issued the cédula, practices in Trinidad had already fallen out of step with those in other areas
in the Spanish orbit. While slaves from British and French islands struggled to make their way to Trinidad, Caracas governor Juan
Guillelmi anxiously reported the arrival of a number of French-speaking blacks on the mainland. According to Guillelmi, incoming
cargoes of slaves often included people who “had spent considerable time in French colonies.” In addition, masterless French-speaking
runaways arrived regularly in Caracas via Trinidad, and Guillelmi feared that “many more may come … infected with the dangerous
ideas they have seen triumph” in the rebellious French territories.23

Moreover, Chacon’s action even contradicted new policies which the Crown had ordered months before. The earliest reports from
the French colonies prompted an order of 17 May 1790 stipulating that fugitive slaves from foreign colonies would no longer be
welcome in the Spanish dominions. Four days later followed a second, more specific order which instructed that Spanish officials no
longer admit “Negroes purchased or deserted from French colonies,” nor “any other person of color (casta)” who might import
seditious “maxims” into the colonies.24 When they finally learned of the new stipulations in early fall and put them into effect, colonial
officials like Guillelmi were relieved and confident that news of the change in policy would “spread very quickly to the foreign colonies
and put an end to the transmigration” of slaves. Guillelmi took matters a step further by calling for the expulsion of all “foreign” slaves,



though nothing indicates action upon his decree.25 In the British colonies, officials printed Chacon’s letter of retraction in a prominent
place in island newspapers with similar hopes that word would circulate among slaves and stem the tide of fugitives to Spanish
territory.26

Other items besides the Trinidad edict and its revocation made news among all classes throughout the eastern archipelago in 1790.
With so many French territories in such close proximity to English and Spanish islands, a great deal of popular interest all over the
subregion focused upon the French Revolution. Within a short time, satisfying reader demand for information on the latest
developments both in France and the colonies grew to become something of a minor industry. In the resulting debate which engulfed
British and Spanish colonies as well as French, slaves and free people of color found ways to assert themselves.

With its political fluidity and extensive intercolonial communication, the eastern Caribbean provides further evidence for the
distribution of news as a regionally shared commodity. Non-English residents, for instance, sometimes chafed at their dependence on
the British press for foreign intelligence. One French colonist observed (in a newspaper published in British Grenada, appropriately)
that “the English news papers come in so great a number” that street conversation inevitably took a British slant. Locally, editors of
papers in the British islands recognized their broad readership and published their stories in both English and French, a fact that further
contributed to the development of bilingualism at all levels.27

The French Revolution, however, inspired editors in the French islands to acquire presses that soon gave birth to a new breed of
political gazette. Printed exclusively in French, these papers specialized in coverage of the French Revolution and its effect in the
French colonies in America, reprinting the proceedings of the Paris Assembly as well as those of the new colonial assemblies. They
enjoyed wide distribution and provided crucial sources of information for residents and officials in British islands.28 The excitement of
the French Revolution even stimulated French residents of British colonies to publish journals which vied with the old-line papers.
These upstart gazettes also competed with each other in political terms, some hewing to the “aristocratical” line, others openly
supporting the Third Estate.29

As they passed back and forth between French and English islands, copies of these French newspapers and broadsides also leaked
into the Spanish colonies. In Caracas and its provinces, officials reported some success in stemming the flow of “foreign” printed
materials, much of it concerning the French Revolution, between December of 1789 and March of the following year. During this same
period, however, French residents of Trinidad directly challenged age-old Spanish restrictions on the press. The appearance in Spanish
territory of an independent voice sympathetic to the French called forth swift and decisive official action. Early in 1790, Trinidad’s
governor moved to stop the activity of one Jean Viloux, a French immigrant who edited a weekly newspaper which included extensive
coverage of events in France and featured long reprints of debates and resolutions of the National Assembly. Governor Chacon
suspended the sale of Viloux’s sheet, closed down his printing press, and rounded up all extant copies. But because such an instance of
overt suppression might arouse discussion of matters “better kept quiet,” Chacon invented a spurious—and undoubtedly transparent—
pretext for banishing Viloux from Spanish territory.30

Both the printed and the spoken word triggered rumors regarding slavery which exercised a powerful influence on politics in the
eastern Caribbean between 1789 and 1791. In the late summer of 1789, copies of British newspapers reporting Parliament’s agitation of
the slave trade question filtered into Martinique and spawned local suspicion that the English might be spreading such reports in order
to create unrest among the slaves. Whether or not this charge carries weight, news from some source of the moves in Parliament
evidently reached the slave grapevine in Martinique before larger news of the French Revolution arrived. By early September, as slaves
in the nearby English colonies contemplated the prospect of a parliamentary act outlawing slavery, evidence of discontent surfaced
among French slaves at Martinique. Black workers began to desert plantations in the French island, and, according to one report, “the
reason they give is that as all the English Negros are to be made free they have a right to be the same.”31

Soon the winds would blow in a different direction. An abortive uprising of slaves and free people of color in British Dominica in
January 1791 shows that slaves in British areas could pay close attention to news from the French colonies. While some historians have
argued that the Dominica incident “owed very little” to the influence of events in or ideas from the nearby French colonies, considerable
evidence suggests a fluid situation in which rumors originating in French and British—and possibly even Spanish—territories
intertwined and reinforced one another.32 Indeed, given Dominica’s many and varied connections with her non-British neighbors, it
would be surprising if such an interchange had not occurred. Located halfway between Martinique and Guadeloupe, Dominica lay at a
distance of just twenty-five miles from each of the French islands. With the many mobile groups which inhabited Dominica in 1791, all
the preconditions for a rapid and effective transfer of news and information existed on this formerly French island.

Dominica appears to have been a particularly difficult island to govern. In the late 1780s officials often registered their frustrations
in controlling the movements of their subjects both at home and abroad. First, the geography of the island invited deserters from sugar
plantations. Dominica’s dense forest and rugged terrain sheltered runaway slaves from the earliest days of plantation agriculture, and
runaways from neighboring islands such as Guadeloupe to the north and Martinique to the south often managed to settle in the island’s
backcountry. Early in 1788, the Dominica Privy Council lamented that despite determined recent efforts to eliminate groups of outlying
slaves, many remained at large and continued to hold “Considerable Correspondence with the Estates.”33

The shape of Dominica’s commerce, which brought residents into regular contact with foreign colonies and people, provided
another avenue of mobility and communication. As one of Britain’s free ports, Dominica played the same role in the imperial scheme in
the eastern Caribbean as Jamaica played in the west. After 1763, foreign trade became the mainstay of Dominica’s commerce. By 1788,
French, Spanish, and other non-British vessels made up fully sixty-three percent of the ships which registered with customs at the local
port of Roseau.34 Likewise, Dominican seamen frequently traveled aboard merchant ships to French ports, where they witnessed
firsthand the evolution of French politics from the ancien régime through the Revolution. As graphic depositions on Governor Orde’s
desk in 1788 attest, imprisonment, impressment, and loss of wages were common experiences for British sailors in the French islands.
But equally vivid episodes after 1789 foreshadowed the fundamental changes which were just over the horizon. In December 1790, an
armed French ship “navigated by Whites and coloured People free and Slaves” detained a British merchant ship trading at Martinique.



For the one black mariner aboard the British ship, “a Servant to the owner of the Vessel,” the three nights of temporary captivity
represented a world turned upside down. He alone was allowed to move about freely, while the captain and crew were kept in irons.35

Alongside Dominica’s system of legal foreign trade flourished a strong black market counterculture. Just as the rough terrain of the
island’s hinterland aided runaway slaves, miles of unguarded coastline helped illegal traders escape detection. Governor John Orde
constantly complained of the “disposition of many here to carry on illicit Trade” with the French and Spanish and lamented the
enormous amount of French sugar which smugglers brought to the island. This unlawful trade had become a part of the accepted order
of things in Dominica, much as it had been in New England several decades earlier. So in April 1790, when someone informed customs
officials about prohibited goods being landed, a “mob” gathered in the streets of Roseau and accused one John Blair, whom they
proceeded to tar and feather and then beat within an inch of his life.36

Significantly, the ships and boats which plied inter-island routes, both legally and illegally, carried many free people of color from
the French islands. Their numbers included sailors and travelers as well as more permanent settlers. In a history of Dominica published
in 1791, Thomas Atwood estimated that more than half of that island’s 500 free people of color—a “very idle and insolent” lot—had
migrated from French islands.37 As revolts in the French islands gathered steam after 1789, white residents of the British islands like
Atwood cast watchful eyes on these mobile free coloreds. Following the first anniversary of the fall of the Bastille, a Grenada weekly
called attention to the “great number of coloured people lately arrived here from the French colonies” and expressed the prevalent
concern that locals might be “misled” by the ideas of “those vagabonds who have lately made their appearance here in such a
questionable shape.” Later in the year the same paper lamented the reappearance of “Mulatto Balls—those scenes of amusement for the
idle and dissolute” which seemed to have become nightly occurrences “in almost every street.”38

Dominica’s white citizens assumed by January 1791 that free people of color arriving from Martinique and Guadeloupe imported
the seditious ideas which had already affected the French islands. In Martinique, the civil struggle had shifted momentarily in favor of
the blacks and mulattoes, and word reached Governor Orde’s desk that the slaves on that island had for the first time begun to express
publicly the idea that “a general Emancipation” was “their end and aim.”39 Four days later, a French planter in Dominica warned
Governor Orde that the “continual arrival of free People of Color as well as slaves from Martinique” had already planted similar
“illusory notions” and “false ideas” in the minds of his and other slaves. Returning from errands in the capital, slaves brought back word
to the estates in his district that Governor Orde had published an order granting them three days per week to work for themselves
without supervision and stipulating that they would be paid for any work performed for planters. In ordinary times slaves might have
quietly ignored such a rumor or dismissed it as preposterous. But with neighboring revolutions growing in intensity and with agitation
of the slave trade and slavery in the air in both British and Spanish colonies, such a manufactured spark could fall upon ready tinder.
Within a matter of hours, slaves deserted some estates and simply refused to work on others.40

During an uneasy standoff of several days, British officials and planters attempted to dispel the rumors and negotiated with the
slaves to return to work. Then, suddenly, a different sector of the island—an area “commonly called the French Quarter”—erupted into
violence. A group of slaves “headed by some Free Mulattoes” took up arms, killing one white man and threatening “other acts of
Violence and Hostility.”41 But a military detachment quickly controlled the incipient revolt, and those not captured immediately were
eventually apprehended from their hideouts in the woods.

The details of the Dominica uprising of 1791 offer a revealing look at networks of Afro-American communication. After quelling
the revolt, Dominican officials assigned the highest blame to the “constant and Improper intercourse of Foreign Vesells” with
unguarded stretches of coast, in the course of which “persons were frequently landed and taken off … for Suspicious purposes.” Not
only had the “first Symptoms of the Disturbance” shown themselves in places adjacent to the familiar haunts of the interlopers and
illegal traders, but one of the rebel leaders along with thirty of his followers attempted to escape by the same route. In order to close off
these channels, Orde called for armed warships to cruise the windward side of the island to “prevent all Communication between this
Island and the Foreign Islands.”42 Other measures attempted to control networks of communication internal to the island itself. New
laws ordered tavern keepers in town to clear the blacks from their establishments at the appointed time; they provided that “Dances and
Assemblies” would be more closely monitored; and they reinstituted the moribund system of tickets for public porters and other slaves
whose jobs took them away from plantations.43

Finally, Orde, echoing Governor Chacon in nearby Trinidad, suggested the “checking by Wholesome and moderate Laws, the
Licentiousness of Printers.”44 The governor did not have in mind Dominica’s pro-planter/merchant press, though it often criticized him
and the colonial government, but rather one of the region’s newly established newspapers, a popular sheet published in French under the
intriguing title L’Ami de la Liberté, l’Enemi de la Licence (The Friend of Liberty, the Enemy of License). For once, both the governor
and his critics in the island’s proslavery press could agree upon the subversive nature of this infamous “French gazette” published in
Guadeloupe. Like other gazettes of its type, L’Ami featured reprints of speeches and debates, but beyond that the paper maintained a
strong editorial policy, under the anonymous pen of “XYZ,” which attracted the particular attention of Dominicans on both sides of the
slavery issue. A competing English language paper attacked the editor of L’Ami as “a Mulatto Fellow of no Character or principle,” but
conceded that the paper had won an extensive and eager following in Dominica. “It was not only read with avidity by free People of
colour,” wrote Thomas Anketell, editor of The Charibbean Register, “but Negro Slaves were Subscribers to it, and it is well known that
Negroes on a Sunday have frequently clubbed together a quarter dollar to purchase it, in order to have it read to them.” Dominica’s
Privy Council echoed Anketell, denouncing the open “encouragement … given to slaves and opinions promulgated in their favor” by
L’Ami.45

Like Jean Viloux’s paper in Trinidad a year earlier, L’Ami could not survive indefinitely in the face of such opposition. Before long
the controversial editor apparently had to make an escape. But a month after a series of grisly public executions signaled the end of the
insurrection at Dominica, “XYZ” and his newspaper surfaced again in—of all places—Trinidad. In the breezy journalistic style which
had become so familiar to readers throughout this region of the Caribbean, he taunted Anketell and other opponents. Though pursued by
detractors in both Martinique and Dominica, the nameless editor had arrived “healthy and safe” on the Spanish island. But his
experience had only strengthened his resolve to take up his pen in the cause of liberty. Soon he and the ideas he espoused would be “on



the way up again.”46

In Saint-Domingue, the execution of Ogé occurred just weeks after the suppression of the brief Dominica uprising in January 1791. In
subsequent months, divisions among whites in the French colony widened, as did the conflict between the colonists and legislators in
Paris. News of Ogé’s violent death at the hands of white colonists prompted the National Assembly in France to pass on 15 May 1791 a
measure which enfranchised a small percentage of free mulattoes and blacks and took the bolder step of asserting the right of the
Assembly to legislate upon “the status of persons” in the colonies. Word of the May Decree arrived in Saint-Domingue on 30 June, and,
according to one member of the elite, “no words can describe the rage and indignation which immediately spread throughout the
colony.” Propertied colonists reacted to what they perceived as a dangerous intrusion into colonial affairs by resurrecting local and
regional assemblies to resist the authority of the Assembly in France. In the succeeding months, violent attacks against free blacks and
mulattoes who dared to speak out in defense of their newly granted rights increased dramatically. Planters and merchants began to talk
openly of total independence from France. This turbulent political situation created an opening for slaves to entertain ideas of
independence as well. While whites and mulattoes debated among themselves, sporadic reports from both the North and West provinces
as early as July described a sudden wave of slave uprisings. Preoccupied with other concerns, however, the planter class ignored these
warning signs of the massive rebellion to come.47

On the night of 22 August 1791, even as planter deputies made their way toward Cap Français to convene a regional assembly,
slaves in the rich northern plain encircling the Cap began their rebellion. For weeks black leaders had spread word of the intended
uprising, and when the moment arrived, the widespread and well-planned nature of the rebellion caught whites defenseless. Within
hours after slaves first rose on an estate located nine miles from the Cap, as many as 100,000 slaves learned about and joined the revolt,
setting fire to plantations and cane fields and mercilessly attacking slaveowners and their families. Immediately officials in the Cap sent
delegations to Cuba, Jamaica, and the United States to request assistance in fighting the black rebels, but they received only half-hearted
cooperation. To compound their problem, just days after the rebellion in the northern provinces mulattoes and blacks in the west
triggered a second wave of armed uprisings. Pitched battles between government troops and poorly armed insurgents resulted in
thousands of deaths on the rebel side, but these defeats failed to subdue outlying groups who continued to raid and destroy plantations.
They even threatened to invade the cities, now crowded with white refugees. Two months after the uprising in the north, French
officials estimated that more than 2,000 whites had lost their lives, and that the rebels had destroyed 180 sugar plantations and more
than 900 other estates specializing in coffee, cotton, and indigo production.48

News of the unprecedented happenings in Saint-Domingue in August 1791 passed quickly to all parts of the Americas, but these
events naturally held special interest for residents of other plantation societies. Never in the history of New World slavery had blacks
struck so violent a blow against their oppressors, and by the middle of 1792 observers in all parts of the Americas recognized that the
rebels of Saint-Domingue would not soon allow the French to end the revolution which had begun.

Through their extensive commercial connections, substantial numbers of North Americans had intimate concerns over the revolution
in Saint-Domingue from its very beginnings. In the years leading up to and following the slave rebellion of 1791, ships representing all
the major ports of the new nation frequented the harbors of the French colony. Besides furnishing the flour, lumber, and other goods
which the French desperately needed during the trade depression of the early 1790s, United States merchantmen kept residents of the
thirteen states as well as residents of the Caribbean abreast of developments in Saint-Domingue.

When the disruptions in France beginning in 1789 restricted the number of ships arriving from Europe, vessels from the United
States materialized to supply the needs of the French colony. By late 1790, North American ships represented a vital lifeline for an
uncertain economy. Without the Americans to furnish flour and provisions, wrote one French colonist during this time of scarcity and
high prices, “we would find ourselves in the most extreme circumstances.” He did not exaggerate the significance of United States
traders in the months leading up to the slave rebellion. In a typical week from late August to early September 1790, ships from New
London, Newburyport, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Hampton, and Charleston registered at Port-au-Prince, and at Cayes vessels
arrived from Salem, Boston, and Norfolk. During the same period, ships departed these Saint-Domingue ports for Baltimore, New Bern,
Boston, Philadelphia, and New York.49 At Cap Français, Saint-Domingue’s largest port and the most accessible to southbound
shipping, American commercial agents and captains reported “about fifty Sail of american Vessels … and others arriving daily” in
February 1790 and “a great number of Americans” at anchor a year later.50

After the outbreak of the rebellion at the Cap in August 1791, vessels from the United States were instrumental in spreading word of
the insurrection to other parts of the Americas. North American merchantmen headed for their home ports furnished a great deal of
valuable information to Spanish authorities, and presumably other interested inhabitants, during stopovers in Cuba. Their vivid and
detailed reports imply that captains and crews alike realized that they had witnessed history in the making. In a period of eight weeks in
the late summer and fall of 1791, captain John Davison of the Charming Sally viewed battles between black insurgents and government
troops in both Cap Français and Port-au-Prince. Davison even recounted a startling example of the rebels exercising their newly
acquired power, having seen a delegation of armed black rebels enter the latter city “demanding the freedom of Man otherwise they
would lay the town in Ashes.” By 1793, American slavers engaged in the re-export trade of Africans from Caribbean islands to the
North American states had replaced their Spanish and French rivals as Cuba’s main suppliers of both slaves and information from Saint-
Domingue. Ships headed to and from Charleston seem to have been especially busy at this time.51

The North Americans who engaged in this trade to Saint-Domingue during the early years of the slave revolution made up a diverse
group representing all points on the political spectrum. In United States ports, organizations of sailors like Charleston’s Marine Anti-
Britannic Society supported the French Revolution, and Yankee seamen in Saint-Domingue often joined the locals in drinking toasts to
the continued health of the Republic.52 While welcoming the trade of the Yankee vessels, French officials complained that the
Americans tended to trade with all of the competing factions in the colony. In 1792, a French admiral feared the consequences of a
slackening in American trade with desperate white colonists, but the next year another naval official requested that a frigate or warship



be stationed off Port-au-Prince to intercept North American “interlopers,” with the implication that the Americans were trading with the
rebels.53 After declarations of war against France in 1793 encouraged the English and Spanish to invade the rebellious colony from
opposite directions in simultaneous attempts to annex it, North American trade fortified the occupation forces of both nations.54

News of developments in Saint-Domingue quickly reached the United States aboard these merchant vessels. By the time Vincent
Ogé arrived in Charleston late in 1790, newspapers in the South Carolina port city had been using the reports of sea captains to cover
the factional and racial struggles in the French Caribbean for some eight months; by the next year, Charleston papers regularly reprinted
translated dispatches from colonial assemblies in the French Caribbean and significant European documents such as the Declaration of
the Rights of Man.55

Not surprisingly, accounts of the dramatic occurrences in Saint-Domingue made for good copy, and they furnished widely printed
and discussed news items along the eastern seaboard in the late weeks of 1791. As soon as they could confirm verbal reports, newspaper
editors did not delay in printing stories about the black rebellion for their readers. First word of the revolt did not arrive in Philadelphia
until the middle of September 1791, but by the time careful publishers had corroborated these earliest accounts, rival papers from New
England to South Carolina had already rushed into print with lengthy and lurid tales of the happenings of the night of 22 August.56

As whites devoured these accounts of the insurrection in Saint-Domingue, they soon detected the first indications this news had
reached the ears of blackNorth Americans. Reports of mounting unrest among slaves along the coast forced officials to devise ways to
dismantle the networks of communication which slaves utilized to keep informed about events in other parts of the Atlantic basin. The
Virginia legislature, for example, undertook several measures to suppress public discussion of foreign affairs during the early stages of
the revolutions in France and Saint-Domingue. During the spring of 1792, signs of an impending general uprising of slaves appeared in
tidewater Virginia. Examining officials blamed “the example of the West Indies” for local conspiracies of slaves in Northampton and
Norfolk, discoveries which prompted the state’s General Assembly to revise its entire slave code and tighten restrictions against
meetings of slaves for whatever purpose. By the end of the year, worried magistrates resorted to more sweeping steps to curb the spread
of political excitement and uncertainty in the Old Dominion, both among slaves and within the population at large. An act of December
1792 reveals the extent to which Virginia’s rulers feared the consequences of the uncontrolled passing of information and ideas while it
betrays their sense of powerlessness to control it. Citing the many “idle & busy-headed people” in the state who “forge & divulge false
rumors & reports,” civil authorities imposed an “Act against divulgers of false news” which remained in effect for most of the decade.57

In Jamaica, the sugar-producing colony whose economy and demography most closely resembled Saint-Domingue, word of the nearby
rebellion had profound and lasting effect. Less than two weeks elapsed between the night of 22 August and the initial indications that
white Jamaicans were discussing the revolt and circulating news of the event among themselves, and news of the uprising may have
reached the island’s black majority even sooner. On 7 September, Governor Effingham reported to the Secretary of State the “Terrible
Insurrection of the Negroes,” accounts of which he gathered from emissaries sent from the French colony to “crave Assistance” from
the Jamaica Assembly. But by this time the insurrection had certainly become common knowledge in the streets of Spanish Town and
Kingston. On 10 September, William Dineley, a “Guinea surgeon” who had been to Africa in the slave trade and who was spending a
great deal of time around the docks trying to secure a return passage to England, wrote to Bristol merchant James Rogers of “a rebellion
… in some of the French Settlements,” adding that “the Negroes has killed a great many white people.”58

While government officials like Effingham and private citizens like Dineley voiced urgent concern in their sealed letters, publicly
there appears to have been an effort on the part of Jamaican whites to suppress discussion of the growing revolution next door. One
searches in vain, for example, for any accounts from the French colony in the pages of Jamaica’s most informative weekly newspaper.
From October 1791 through the end of the year, only one brief and colorless reference appears to the “late troubles in Hispaniola” in
Kingston’s Royal Gazette—and this fully three months after the rebellion began.59 The official conspiracy of silence—a familiar device
intended to limit the fears of whites and the hopes of blacks with respect to nearby slave revolts—persisted even as government resorted
to the most public defensive measures. A member of the Methodist congregation in Kingston added an ironic note to her lengthy and
detailed description of Jamaica’s turbulent “political situation” late in 1791. Though rumors of slave unrest abounded, militia units
trained night and day, and people talked openly of the possibility of martial law, she wrote, “the Motives for all this are endeavour’d to
be kept Secret.”60 Aware that even privately shared written communication ran unnecessary risks in this world where news of interest to
the black majority could spread quickly and uncontrollably, individual white observers practiced the ultimate in self-censorship. One
correspondent’s assessment of the same tense situation referred obliquely to some “particular circumstances, which we think at present
improper to commit to paper.”61

In contrast to this careful silence among free whites, their slaves quickly showed avid interest in the rebellion in Saint-Domingue, an
interest which sometimes became public enough for whites to notice and record. The commander of the island’s military forces
observed that Jamaican slaves were “immediately informed of every kind of news that arrives,” and knew “perfectly well every
transaction at Cape Francois.” By mid-September, already the revolt of the French slaves had found expression in the oral culture of the
slaves: traditional songs now included new stanzas describing “the Negroes having made a rebellion at Hispaniola.”62 As the end of the
year drew closer, reports coming in from various parts of the island, both city and country, echoed these observations. By November,
Kingston slaves were said to be “perfectly acquainted with every thing that has been doing at Hispaniola.” Centrally located Clarendon
parish magistrates detained several “head Negroes of some of the Plantations” for speaking “very unreservedly about the Rebellion in
Hispaniola.” Besides celebrating vicariously the resistance of the “Negroes in the French Country’ (such is their expression),” the
prisoners confessed to “expressing also their hope that a similar revolt would soon take place in Jamaica.”63 Though this hope was
never realized, the revolt of the slaves in Saint-Domingue cast a long shadow over the British island, as it did throughout the New
World, and it remained central to regional politics for a generation.

Jamaicans had hardly begun to adjust to the reality of Saint-Domingue before strong winds and currents and the short distance from
the French colony to Jamaican shores brought the neighboring revolution closer. Blacks from Saint-Domingue began to arrive in



Jamaica shortly after the uprisings of August and September 1791. Many of these eyewitnesses to revolution remained slaves in the
custody of their emigrating owners, while others had taken advantage of the disorganization of the planters in order to escape slavery.
Jamaican officials immediately expressed concern about both kinds of black immigrants from the French colony. In mid-September,
after the first wave of white refugees appeared, Governor Effingham issued orders designed to “prevent their Negroes from coming to
mix with Curs.” These measures prohibited the landing of blacks “without particular permission,” and banned every incoming “male
Negro” altogether. Controlling the arrival of masterless black and brown immigrants, however, presented a greater problem. Even as
Effingham’s orders went into effect, “several Canoes had arrived at the East End of Jamaica with Negroes from St. Domingo.”64

Between 1791 and 1793, the fear that any “French Negro,” whether slave or masterless, could communicate the spirit of rebellion to
blacks in Jamaica shaped official policy. While the earliest laws did not strictly prohibit the landing of nonwhites from Saint-Domingue,
they did set some limits. A royal proclamation issued in December 1791 prohibited “free people of color and free negroes” from settling
in Jamaica before “two substantial housekeepers (white persons)” had testified to their good character before the chief magistrate of the
parish. The Assembly made periodic checks by calling for returns of the names, addresses, and official clearances of all French-
speaking free mulattoes and blacks living in Jamaica. Upon the arrival of a second wave of immigrants from Saint-Domingue after the
first of the year, including black domestics, newly appointed governor Adam Williamson reiterated Effingham’s earlier instructions that
local magistrates should be “very Watchfull that there is no communication between the french servants, and the English slaves.”65

Citing the necessity of preventing “communication between the slaves of this island, and slaves … brought from the island of St.
Domingo,” the Assembly passed a law in May 1792 which set strict guidelines for the employment of “foreign” slaves in Jamaica. By
its provisions, no one could “purchase, hire, or employ” any slave brought to the island after August 23, 1791—the day following the
initial outbreak of the rebellion in Saint-Domingue. But in order to accommodate the French refugees, most of whom had settled in
Kingston, such slaves might lawfully be employed in “sea-port towns,” with the provision that they never be permitted “to go into the
country.”66

No sooner had this law gone into effect, however, than officials encountered several layers of resistance to their efforts to monitor
the activities of French slaves working in Jamaica. Because owners and employers in urban areas refused to register their foreign slaves
with local magistrates, the Assembly found it impossible to keep track of the number of French slaves working on the island. Other
employers of black labor chose to ignore the “foreign slave” law altogether. Nathaniel Bayly, proprietor of several estates near the
northeastern coast, found nothing wrong in importing French Negroes. At least two ships trading to Saint-Domingue from Port Maria, a
small port on Jamaica’s north coast, actively engaged in bringing whole gangs of French- and creole-speaking slaves intact to work
Bayly’s sugar plantations. Parish examiners discovered to their further horror that more than a few of these undocumented workers were
“of improved capacity, and speak both English and French.” As white observers recognized, the ability to translate French words and
ideas into English posed an inherent threat. But this was amplified by the fact that many enslaved Africans could still communicate in
their ancestral languages. “Although our negroes do not understand French,” warned Jamaica’s Royal Gazette, “yet they all know their
own country.”67

In the towns, the web of contacts basic to the urban milieu soon brought the new arrivals from Saint-Domingue together with the
locals. It also furnished opportunities for black and brown immigrants to establish their own networks of support. From the middle of
1792, workhouses in Kingston and Spanish Town confined a steady stream of French-speaking, mostly female runaways—domestics
owned by white refugees from the revolution in Saint-Domingue—with the usual diverse cast of local deserters. Ability to communicate
in English may have predisposed certain of these trusted slaves to grasp for freedom in this new place. One French settler lost two
members of her household between 1792 and 1793. Hairdresser Charmant absconded in August 1792 in order to follow his occupation
independently in Kingston. Daphne, who left Mrs. Espent’s employ the following March, was suspected of hiding herself in Kingston
“with some of those mulattoes that escaped their merited punishment at St. Domingo.” Both Charmant and Daphne spoke English and
French.68

As they sought to control the lives of French slaves who came to Jamaica with their owners, officials also paid close attention to
blacks who came to the island without masters. Reacting to the early reports of canoe arrivals on Jamaica’s sparsely settled and
vulnerable eastern shore, the governor worked with naval officials and port authorities to keep seaborne French Negroes from reaching
Jamaica undetected. Separated from Saint-Domingue by a channel barely one hundred miles wide at its narrowest point, Jamaica lay
well within range of even the smallest undecked vessels departing western Hispaniola, and the prevailing westward winds made for a
smooth and swift passage. The admiral at Port Royal quickly shifted the vessels under his command into position along the northern and
eastern coasts. By June 1792 naval officials had charged one warship cruising the channel between Jamaica and Saint-Domingue with
the specific task of “intercepting vessels with fugitive Negroes” from the French colony.69 In addition, they directed captains at the free
ports to “take account” of black and brown people aboard all incoming foreign ships and to make certain that nonwhite sailors departed
on the vessels in which they arrived.70

Even such careful precautions failed to keep out of Jamaica an informed and varied array of black travelers from Saint-Domingue.
Many arrived in a manner reminiscent of English and French slaves heading for Trinidad a couple of years earlier: they eluded
patrolling warships and made Jamaica in canoes and other open vessels designed for fishing and coastal commerce. Vague early reports
of canoe arrivals with runaways aboard sharpened as weeks of rebellion turned to months. Robert Bartlett, captain of Kingston’s town
guard, reported that he apprehended eight “dangerous negroes,” six men and two women, who had “come in an open boat, and landed at
the west end of town” in September 1793. The following month the city’s clerk of the peace disclosed that five more “free persons of
color” who had arrived by the same means were apprehended, jailed, and later deported.71

Some of the passengers aboard these canoes were actually former residents of Jamaica who had been sold or transported and were
using the dislocation of the revolution in Saint-Domingue to return to families and friends in the English colony. One prisoner at the
workhouse in St. James parish in April of 1792 told authorities that he had been transported, but “made his escape from Hispaniola
about six months ago, with three others, in a canoe.” A United States vessel picked him up at sea and brought him to Jamaica. While
steering a course from the north coast to Kingston, the crew of a small British sloop “discovered a Canoe” making its way toward
Jamaica. Upon being picked up, the seven black men aboard reported—in English—that “they were slaves to certain Frenchmen in the



island of Saint Domingo who had formerly purchased them from persons in this Island.”72

Black and brown emigrés from Saint-Domingue arrived aboard larger vessels as well. Early in 1792, Kingston’s Town Guard
arrested “upwards of twenty foreign negroes, from Aux Cayes, Jeremie, and other ports of Hispaniola” at a private home in the city’s
wharf district. Having been “landed at different times from vessels trading to this port,” most of these “stout fellows” spoke English and
some had been living in Jamaica secretly for as long as three months.73 In May, authorities apprehended more speedily “a negro man
named Ferror,” an English-speaking native of St. Kitts. Two days after his arrival at Port Royal aboard an English vessel from Saint-
Marc, a port city in western Saint-Domingue, they committed Ferror to the Kingston workhouse for having played “a very active part in
the late dreadful outrages in the vicinity of St. Marc.”74 That same week, a man taking an evening stroll along the shore “beheld, to his
great astonishment, upwards of forty foreign people of colour and negroes, uniformly dressed, walking up from the seaside, where they
had just, apparently, landed” from a vessel arrived at Port Royal.75

Throughout 1792 and into the following year, reports of the latest developments in Saint-Domingue constantly arrived aboard the
vessels which maintained a steady trade between the British and French colonies. Virtually every issue of the Royal Gazette, however
lacking in direct news of the slaves’ rebellion in Saint-Domingue, contained notices of arrivals and departures of vessels both French
and British engaged in an active though modest commerce between the two colonies. Incoming vessels not only brought news in the
form of broadsides and other printed material, but also opened some possibility of human contact between blacks working in seagoing
occupations from both shores. Even with the strictest policies in effect regarding the landing of French slaves and mulattoes and
nonwhite seamen, still an occasional French-speaking black mariner wandered at liberty in the streets of Kingston and Spanish Town.76

In January 1793 a pair of enslaved black sailors from a French schooner deserted their ship and disappeared into the underground of
Spanish Town only to be apprehended three days later. Apparently their brief incarceration had little or no deterrent effect; the same
twosome soon ended up in the workhouse again on a subsequent trip to Jamaica.77

Significantly, but not surprisingly, bits of evidence exist regarding black and colored Jamaican seamen seeking to travel in the other
direction and witness, or even join, the rebellion in Saint-Domingue. At least two mulatto sailors exhibited an active interest in making
the trip over to the French colony as the revolution there continued. In May 1792 one free colored man “said to be employed in a small
vessel that trades from Port-Royal to Hispaniola” attacked the naval officer who refused to allow him to clear port, presumably for
Saint-Domingue. The next year another mulatto aboard a schooner bound for Curaçao murdered his captain at sea, “took command of
the vessel, and ran her into the French part of St. Domingo.”78

In the minds of Jamaican whites, the issue of mobility during the early years of the Haitian Revolution reflected a larger concern about
the powerful example which the black rebellion represented. In the months following August 1791, many white observers detected
undercurrents of resistance among Jamaican slaves which they connected to the news from Saint-Domingue. Jamaican slaves showed
more than a detached interest and knowledge regarding the transactions in the French colony, wrote one member of the white minority
in November 1791. Already news from Saint-Domingue, he noticed, had made the black workers “so different a people from what they
were.” He surmised from recent events that “the Ideas of Liberty have sunk so deep in the Minds of all the Negroes, that wherever the
greatest Precautions are not taken, they will rise.”79

As officials predicted from the outset, slave unrest and rumors of revolt ignited by news of the beginnings of the Haitian Revolution
showed up with particular force along the north coast of the island. Not only was Jamaica’s long coast within easy reach of foreign
colonies and attractive to foreign vessels, but island defenses were concentrated in the southeastern corner of the island near Port Royal,
Kingston, and the capital of Spanish Town. Throughout Jamaica’s history as a British slave colony, the north side had always been the
center for insurrection, and the winter of 1791–92 came close to replaying earlier scenes of violent insurrection. While coastal slaves
drew upon the reports of revolt next door to reactivate “Ideas of Liberty,” white residents of northern parishes prepared themselves for
the possibility of a similar rebellion in Jamaica. Their careful observations provide a valuable window into communication and politics
in this region between 1791 and 1793.

In the late weeks of 1791, north coast planters did not delay in organizing themselves. Meetings of freeholders in each parish
nominated “committees of secrecy and safety” charged with gathering all information relative to local slave activity and keeping open
lines of inter-parish communication. Although some of the “alarm” seemed overblown to officials writing from the safety of Spanish
Town, by late November committees of safety near the island’s opposite coast, in the parishes of St. James, Trelawny, and St. Ann,
reported “great reason to apprehend an Insurrection at the North Side.”80 The “defensive reaction” of Jamaican whites assumed several
shapes. Every town put newly raised militia units through their paces after a nine-year hiatus. The Assembly petitioned London for
arms, soldiers, and warships. With the approach of the Christmas season, traditionally the most difficult time of the year to enforce
discipline, the governor and the Assembly instituted martial law throughout the island effective 10 December.81

News of the Haitian Revolution figured prominently, even centrally, in the atmosphere of tension, excitement, and fear along the
north coast both before and after the imposition of martial law. The committee of safety of St. James parish, for example, uncovered and
reported several incidents confirming that accounts of the Saint-Domingue revolt were spreading through slave communities in the
region. In Montego Bay a young man named Guy, described as a “waiting boy … extremely artful,” learned from “the Negroes to
windward” that “Saint Domingo had risen killed the Boccaras [white persons] and taken the Country.” Guy and his friend Congo Jack
may have been instrumental in conveying this news from the east to correspondents farther west. Under examination, he confessed that
he and his friend “were carriers of intelligence and held an intercourse with Negroes on some Estates in Westmoreland.” Reports from
plantations dotting the mountainous countryside overlooking Montego Bay described slaves as “well aware of what has happened
abroad.” Ignoring injunctions “to keep the affairs of St. Domingo a secret,” an attorney working on the Green Pond estate in St. James
proceeded to discuss the situation in Saint-Domingue with the slaves. To his surprise, the driver “was already fully apprized thereof,”
and even added details of planned rebellions in other parishes of which the lawyer had no idea.82

Committee members traced these reports back to the coast, specifically to small-time foreign traders and sailors who had come to
Jamaica in connection with the Free Port Act. In mid-November a white employee on one estate “overheard a Sensible Negro tell some



others he had been at [Montego] Bay … and some Spaniards told him that the Negroes at Hispaniola were now free and enjoyed the
rights of white men.” J. L. Winn, the Quaker merchant from Montego Bay who headed the St. James committee of safety, revealed that
some Spanish-inspired reports played upon a now familiar theme. Not only had the “French negroes … obtained their entire liberty,”
but the same was due the British slaves; only the opposition of the local planters stood in the way of the King of England’s wish that
they be free. Accusations against the Spanish by prominent Jamaicans did not end here. Besides holding the Spanish presence
responsible for the circulation of “exaggerated accounts” of the slave rebellion on Saint-Domingue, Winn and his associates accused
them of aiding north coast slaves to secure arms as black Jamaicans organized to follow the example set by the French-speaking
rebels.83

These findings provided the justification for a series of measures taken in the northern parishes designed to inhibit communication
between local slaves and the foreigners who frequently passed along their knowledge of current events. In St. James as elsewhere, these
precautions fell heavily upon local Spaniards, including respectable traders and those who worked for them. They had settled on the
coast to pursue a profitable trade in slaves, livestock, and other articles which by now had been legal for a generation. At Montego Bay,
the committee of safety began to enforce new rules in mid-November which called for foreign sailors to be aboard their vessels by eight
o’clock in the evening and restricted departures and arrivals to the daylight hours. Within days, tougher acts mandated the immediate
departure of a great number of Spanish “vagrants”—though only about thirty such people were ever expelled—and a simultaneous
effort to prevent other suspicious Spaniards “from concealing themselves in the Country.” While this housecleaning “met with the
sentiment of the Spanish Traders themselves” according to Winn, many cooperated reluctantly, if at all. One captain refused to carry
any of the prisoners back to Cuba as “they were all Murderers and Robbers who had flown from justice, and would rise on his crew and
seize his vessel.”84

Significantly, the troublesome “Spaniards” of Jamaica’s north coast in the early 1790s included many people of color. One of the
settlers whom the law pursued in November 1791 was a “Spanish negro” named Philip. Late that month, Philip landed in jail after
attempting unsuccessfully to purchase gunpowder at several stores in Montego Bay. The profile of Philip’s life outlined in the report of
the St. James committee of safety provides a stunning portrait of the kind of masterless and mobile individual who might play a pivotal
role in communication during periods of political unrest. “Remarkable for his intelligence, his designing disposition, his idle course of
Life, his gambling and the extent of his connections,” Philip had migrated to Jamaica from his native Cuba sometime in the spring of
1788. During the next three years, he made the necessary cultural adjustments, learning English and marrying a Jamaican slave. Though
he had not worked for about three months at the time of his arrest, Philip had been “generally employed in the Coast Trade” and had
undoubtedly developed his wide experience and extensive contacts during his years as a sailor. Philip’s “dangerous and mischievous”
friend Jack, himself a former dock worker, proved equally well connected and mobile. Recently Jack had deserted his owner and hired
himself to a Jewish merchant in order to “Peddle thro the Country for a Commission.” In the course of his travels Jack covered a wide
area which included St. James as well as the adjoining parishes of Trelawny and Hanover; he had acquaintances from Montego Bay to
Lucea, some twenty-four miles distant. Though their final fates remain unknown, Philip and Jack may very well have been among the
number of “vagrants” transported to Cuba. One can only speculate as to what form their resistance may have taken in later years.85

So planters everywhere, like those of Jamaica’s north coast, quickly put up their guard against foreign masterless people. Figures like
Philip and Jack could be found all over the Caribbean playing important roles in communication during the early phases of the
revolution in Saint-Domingue. Besides such individuals, however, many other sources of information and ideas became available for
slaves attempting to understand the world around them. If the black rebellion on Saint-Domingue carried an immediate special meaning
for slaves, other developments suggested the larger ideological currents which engulfed the French colony and were spreading to other
parts of the Americas. Like the frenzied military preparations which Jamaica’s planters and officials hoped in vain would remain secret,
the debate over the ideas and politics of the French Revolution rapidly assumed an irrepressible public dimension in the early 1790s.

Even before the execution of Louis XVI in Paris and the National Convention’s declaration of war against Britain, Spain, and
Holland, these nations readied themselves for the likely prospect of a military struggle against the French. In the British colonies, as in
England, preparation for the coming war took on an ideological as well as a military dimension. By early 1793, counter-revolutionary
rituals already prominent in England first appeared in the British colonies, where enemies of the French Revolution and the doctrine of
the Rights of Man used public occasions in carefully managed ways to check the spread of egalitarian ideas. Barbadians already felt the
“great expectation of war” in January, when a crowd in Bridgetown hoisted aloft an effigy of Tom Paine clutching “his Rights of Man”
and then burned it in the streets of the island’s capital. A similar scene occurred in nearby Grenada a month later. This time Paine’s
effigy was first displayed “one day upon a gibbet” before being burned “amid the shouts of a great number of people.”86

In April 1793, this practice reached Jamaica. The island had been unusually busy since the last days of March, when British ships
returning from Saint-Domingue and the packet from England simultaneously confirmed the outbreak of war between Britain and
France. On April 3, the governor issued a proclamation limiting severely the freedom of movement of foreigners by requiring them to
carry a “special license” in order to step outside a five-mile radius of Kingston. Meanwhile the navy offered merchant seamen bounties
for signing aboard His Majesty’s warships, and an office opened to receive and administer republican prisoners of war.87 In the
succeeding weeks, the war brought the French Revolution uncomfortably close. Not only did captured French soldiers brought to
Jamaica manage to escape their ramshackle place of confinement, but their officers on parole “had the impudence” to walk through the
streets of Kingston “bedecked … with National Cockades,” brandishing sidearms and singing “their rebellious song of Ça Ira.”88

Against this colorful backdrop, Jamaican planters and officials conducted a public effort to discredit the French and their ideas
between April and June 1793. Anti-Paine bonfires provided the main attraction in twin celebrations in Lucea and Montego Bay marking
the eleventh anniversary of Admiral Rodney’s historic victory over the French fleet in the Caribbean during the American Revolution.
The persistence of the French threat and its dangerous present form composed the central themes in the Montego Bay demonstration:
Paine burned alongside the Duke of Orleans, dubbed “Mons. Egalité,” before a gathering said to represent “the greatest number of
people ever assembled here before.”89



In mid-May, the first official English translation of the French Convention’s Declaration of the Rights of Man made the front page
of the island’s most widely read newspaper. As if in response to this effort to address an English-speaking audience, succeeding Paine
effigy burnings in Jamaica grew more elaborate, and they attacked indigenous protest more sharply. In Savanna-la-Mar in early June,
Paine’s effigy swung ominously back and forth before the face of one Thomas Bullman, recently “convicted … of making use of
seditious expressions” and confined in a pillory. Paine’s appearance on this occasion was designed to transmit a clear message to
Bullman and the crowd of interested onlookers:

The scoundrel had on the red bonnet (the distinguishing cap of the Jacobins), on the front of which was written, in black
characters, “Brissot—Marat—Roberspierre (sic)—Egalite,” and underneath, “False Philosophy—Massacre—Plunder—Fraud—
Perjury.” In his right hand he held a paper, with the following words as a title page: “Rights of Man, alias Rights to pillage”;
under his left arm was an old pair of stays.

As a band played “God Save the King,” Paine’s body, filled with gunpowder, was set alight and “soon went off in a great explosion,
to the great entertainment of a vast number of spectators.” The following month a similar gathering reminded Kingston residents of
Paine’s antislavery background. In July 1793, the English radical whose career as a pamphleteer began with tracts attacking slavery and
the slave trade was symbolically hanged and burned in Kingston next to an effigy representing the best-known of latter-day antislavery
crusaders, William Wilberforce.90

Though newspaper reports present a detailed and suggestive picture of the structure of these counter-revolutionary celebrations and
refer to “vast” crowds, broader questions concerning the role of popular (and anti-popular) politics in slave societies in the Age of
Revolution remain. What was the popular reaction to this concerted effort to discredit Paine and the French revolutionaries? To what
extent did the dynamics of slave societies affect or alter the character and meaning of such political rituals? Did blacks see themselves
as active participants in the politics of revolution and counter-revolution or were such things as effigy burnings simply confusing and
peripheral to their concerns?

While it may not be possible to answer these crucial questions completely, the form and frequency of anti-French bonfires in
Jamaica and other British islands suggest that, like Paine’s effigy at Savanna-la-Mar, discussions of the French Revolution and its
ideology had literally burst into the open by the middle of 1793. And in societies split decisively along class and race lines, public
demonstrations sponsored by local elites may have been something of a two-edged sword. If they intimidated and promoted conformity,
these appeals to public channels also highlighted and underscored vividly the firm challenge which the French Revolution posed to the
slavocracy.91 Even if the urban slaves, free blacks, and others who witnessed Paine, Wilberforce, and the Rights of Man under the torch
had not followed the progress of the French Revolution and its Caribbean counterpart beforehand, they likely came away with a sense
of the issues which conflicted with the intentions of the sponsors. Barely had the smoke from the burnings of Paine and Wilberforce
cleared on the eve of Bastille Day 1793 when authorities in neighboring Spanish Town examined four recently captured “French
negroes” detained in the workhouse. In what was either an amazing example of blind coincidence or a telling political statement, one of
the prisoners identified himself as “John Paine.”92



5.
“Know Your True Interests”

Saint-Domingue and the Americas, 1793–1800

While John Paine remained confined in a Jamaica prison, elsewhere in the greater Caribbean region Afro-American people were
learning about and responding in a positive way to the politics and ideas of the French Revolution, even where their governments
strongly opposed its currents. By early 1794, Havana’s Governor Luis de las Casas could see that the eight-month-old war against the
French involved a struggle for hearts and minds as much as a military contest. Unlike opponents in earlier conflicts, he observed, the
present enemies of the Spanish were “less fearsome for their weapons than for their words and for the contagion of the spirit of sedition
and anarchy which they seek to inspire.”1

For almost four years, Las Casas had witnessed a succession of measures designed to contain the “contagion” of French
republicanism. Initially the Spanish colonies attempted to protect themselves by simply staying out of the affairs of the French. In
November 1791, when first news of the slave rebellion on Hispaniola reached the ministers in Spain, they urged colonial authorities to
exercise “perfect neutrality” in the conflict. Such a policy, of course, ran counter to the entire logic of regional interaction which had
come to characterize life in the Caribbean. Since that time, events had forced Spanish authorities to take a more active, if shifting,
stance. At various times since the Saint-Domingue uprising, Cuban governors had refused settlement to white French colonists;
admitted French colonists but prohibited their bringing slaves; expelled French colonists after they had settled; made efforts to keep out
books and other printed materials alluding to French politics; and refused French ships and merchants from landing cargoes of African
slaves on the island.2

Despite these efforts, in recent months the wide appeal of the ideas and example of the French Revolution had been demonstrated
repeatedly both in Cuba and throughout the Spanish Caribbean, where some residents seemed as eager to import the revolution as the
French were to export it. In New Orleans in 1793 as in Caracas a year later, apothecaries, ship captains, and militia officers were among
those involved in local conspiracies to translate and circulate a pamphlet from the National Convention calling upon “citizens of all
nations” to resist “the tyrants united against the French Republic.” All parties were said to be active in “adopting and celebrating
[French] slogans.”3

Much of the inspiration for this kind of activity came directly from Saint-Domingue. Late in 1793, merchants in Santiago de Cuba
implicated a longtime French resident of that city as a key source of local intelligence from Cap Français. Not only did this notorious
contrabandist communicate on a regular basis with radical members of the colonial assembly in the French colony, he made liberal use
of the “detestable maxims” of the French in encouraging his friends to resist the Spanish yoke. In other parts of the Spanish empire,
likeminded French-speaking traders in contraband were plotting to use the Cap as a base of operations for a proposed attack on the port
of Vera Cruz in New Spain.4

If the Saint-Domingue revolution inspired discontented traders to mount their own rebellions, the state of affairs in the French
colony provided an even stronger example for slaves. By 1794, the progress of French antislavery focused the attention of slaves and
defenders of the slave system alike. In the two-and-a-half years since the outbreak of the slave rebellion in the French colony, the
radicals in the French government had gradually steered metropolitan policy toward the idea of emancipating the slaves as a way to
restore order in the colonies and defend them against British and French designs. As early as 1792, when a Jacobin named Leger
Felicité Sonthonax and two other Civil Commissioners arrived to assume the reins of government in Saint-Domingue, rumors surfaced
in Cuba and elsewhere that their real mission included placing Saint-Domingue under the command of the people of color, setting free
the slaves, and igniting a chain reaction of violent slave uprisings which would spread throughout the New World.5 In late June 1793, a
small canoe carrying several British prisoners of war who had just escaped the Cap landed near Baracoa in eastern Cuba with dramatic
news which bore out the apprehension of neighboring Spanish planters and officials: not only had black rebels taken over Cap Français,
but the notorious Sonthonax, the Commissioner in charge of the northern district, had liberated those slaves rallying to the cause of the
French against Spain and England. Like the Spanish in Cuba, the British in Jamaica now looked out for a possible landing of “a body of
Mulattoes & Blacks … in different parts on the north side of this Island, [to] endeavor to spirit up the Slaves to Rebellion.”6

Beginning in late June 1793, thousands of people fleeing the rebellion in Saint-Domingue boarded North American and other
vessels destined for ports all over America, where they recounted the events leading to the rebel victory in the Cap. Ten thousand
emigrants departed on the morning of 22 June alone.7 This mass exodus was by no means confined to whites. One French official who
witnessed the bustle and confusion as one wave of emigrants boarded vessels in the harbor commented upon “the quantity of whites,
yellows, and blacks who took the benefit of this little Flotilla to quit the Cape.”8 Like Jamaica, Cuba received its share of French



immigrants, with many of the new arrivals congregating in Las Casas’s jurisdiction in the area of Havana.9
If the presence of French refugees in Cuba and elsewhere did not ensure the diffusion of ideas of liberty and equality, political

events taking place would soon pose further challenges. Even as Las Casas recorded his observations, the Convention in Paris was in
the process of hammering out an historic decree ratifying Sonthonax’s order and bringing slavery in the French possessions to an end.
Learning of the Convention’s open avowal of the antislavery cause, Stephen Fuller in London expressed the concern which would
eventually make its way across the Atlantic, calling the decree “the worst political stroke that the French have struck since the
Revolution,” and asking whether enslaved blacks living in areas adjacent to French territories would “bear the continuance in slavery,
when in a neighbouring island … the Negroes are all free?”10 The following year, while planters in the islands resorted to repressive
measures to ensure that slaves did not follow the example of Saint-Domingue, British and Spanish reformers alike responded to the
challenge of the French example by proposing “modifications” in their systems of slave labor “so as to prevent any violent rising on
their part to claim their independence.”11

As Las Casas spoke in February 1794, word of the Convention’s action had not yet reached the Americas. However, recent
developments in the Caribbean itself had energized the culture of expectation and anticipation among slaves. Already the Spanish
governor could report that among slaves in his district “the rumor is too widespread that the French desire that there be no slaves, and
that [the French] will make all of [the slaves] free.”12

Because Spain’s colony abutted that of the French on Hispaniola, Spanish officials commanded a unique vantage point from which to
view developments in Saint-Domingue. Not only did the Spanish monitor the progress of the black rebellion in the northern parishes of
Saint-Domingue before 1794, but they also watched at close range the movement of people and ideas during this crucial phase of the
revolution. During this time, Spanish authorities witnessed and recorded the earliest communications of officials and black rebels in
Saint-Domingue with blacks outside the French colony regarding the ending of slavery.

By late 1792, slave unrest and the French army’s effort to restore order had pushed steadily westward from Cap Français and had
reached the towns of Fort Dauphin, Ouanaminthe, and Vallières, all situated short distances from Spanish territory. French victories and
rebel retreats brought the battle front ever closer, exposing border patrols to the dislocation caused by revolution. The shifting fortunes
of war complicated Spanish policy. For example, refugees with unclear political loyalties fled battle areas in the French zone and sought
protection over the border. Spanish documents describe many of these refugees as mulattoes fleeing “the fury of the [rebel] blacks,” but
also count black rebels escaping the advances of the French army and runaway slaves from French plantations among their numbers.13

From the standpoint of Spanish policy toward Saint-Domingue, the most important—and the most troublesome—group of refugees
who sought the safety of the Spanish colony were Jean-François, Biassou, Toussaint Louverture, and other leaders of the black rebellion
who, like Ogé in 1790, came to the Spanish seeking help in their battle against the French. By late in 1793, these rebels and the troops
under their command agreed to fight under the Spanish flag in return for their protection and support. Largely through these “auxiliary”
forces, the Spanish made incursions into Saint-Domingue in hopes of bringing the colony into the Spanish orbit. The first Spanish
success in this effort to occupy Saint-Domingue occurred in the city of Fort Dauphin, a small but strategically vital port whose French
planters capitulated to the Spanish admiral in January of 1794.14

Once inside Saint-Domingue the Spanish inherited a host of problems, among them a severe shortage of provisions and the
resistance of fractious inhabitants who refused to give up their republican practices or aspirations. The occupation forces met
considerable resistance as they attempted to impose a new set of laws upon the French townspeople. Soon after their arrival in Fort
Dauphin, Spanish officials collected all broadsides and pamphlets from the Convention and banned use of the tricolored cockade. They
also placed strict controls on the activities of printers, prohibited independent meetings, and closed the port to immigration from
France.15 Enforcing these regulations, the Spanish quickly learned of the extent to which ideas and rituals associated with the French
Revolution had taken hold among the various social classes in the colony. Because of their involvement in such practices, hundreds of
the French residents of Fort Dauphin suffered the fate of John Paine. Not prisoners of war in the traditional sense, these unfortunates are
more accurately described as political or ideological prisoners, branded as dangerous and condemned to prison for their ideas.

A group of 110 prisoners rounded up in Fort Dauphin and shipped to Havana in May of 1794 consisted entirely of individuals
whose recent expressions and actions against the counter-revolutionary Spanish presence were informed by the spirit and language of
republicanism. Topping the list were the infamous Flores brothers, Luis and Rafael, whom officials described as “Jews who have vowed
to re-establish the Republic” after engineering the ouster of the Spanish. The white prisoners also included such “rabid republicans” and
“denouncers of all Royalists” as the head of the city’s Jacobin club and one Menier, who “not three days ago, drank a toast to the health
of the French Republic” in a local tavern.16

People of color, however, made up the majority of the prisoners. These mulatto and black republicans had actively celebrated the
ideas of liberty and equality and resisted Spanish authority. The context of their opposition is significant. In Cap Français and Fort
Dauphin, as in other cities in Saint-Domingue after the spring of 1793, the flight of large numbers of white colonists and their families
left those remaining behind an unprecedented measure of freedom to operate. In September, observers in Santo Domingo received
reports—perhaps exaggerated—that no more than 500 whites remained in Cap Français, that all whites who had not fled Port-au-Prince
had been imprisoned as royalists, and that Fort Dauphin was “controlled by Mulattoes and some black domestics.”17 In the early weeks
of Spanish occupation, despite official assurances that the free people of color would retain their rights granted by the Convention,
many of the city’s black and brown residents seemed determined to recapture their elusive freedom from white control. Several of the
mulattoes arrested by Spanish authorities were said to be followers of Marco Antonio and Nicoló, who were also detained, the latter for
having “held meetings of people of color at his home by night.” Adapting the egalitarian ideology of the French Revolution to the racial
politics of the Caribbean, a “free Negro” named Delrrival publicly declared himself the “enemy … of all whites” yet a “good
republican.” Others were imprisoned for having carried their resistance to the Spanish invasion to the point of taking up arms. In the
succeeding weeks, the boatloads of political prisoners shipped out of Saint-Domingue to Cuba for various forms of “evil conduct”
included slaves, free blacks and browns, and white men, soldiers and civilians accused of such “crimes” as attempting to raise a



rebellion and “maintaining communications and correspondence with our Enemies.” By detaining these dangerous characters “in a
secure place, in confinement and without communication,” Governor Las Casas hoped to keep their ideas from spreading out across
Cuba.18

As the Spanish on Hispaniola already knew all too well, the mobility of the ideas and images originating in rebel-controlled areas of
Saint-Domingue warranted such attentive concern. Even prior to the taking of the Cap by rebel slaves or the Spanish occupation of Fort
Dauphin, armed troops and militia spent “a good portion” of their time pursuing masterless “blacks and others, not only runaway slaves,
but a multitude of Vagabonds, without trade or occupation” who, “encouraged by the example of the French,” roamed between French
and Spanish territory raiding plantations and engaging in other “mischief.”19 Members of these mobile bands sometimes proved to be
valuable sources of information for Spanish officials, and therefore, they reasoned, might provide the same service for not-so-mobile
slaves. One rebel captured in French territory turned out to be a runaway slave of long standing from a plantation on the Spanish side
and was brought under heavy guard to the capital for interrogation.20

Between 1793 and 1794, this uncontrolled movement became more purposeful, and the Spanish grew ever more dependent on
blacks as providers of intelligence on matters relating to the French colony. When the auxiliary troops became the focus of a determined
French recruitment effort in the months after the taking of the Cap, the leaders of these black battalions acted in effect as the eyes and
ears of the Spanish in Santo Domingo. This dependence in matters of communication reinforced a sense of disquiet among the Spanish
by late 1793. In addition, events across the border and the content of the messages transmitted from the Cap constantly tested the loyalty
of their black allies. For instance, it was clearly by design that auxiliaries encamped near the border were first to receive copies of
Sonthonax’s historic proclamation of 29 August 1793. This document affirmed the freedom of the slaves and mapped the guidelines for
the shift from slave to free labor in the French colony. Only after one of the black generals passed the document on to Governor García
did Spanish officials get their first look at the proclamation.21

The French used more than public proclamations to communicate with and recruit the auxiliaries. The same month, messengers
from Cap Français bearing letters from Pierrot, an ex-slave now commanding his own unit, slipped into the camp of Jean-François to
urge him to leave the Spanish and join the republican side. Pierrot’s letters explained that life for blacks and people of color in the Cap
had changed considerably in recent weeks. “Not one white person” remained in power in Saint-Domingue’s largest city, he revealed.
“The people of color are in control.” According to authorities who saw his written communications, Pierrot painted “a grand picture” of
racial solidarity in the common struggle against slavery and oppression, calling upon all blacks in the island to put aside current political
differences and “unify as brothers” under the French flag against proslavery forces.22 Soon other leaders of the auxiliaries disclosed that
they, too, had received such entreaties from across the border. Not to be outdone, Biassou acknowledged late in 1793 that a “profusion”
of written material from the republicans was circulating among his charges. In addition, he had personally entertained various
“delegations of the Republic.” In bold print, the appeals to Biassou and his troops called upon readers to “open your eyes and know your
true interests”—to abandon the proslavery Spanish in favor of French antislavery. Like Jean-François, Biassou was also recruited with
proposals for military alliances and new systems of agriculture protecting the rights of the workers.23

Under such constant political pressure, the auxiliaries would follow separate paths sometime the following spring. While Jean-
François and Biassou continued to resist the French pleas to return to the fold, Toussaint Louverture, after learning of the Paris decree
of February 1794 outlawing slavery in French colonies, made an abrupt shift in alliance and chose to cast his lot with the French.
Because the brilliant leadership which Toussaint displayed in French service after 1794 altered the entire course of events in the
Caribbean, his controversial “defection” marks the key turning point in the Haitian Revolution.24 Besides Toussaint, other rebels shifted
their allegiance to the French as a result of the emancipation decree. In 1795, a Spanish official from Santo Domingo confessed that the
abolition of slavery by the French Convention “had changed the minds of many blacks who used to take our side” against the French.25

But the beckoning call of the Haitian revolutionaries, this appealing image of Saint-Domingue as a center of antislavery and black self-
determination in the hemisphere, reached a wider audience than simply the French Negroes in the Spanish section of Hispaniola. News
of the decisive events of 1793 soon made the revolution in Saint-Domingue an object of identification for Afro-Americans throughout
the New World.

Within a one-month period in the spring of 1795, Spanish officials in two widely disparate regions along the outer rim of the
Caribbean basin discovered and put down major conspiracies against their governments. In western Venezuela, a group of armed slaves,
free blacks, mulattoes, and zambos (people of Native American and African ancestry) under the leadership of a runaway slave from
nearby Curaçao descended from the highlands overlooking Coro in an attempt to take over the coastal town and establish a multiracial
“republic” free of Spanish domination. At the same time, authorities in Louisiana were conducting hearings to unravel the details of a
conspiracy of French-speaking slaves working on plantations in heavily black Pointe Coupee parish, a similarly isolated area outside
New Orleans. While local factors determined the nature and character of the Coro and Pointe Coupee plots, their timing involved more
than coincidence. By 1795, half a decade of agitation related to the French Revolution had greatly affected both regions, as had the
news of the emancipation of the slaves in Saint-Domingue. Illustrating dramatically the strains which both French revolutions placed
upon Spanish-American territories in the mid-1790s, these flashpoints also reveal the power, extent, and some of the avenues of
regional communication during the revolutionary period.26

Initially, official reaction in the captaincy-general of Caracas to the challenge of the French Revolution did not differ markedly from
the rest of Spanish America. After 1789 authorities followed the same series of defensive measures as did Cuban officials. They placed
strict prohibitions on the settlement of all possible French sympathizers, including foreign slaves and free blacks; banned all printed
material concerning the revolutions in Europe or America; and searched incoming cargoes for other expressions of the material culture
of the revolutionary era—coins, watches, jewelry, medallions, and other articles alluding to revolutions in Europe and America. But the
many connections linking these coastal provinces to the rest of the Caribbean proved impossible to break, and French influence eluded
Spanish defenses in a number of ways. Emigrés from Martinique and Guadeloupe journeyed to the continent via Trinidad, and French
ships from Hispaniola, which had grown accustomed to trading slaves for horses and other livestock under the provisions of comercio



libre, continued to arrive in the ports of La Guaira and Puerto Cabello long after the Spanish outlawed this trade. Finally, the deepening
involvement of other Spanish colonies in the affairs of Saint-Domingue eroded the ability of Venezuelans to take a neutral stance.
Officials in Spanish slave societies located closer to Saint-Domingue fully expected that Venezuelans would identify with their
problems after 1791 and contribute to the effort to contain the spread of the slave rebellion. When residents of Spanish Santo Domingo
feared an imminent French invasion in 1793, they called upon Caracas officials for aid.27

Residents of Venezuela were therefore well aware of political developments in Europe and their repercussions in America by 1793.
But the Spanish invasion of Saint-Domingue brought Caracas and the other coastal provinces comprising the colony into sudden and
unexpected direct contact with the revolution in the French colony. Overwhelmed with the numbers of prisoners captured in campaigns
in Ouanaminthe and Dondon—more than a thousand—and without a place to keep them securely, Governor García of Santo Domingo
decided in August 1793 to ship a large number of these republican prisoners to Caracas. Late in the year, hundreds of French prisoners
of war and political prisoners began to arrive at La Guaira, the port which served the capital city. Some 538 prisoners arrived in late
August. Like the prisoners rounded up in Fort Dauphin and sent to Cuba the following year, these individuals were “for the most part
revolutionary patriots, loyal to the new government of the so-called Republic of France,” according to García. Barely had the
excitement subsided over their arrival when another shipment of 422, more than half of them blacks, reached La Guaira. García
described the black prisoners in equally cautionary terms; some had been “taken up with arms in their hands” and others were runaways
“of long duration whose rebellious spirits and conduct during four years of Liberty” rendered them too troublesome to remain on
Hispaniola.28

From the time of the arrival of these boatloads of unwelcome guests until the spring of 1795, officials in the capital wrestled with
the difficult questions of how to contain these prisoners physically as well as keep their ideas from spreading through the colony. Both
of these goals proved difficult. Because existing facilities in La Guaira could not possibly accommodate such large numbers, authorities
shifted some of the prisoners to Puerto Cabello, a coastal center two days’ sail west of La Guaira, transported some up to Caracas,
approximately twelve miles away, and confined the blacks in a makeshift prison—the basement of a winery—in La Guaira itself.

Barely two months passed after the arrival of the French prisoners before Spanish authorities in Caracas came together, determined
to rid the province of their “irreligious conduct” and “seditious maxims.” Official reports cited several alarming recent developments in
Caracas, La Guaira, and other parts of Venezuela. Frenchmen had put silver coins with “inscriptions degrading Royal authority” into
circulation in Caracas. French officers and others set at liberty refused to attend mass, and those who did attend boldly turned their
backs to the altar and in other ways flouted the authority of the Church. Moreover, French sympathizers wandered at large in the
countryside as well as the cities. At least one Frenchman traveled from Caracas as far away as Coro, where authorities accused him of
spreading sedition and arrested him.29

The inordinate interest which slaves and free people of color showed in both the prisoners and what they represented constituted the
most ominous sign of trouble. While no reports exist that any of the black rebel prisoners escaped at any time, their very presence,
together with the dramatic public actions of white Frenchmen, sparked this interest. Two slaves working in a bakery in La Guaira,
where the French Negroes chafed in their winery-prison, spoke in the fall of 1793 of how “within a year they would be free as the
blacks of Guarico” and spoke of “throwing off the yoke of the Spanish Just as the Negroes of Guarico had shaken off that of the
French.” Observers in La Guaira and other cities reported that once-trusted slaves and free coloreds now openly challenged them with
ideas of equality and antislavery associated with the French.30

For almost two years, even after Caracas officials had emptied the jails of white Frenchmen whom they sent to Europe and
elsewhere, the black prisoners and the problem of what to do with them remained. Their continuing presence took on a threatening
symbolism for whites as evidence continued to mount that the colony’s people of color had a thirst for information about developments
in the French world. Early in 1795, authorities discovered that free blacks and browns in Caracas were openly discussing egalitarian
ideas. Juan Bautista Olivares, a free black, assured one of the city’s mulattoes that the meek would inherit the earth, a view backed up
by a printed sermon in Olivares’s possession attributed to the Archbishop of Paris. Authorities found this sermon, which Olivares had
apparently read and explained to blacks and mulattoes in Caracas on several occasions, “full of the most detestable of liberty and
equality.” Further evidence of “the flame of insubordination” also resurfaced within the city’s corps of mulatto militia. In response,
officials rounded up and deported a small number of Frenchmen and arrested Olivares and sent him to Spain, where he landed in a
Cádiz jail “without communication.” Finally, they prohibited the use of skyrockets in Caracas, noting with alarm that they lit up the
night sky “at all hours” and could very well signal “dangerous meetings” involving masterless Frenchmen and “the most numerous
body in these provinces,” the people of color.31

Geographic factors hampered Spanish efforts to rid Venezuela of the influence of the French and the revolutions in their territories.
Even if all “dangerous” republicans could be expelled from the colony, its proximity to Saint-Domingue and other French colonies and
its long unprotected coastline served to bring those revolutions closer. In terms of sailing time, a vessel from the south coast of
Hispaniola enjoyed more ready access to many of Venezuela’s coastal cities than these cities had to each other. A merchant ship of
average tonnage could travel from Santo Domingo to La Guaira and return in fifteen sailing days, with prevailing easterly winds and
currents on the beam during each leg of the voyage. Round trips between La Guaira and Maracaibo or Trinidad, in contrast, required at
least a month at sea, for the journey eastward involved tacking endlessly upwind along the coast.32

Beginning in 1793, armed French privateers operating out of Saint-Domingue made unauthorized visits to Spanish colonies
throughout the region, and they did not overlook Venezuela’s vulnerable coast. By 1795, these vessels posed threats to both
transatlantic and coastal shipping, and they frequently put ashore their republican crews which included numerous mulattoes and black
ex-slaves. From early in the eighteenth century French policy supported the use of blacks as sailors in wartime, but never had the black
presence on the sea been as central as it proved to be in this revolutionary war. In the 1790s, the crew lists of French privateers often
register large numbers of black sailors, and references to blacks aboard these vessels appear in both British and Spanish documents. One
notoriously menacing “republican corsair” even boasted a brown captain, and undoubtedly other black and brown officers directed their



own vessels.33

Like the privateers outfitted by their rivals, these corsairs preyed on all types of enemy shipping, but often their violent actions at
sea reflected France’s opposition to slavery in the colonies. French privateers operating between Cuba and Jamaica, for example,
singled out Spanish ships carrying slaves for especially harsh treatment. In one case, a French ship seized a Spanish vessel headed for
Bayamo in eastern Cuba with a cargo of sixty-eight Africans from Jamaica for sale. After freeing the slaves, the French crew threw the
captured sailors overboard for good measure.34 In addition, Spanish authorities accused French seamen of creating all kinds of mischief
ashore, from raiding plantations for provisions and livestock to kidnapping slaves. But Trinidad’s governor Chacon, who reported in
1796 that most members of French crews which landed at his island were “Mulattoes and blacks, many of whom have been slaves,”
offered a more nuanced view of the activities of the colored crews of the republican corsairs. He observed that their presence had a
profound effect upon the slaves. Inevitably, wrote Chacon, local slaves came into contact with these newly freed French sailors, and
“their conversations and discussions, although unsophisticated, are not so much so that they are not effective in perverting the ideas of
our [slaves].” The actions of slaves provided some evidence of the content of these conversations. Earlier, Chacon had noted that the
black victims of French “kidnappers” in Trinidad turned out to be slaves who had intentionally directed their canoes toward the
privateers, where they knew they would be “received and protected.”35

French privateers hovering near Venezuela affected the political climate in the colony in the mid-1790s. When these ships darted in
and out of ports undetected, local residents gained access to crew members and their ideas and experiences. Occasionally, French sailors
succeeded in recruiting some of the locals to serve aboard their vessels. Visiting Venezuela in 1799, Alexander von Humboldt and his
party had a violent confrontation with an ex-crew member of a Saint-Domingue privateer, a “zambo” and native of an Indian village
near Maracaibo whose captain had left him in Cumaná after a quarrel at sea. Even when they did not come ashore, however, outlying
French vessels maintained a kind of secondhand correspondence with the coast. Through its contact with Danish and other neutral
vessels entering and leaving Venezuelan ports, one French privateer captured near the coast in February 1795 had been gathering “up-
to-date news of whatever occurred … in the capital.” Presumably, information flowed in the other direction as well.36

The presence of French privateers off the unguarded coast of Coro in 1795 encouraged the rebels in that city in their efforts to
organize a mass rebellion against the Spanish government. Leaders of the uprising convinced potential followers that the French would
support such a strike, and the appearance of French vessels “enabled them to speak with more self-confidence and to investigate” more
fully the possibility of a successful revolt.37

Besides the emboldening sight of French privateers, an equally important factor linking the actions of the Coro rebels to the
revolutionary world of the greater Caribbean was the city’s historic connection with the Dutch colony of Curaçao, a tiny island located
due south from eastern Hispaniola and lying less than fifty miles from the South American coast. For years officials in Caracas had
pointed to the proximity of Curaçao to Venezuela as the key determinant of the volume of contraband trade in the Spanish colony. In
1790, Caracas governor Juan Guillelmi viewed Coro as little more than “an outpost of foreign Colonies, especially the island of
Curaçao which is within its sight.”38 Not only did Curaçao offer an ideal base from which foreign ships and crews could penetrate the
closed Spanish market, but its accessibility from the mainland made the Dutch island a convenient safe haven for Spanish fugitives
fleeing Venezuelan justice and for runaway slaves. Likewise, hundreds of Curaçao’s slaves moved in the other direction and settled as
free people in Coro and its hinterlands. By the time of the Coro uprising, these fugitives lived in well-established settlements both in the
city and throughout the surrounding highlands, and had even developed what Spanish officials called “a formidable … [self-governing]
economy and polity,” with local cabildos modeled after the town councils of the Spanish which regulated affairs in mountain villages.39

Besides offering a sanctuary for fugitives from abroad, the overall demographic composition of this region of Venezuela reinforced the
masterless outlook of its inhabitants. By the time of the revolt, free black and brown people, locally born as well as immigrants, made
up forty-four percent of the population of the district. Whites constituted fourteen percent of the residents, and black slaves about twelve
percent.40

Appropriately, the leadership of the 1795 rebellion included both a mobile runaway from outside Venezuela and a native of Coro.
José Caridad González, the principal figure of the insurrection, belonged to the large contingent of migrants from Curaçao. He
organized these communities around local grievances, especially the opposition to the recent imposition of the alcabala (sales tax) by
the Spanish government. But in addition to emphasizing the injustice of taxation without representation, González inspired the rebels
with his vision of a “republic” under “the law of the French,” in which there would be no slaves or ethnic hierarchy. These powerful
ideas might have come to González from several sources. He could communicate in several languages; he knew Spanish, papamiento
(the creole language spoken on Curaçao), and even “a smattering of French.” He was also quite mobile; he had made several trips to
Caracas in recent years, where he could have taken part in the discussions of the French Revolution and its ideas that became so public
after 1793. In order to reach Caracas, he would also have passed through La Guaira, and he must have known about the plight of the
“French Negroes” imprisoned in that city. Jose Leonardo Chirinos, a native zambo and co-conspirator, worked for a time with a Coro
commercial house. Like González, he had also traveled extensively in the Caribbean, having visited both Saint-Domingue and
Curaçao.41

The continuing communication with Curaçao made the watchwords of the French Revolution as well as news of the revolution in
Saint-Domingue accessible to the people of the Coro region.42 Both commercially and politically, the revolution in Saint-Domingue
profoundly affected the Dutch island. Its neutral shipping provided a lifeline to the rebels, and these ships made extensive use of a large
multilingual pool of free black and brown sailors. The designation “brown men from Curaçao” appears often in the records describing
the crews of vessels trading to Saint-Domingue in the mid-1790s; English- as well as Spanish-speaking black sailors claimed the Dutch
island as their home base.43

The ambitious plan for the Coro uprising called for coordinated strikes on two fronts. While González would attempt to organize the
residents of the city, Chirinos inherited the responsibility for leading the revolt in outlying areas. The rebellion began on the eve of a
popular Catholic holy day in early May 1795. During festivities late that night, slaves from several neighboring haciendas located a
considerable distance from the capital banded together and began to attack the homes of their owners, killing at least one of them. By



morning, two to three hundred slaves had joined the rebels, who proceeded to march on the city where they expected the support of
their allies under the direction of González. But one of the owners managed to escape and make his way to Coro in time to warn
officials about the impending insurgent attack. Local militia units moved quickly, and their preparations discouraged would-be rebels in
the city. After securing the capital and killing González, the Spanish troops waited for and surprised the slaves before they could reach
Coro, ending the insurrection.44

Four months after the ill-fated Coro uprising, a violent slave revolt took place on Curaçao, further suggesting the importance of the
links between the Dutch entrepôt and the Spanish mainland. By 1795, events abroad and closer to home had combined to produce self-
reinforcing rumors in the slave community in Curaçao which resulted in a late summer rebellion. When the Treaty of the Hague in May
brought an end to the state of war between France and Holland, slaves in the Dutch islands expected that French law, including the
emancipation decree of the previous year, would extend to them. When freedom in the colonies did not result from the treaty, Curaçao
slaves believed that only the resistance of refractory Dutch authorities stood in the way of their liberation.

Like the rebellion in Dominica four-and-a-half years earlier, the Curaçao revolt began as a work stoppage. In mid-August, slaves on
one plantation initiated the strike, which they spread to other plantations in the sugar-producing western region of the island. Soon more
than one thousand slaves had quit working and joined the rebels in demanding their freedom. A brief skirmish with a small detachment
of troops escalated the rebellion into violence. Like the Paris rank and file which stormed the Bastille in 1789, the black crowd of
Curaçao directed its rage against slave prisons, freeing the inmates and setting off a wave of attacks on plantations which threatened to
engulf the entire island. Once again, the government dispatched troops to contain the rebels, and this time they proved successful in
containing the revolt. This turn of events, combined with a government promise of amnesty, convinced hundreds of the insurgents to
return to the plantations. Dutch forces then captured the leaders, turning the execution of twenty-nine of them in the capital into a public
spectacle following a speedy trial.

Accounts of French politics and news of the revolution in Saint-Domingue combined to fuel the rebellion on Curaçao. Once the
details of the Franco-Dutch treaty of 1795 became known in the Americas, Curaçao’s harbor attracted dozens of French privateers with
their mixed crews whose presence may have nourished the liberation rumors which led to the revolt. Moreover, Curaçao’s connections
with Saint-Domingue encouraged slaves in the Dutch entrepôt to attempt to replicate the successes of the French Negroes. Because of
the regular communication between the southern provinces of Saint-Domingue and Curaçao, rumors that André Rigaud, the mulatto
leader of the rebellion in southern Saint-Domingue, would come to the aid of the rebels in Curaçao provided an added stimulus for the
rebellion of 1795. Meanwhile, slaves in Curaçao found ways to identify with the revolt in Saint-Domingue. One student of Dutch
slavery notes that many black parents began naming children after Toussaint. While the organizers of the Coro uprising invoked the
ideas associated with the Haitian Revolution, leaders in the Curaçao rebellion of 1795 went so far as to invoke the Saint-Domingue
rebels themselves. Of the leaders whom Dutch authorities executed after the 1795 revolt, one called himself “Toussaint,” and another,
whom authorities identified as “Toelo,” was popularly known in the island by the nickname “Rigaud.”45

The province of Louisiana in the Gulf of Mexico shared several characteristics with the island colonies of the eastern Caribbean in the
late eighteenth century. Like the so-called “ceded islands” which passed from France to England at the end of the Seven Years’ War,
French Louisiana changed hands and came under Spanish control in 1763. And just as islands such as Dominica retained French
inhabitants, customs, and commercial connections after the transfer of colonial power to England, Louisiana remained strongly tied to
the French world by 1789.

In its social composition, the sparsely populated province resembled Trinidad, Spain’s perennial “problem” in the eastern
Caribbean. After the American Revolution, the difficulties of defending and peopling Louisiana and stimulating its trade provided
constant headaches for Spanish policymakers. They instituted one attempt at expanding commerce through a royal cédula of 1782
which permitted French ships to trade directly with the Spanish colony, and even allowed Louisianans to trade lawfully with the French
Caribbean islands they knew so well in cases of “urgent necessity.” Under these and later regulations, trade between Louisiana and
Saint-Domingue expanded rapidly after 1785, making the task of increasing the volume of Spanish commerce in Louisiana “utterly
impossible,” in the words of one exasperated official in Spain. As for population, the Spanish experimented with Trinidad-style
inducements to attract settlers, but with even less success. In 1790, minister Diego de Gardoqui lamented that too many of Louisiana’s
residents were “people expatriated from various kingdom because of irregular misadventures.”46

The extensive personal network of freewheeling ship’s master Jean Pousson indicates that Louisianans had contacts with many
distant areas of the New World. A native Frenchman who settled in New Orleans the same year as the cédula’s promulgation, Pousson
sailed under Spanish colors to various Spanish-American ports like Campeche for the next twelve years, but he also traded frequently in
Kingston and Charleston and conducted business in Cap Français as late as October 1792. In fact, Pousson was in Charleston about to
depart again for Saint-Domingue in the early summer of 1793 when “Intelligence arrived of the Destruction of Cape Francois.” By this
time, Pousson’s voyages may have had political as well as commercial purposes. In the earliest years of revolutionary agitation in the
French Caribbean, widely traveled ships like his transported letters between New Orleans and Cap Français planning a French takeover
of Louisiana and brought “secret enemies” into the province who spread leaflets criticizing the government and even supporting a slave
uprising. Later, during the high point of Jacobin influence in Louisiana, Spanish officials in New Orleans arrested Jean Dupuy, a
frequent companion of Pousson, for “having made remarks suggestive of a revolution in Louisiana.”47

The coming of the French Revolution provided French residents in Louisiana a rallying point for focusing resistance to Spanish
authority. When the Baron de Carondelet took over the functions of intendant and governor of the province late in 1791, talk of the
French Revolution buzzed in every quarter. Jacobin sympathizers existed among militia and infantry officers as well as among the
sailors below decks in the naval squadron. At public gatherings French audiences demanded the playing of “La Marseillaise” and the
anti-aristocratic verses of “Ça ira” issued forth from grogshops throughout the territory. Encouragement came from various directions.
Vessels put into New Orleans with French newspapers and passengers from the colonies, and pamphlets even arrived from the United
States urging French residents to “cease being the slaves of a government to which you were shamefully sold.” To counteract such
provocative activity Governor Carondelet issued early in 1793 a public proclamation outlining a series of new regulations designed to



arrest the growing revolutionary sentiment in the province. These laws strictly prohibited reading or speaking in public about French
politics; required that government have twenty-four-hour prior notice of any meetings to be held; and, so that sailors and foreigners
disembarking in New Orleans could not claim ignorance of the new regulations, directed all shipowners and naval commanders to
inform their crews in order to make the law a subject of discussion along the docks.48

Carondelet’s attempted crackdown only strengthened the very rumors which he hoped to dispel. For instance, many Louisianans
whispered that Spain would soon swap the Spanish colony to the French in exchange for Saint-Domingue. As this report suggests,
residents of Louisiana saw their destiny tied up with that of the French colony, and they had for some time. Thirty years earlier, officials
barred blacks from Saint-Domingue from entering Louisiana because of a recent series of poisonings of slaveowners which they
thought might spread to the mainland. Similar regulations were instituted in 1790, but despite strictures against the introduction of
slaves or free people of color from French colonies, New Orleans remained the destination for large numbers of people of both
descriptions during the Haitian Revolution. White refugees brought trusted slaves with them, or, in some cases, sent them ahead. In
addition, free coloreds constituted as many as one-third of the 10,000 refugees from the French West Indies who settled in Louisiana
between 1792 and 1808.49

The twin influences of the revolutions in France and Saint-Domingue deeply affected the rapidly expanding population of free
people of color in New Orleans and other parts of the province, and they participated actively in the feverish plotting and exchanges of
ideas taking place around them. Because of their social position and their access to the ideas and plots swirling about them in Louisiana
as well as accounts filtering in from abroad in the 1790s, free coloreds represented an invaluable source of information for Governor
Carondelet and other Spanish officials. By the middle of 1793, the governor reported to the Minister of State that “it is only through the
free people of color that the government is able to obtain any news.” The availability of this information aided the authorities in their
campaign to round up, imprison, and deport “those who are most daring in their conversations and who attempt to spread their
principles,” whether speechmakers on soapboxes in the capital, emigrants, or locals who espoused revolutionary principles or seemed
partial to the French. Beginning early in 1793, numbers of these dissidents were shipped from New Orleans to Havana and other places
where they made up a first wave of political prisoners which would grow after the declaration of war between Spain and France.50

One of the prisoners who entered a Cuban castillo in 1794 was a free colored militiaman named Pedro (or Pierre) Bailly, a
lieutenant in the pardo militia unit in New Orleans. An outspoken opponent of the unequal treatment of members of his caste before
1790, Bailly tangled on occasion with local authorities over these questions. In the fall of 1791, soon after the first news of the black
uprising reached Louisiana, Spanish officials arrested Bailly and brought him to trial for publicly identifying himself with the
revolutionaries in Saint-Domingue. Testimony of fellow militiamen accused the lieutenant of raising the issue of equality with white
officers and of “encouraging others to follow the example of the free Mulattos of [Cap Français].” At a ball given by one of New
Orleans’s free blacks, he restated his support for the Saint-Domingue rebellion. Bailly went on to reveal that he and a circle of friends
daily expected the arrival of word from the Cap in anticipation of striking “a blow like Guarico.”51

Though he escaped imprisonment in his 1791 trial, Bailly found himself before the bar once again two years later facing the same
charge. This time, however, evidence against him shows the degree to which his views had evolved and deepened in the two years since
the revolution in Saint-Domingue first became news. In Bailly’s second trial, fellow officer Luis Declonet related that Bailly had
approached him at the fort in Plaquemines in November 1793, just as the troops readied themselves for an expected attack of French
forces. “Sir,” asked Bailly, “what do you think of the news of the enemy?” Dissatisfied with the negative response to his question,
Bailly proceeded to lecture his associate. Perhaps the French had gone too far in killing their king, he conceded, but in doing so they
had accomplished the greater good of “granting men their rights.” According to Declonet, Bailly then applauded at some length the
French policy extending the principle of “a general equality among men, [including] us, people of color” to the Americas. His language
echoes the imagery which Pierrot employed in his letters to Jean-François written around the same time:

We have the title of “Citizen” in Saint-Domingue and the other French islands. [There] we may speak openly, just as any white
person, and can possess the same rank. And do we have any of this under the present government? No sir—and it is unjust. All
of us being human, there should be no differences: color should not differentiate us.

Other evidence cited Bailly’s general insubordination within the militia and described several recent verbal confrontations between
Bailly and white residents of New Orleans in which Bailly made similar statements. In one case, he and a white man almost came to
blows, with Bailly promising his fellow combatant that “they would take him out feet first” if he dared to strike. Governor Carondelet,
who found this behavior symptomatic of Bailly’s “diabolical ideas of freedom and equality,” shipped Bailly to a Havana prison on 24
February 1794, where he remained confined with other political prisoners until the end of the war with France.52

The deportation of Bailly and a large number of others during the Jacobin scare of 1793–94 in Louisiana did little to deter the
progress of republican ideas in the colony. The lengthening shadow cast by the revolt in Saint-Domingue continued to affect profoundly
Spanish (and later French and United States) policy toward slaves and the slave trade in Louisiana. In addition, blacks in Louisiana
drew inspiration and in some cases direct support from blacks and browns in Saint-Domingue in attempts to mount an insurrection on
the mainland. In mid-April 1795, officials discovered that blacks in Pointe Coupee parish, an area located some 150 miles from New
Orleans and with a heavy black majority, had organized a parish-wide conspiracy to rise against local plantation owners. An intense
month-long investigation turned up extensive evidence that the plot had originated among French-speaking slaves on the plantation of
Julien Poydras but had spread up the Mississippi as far as Natchez. The observations of contemporaries show the Saint-Domingue
rebellion to have been one of the influences on the would-be rebels. While one Frenchman asserted that an emigré from Saint-
Domingue had sparked the revolt by having “represented how happy those [blacks] of San Domingo were,” others blamed prevalent
rumors, originating with Jacobin sympathizers, of an emancipation decree which had been suppressed by planters and the Spanish
government. In the aftermath of the conspiracy, a Spanish court sent twenty-six blacks to the gallows, sentenced others to prison terms
and hard labor, and transported two people including Luis Benoit, a free Negro from Saint-Domingue, for their complicity. Convinced
that the presence of foreign blacks like Benoit had helped to plant the seeds of sedition in Louisiana, Governor Carondelet immediately



close the port of New Orleans to slave imports, and officials continued to enforce this ban until Carondelet’s successor lifted it in 1799.
With Saint-Domingue in mind, he also ordered authorities to crack down on inter-plantation mobility and visitation.53

More than fifteen years later, the black rebellion on Hispaniola figured prominently in a second uprising of slaves which came
closer to succeeding. After Haiti became independent in 1804, Governor W. C. C. Claiborne, like Carondelet a decade earlier, acted “to
prevent the bringing in of Slaves that have been concerned in the insurrections of St. Domingo,” but lamented that despite his efforts
and those of customs agents, “no effectual stop can at present be put to their introduction.” In 1811, in St. John the Baptist and St.
Charles parishes, between 200 and 500 rebel slaves marched on New Orleans, setting fire to plantations on the way. Authorities later
identified Charles Deslondes, a driver and “free mulatto from St. Domingo,” as one of the principal leaders of the uprising. Crushed by
militia units under the command of Wade Hampton after repeated skirmishes, most of the rebels were hanged on the spot or beheaded,
“their heads … placed on high poles above and below the city, along the [Mississippi] river, as far as the plantation on which the revolt
began.” While the nineteenth-century revolts of Gabriel, Denmark Vesey, and Nat Turner have overshadowed the Louisiana uprising of
1811, it proved the largest mass rebellion of slaves in the history of the North American continent.54

The mass emigration from Saint-Domingue following the black rebels’ victory at Cap Français in the spring of 1793 scattered
refugees of all descriptions throughout the Caribbean islands, but the ports of the United States received the largest number of any
American territory. Visual and dramatic, the sudden arrival of thousands of refugees from the revolution in the French colony
communicated a sense of the rebellion which printed accounts could not provide. The influx of the French emigrés made a strong
impression on the minds of North American slaves and free blacks as they pieced together the details of the slave uprising in the
Caribbean.

Before the events of 1793 forced French colonists to abandon Saint-Domingue, small numbers of people from the French islands
decided to come north to escape the growing restlessness in the colonies. Some 200 emigré families reached Philadelphia in 1792. The
same year, the Maryland legislature debated whether the “several inhabitants” of Saint-Domingue who had recently entered the state
would be allowed to keep the slaves they had brought with them. By October 1792 a group of Saint-Domingue colonists had established
a modest settlement along Virginia’s Clinch River.55

In contrast to the occasional migrations from the French islands to the United States which occurred in 1791 and 1792, the
evacuation of Cap Français and other cities the following spring instantly added more than 10,000 residents to the coastal cities of the
new nation by late July 1793. The unexpected appearance of literally hundreds of vessels filled with destitute survivors of the attack on
the Cap presented an vivid spectacle in ports both north and south. Some “20 odd” ships loaded with French passengers reached
Norfolk, a city of about 4,000, in a two-day period in early July. By the end of the month, a total of 137 ships bringing refugees had
dropped anchor in Norfolk, and residents reported the town “crowded with Frenchmen … [and] too many [French] negroes.” Untold
“hundreds” of black, brown, and white refugees arrived at Charleston during July and August, while in Baltimore, fifty-three ships with
about 1,000 white and 500 black and mulatto immigrants aboard arrived between 10 July and 22 July.56 As many of the French
immigrants came with little but their clothes and a few scattered personal articles, the legislatures of Virginia, South Carolina, and
Maryland appropriated relief funds in the late summer of 1793. Federal estimates of French-speaking immigrants “in distress” in 1794
found 400 fitting that description in Maryland, 350 in South Carolina and New York, and 290 in Virginia. Even the relatively small port
of Wilmington, North Carolina, reported fifty-four whites and thirty mulattoes from Saint-Domingue “in the greatest possible want” in
the fall of 1794.57

While the Saint-Domingue emigrés found sympathy in some quarters, numerous whites in the new nation viewed them with
suspicion. In some measure, this uneasiness stemmed from a larger opposition to the French Revolution itself. But the greatest concern
centered upon the lessons which such a visible French presence, either by design or by implication, might hold for North American
slaves. Many white observers harbored little doubt that among French refugees and travelers lurked radicals determined to ignite slave
rebellions in the South. The emancipation decree of the Civil Commissioners in Saint-Domingue sharpened these fears. In 1793,
Jamaicans imprisoned two Frenchmen aboard a captured prize bound “to the American States.” Because they were said to be “active
Agents in forwarding the measures of the Civil Commissioners” in Saint-Domingue, Governor Williamson surmised that these
characters “did certainly not mean to be idle where they were going.”58 “I should nearly as soon sleeped at the mast head, as among
those disagreeable French from St. Domingo,” wrote Ebenezer Pettigrew during a voyage from the West Indies to Charleston in the
company of a group of passengers from Saint-Domingue. Though he sympathized with the situation of the refugees, Pettigrew
nevertheless was “sorry there has flocked such a number into this country, to poison the minds still more of both white and black,” and
he predicted ominously that “anarchy, rapine, and plunder” would result.59

Because of the uncertainties attending the arrival of French speakers from the Caribbean, rumors about the seditious activities of
French envoys took hold quickly and spread. Citing a Charleston source, a Boston newspaper reported in November 1793 that South
Carolina officials had apprehended some French “emissaries” from Saint-Domingue with papers in their possession outlining “plans for
a general insurrection of negroes in the southern states.” In response to these allegations, the implicated parties, still angry because of
their treatment in Charleston, charged that authorities persecuted them only because of their strong republican credentials and contended
that their mysterious packet contained nothing more than routine diplomatic correspondence. “Americans of the South,” they assured,
“from the French patriots, the true republicans, you have nothing to fear.”60

South Carolina officials nevertheless continued to cast a watchful eye on French travelers arriving at Charleston harbor. They
exercised special vigilance toward blacks from the French colonies. Following a tip in October 1793, the city’s committee of public
safety arrested a black immigrant who bragged during the voyage from the Cap of “having himself massacred eleven whites” in Saint-
Domingue. Committeemen immediately turned over the alleged revolutionary to the captain of the vessel, whom they prohibited from
re-entering Charleston harbor until he produced a notarized document from Cap Français affirming that he had safely returned his black
passenger. Otherwise, South Carolina authorities threatened, the captain might face the gallows. Soon after this incident, Governor
Moultrie issued orders calling for the expulsion of all free blacks and people of color from Saint-Domingue within ten days.61 The



following year, South Carolina’s legislature made it illegal for any West Indian black to enter the state. Municipal financial accounts
which list several entries for “passage of French Negroes” and “confining French Negroes” between 1793 and 1795 imply that blacks
from the West Indies continued to arrive in smaller but significant numbers at Charleston harbor after the immense wave of the summer
of 1793.62

Beginning in 1793, legislatures in states where numbers of “French Negroes” had arrived and settled followed South Carolina’s
example and passed laws restricting black immigration from the West Indies. A Georgia statute of that year severely limited the
importation of blacks. A 1794 South Carolina law extended the ban on blacks from the Caribbean. In 1795, North Carolina’s legislature
prevented “any person who may emigrate from any of the West-India or Bahama Islands, or the French, Dutch, or Spanish settlements
on the Southern coast of America, from bringing slaves into this State.” The Maryland legislature adopted a similar provision in 1797.
This concern with foreign-born blacks reached as far north as Boston, where in 1800 all black residents not born in the state were
threatened with deportation.63

While Virginia’s legislature passed no such laws, whites in the Old Dominion proved every bit as concerned with the problem of
black immigration as their counterparts in other coastal states. In January 1795, officials in Norfolk met to discuss “the peculiar
situation of the inhabitants … on account of the frequent migrations of the negroes and people of colour,” and sentiment for mass
deportations appeared strong. In April and June Norfolk authorities refused landing rights to vessels from the eastern Caribbean with
“French Negroes” aboard, and they expressed fears regarding French ships in the harbor with black sailors aboard. In the countryside,
white residents remained unsettled because of the presence of “divers free negroes, who have come from the West Indies Islands and
other places … ranging at large.”64

Despite such opposition, settlers from Saint-Domingue, including free gens de couleur and slaves, established their own community
life and, because most of them saw their sojourn in the United States as only temporary, soon established communication with the
islands in order to keep up with events as they transpired. The number of newspapers which immigrants from Saint-Domingue
established in the United States between 1790 and 1800 specializing in intelligence of interest to French citizens reveals the importance
and extent of this communication. Bold headlines promising “fresh news from St. Domingo” guaranteed a quick sale, and the volume of
such news reaching North America was sufficient to keep French newspapers in business from Boston to Charleston at steady intervals
during the 1790s. In late 1793 and into 1794, these newspapers carried extensive, if often inaccurate, coverage of the Spanish and
British occupations of Saint-Domingue. On occasion these stories identify black travelers as sources of the latest accounts.65

The French also used the pages of their newspapers to continue their struggle over the issue of slavery. Beginning soon after their
arrival in 1793, French emigrés were faced with conflicting accounts of the stance of the National Convention with reference to slavery,
and an open debate ensued. By the fall, rumors that the Convention had abolished slavery swept the mid-Atlantic states with such force
that a group of “citizens of color of Philadelphia” drafted a letter to the Convention, thanking the members for “breaking our chains”
with “the immortal Decree wiping out all traces of slavery in the French colonies” and promising to “tell our descendants of [your] good
deeds.” But newspapers published in the same city discounted reports of abolition, asserting that “the National Convention has revoked
the general liberty granted to the blacks … [and] annuled its decree for the abolition of the negro trade.”66 While French slaveowners
would not admit until May 1794 that the Convention had indeed abolished slavery in February, many slaves belonging to French
owners in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and other states had already taken matters into their own hands and slipped away from
their owners, most likely in response to earlier rumors of the abolition decree. If some of the runaways attempted to return to the
Caribbean, others probably found their way into local communities of urban slaves and free blacks.67

Centering as it did upon the large port cities of the eastern seaboard, the mass immigration from Saint-Domingue in 1792 and 1793
and the political discussions sparked by their arrival could not fail to attract the notice of black residents of those cities. In fact, this
influx of political refugees from black rebellion in the Caribbean coincided with a rapid expansion of the black urban population in
North America which took off in the 1790s. From Massachusetts to South Carolina, the increase in the numbers of blacks in the cities
was one of the key demographic trends of the early national period, and this migration carried with it important consequences for Afro-
American social and institutional development. After the decline of slavery in Massachusetts, blacks moved to coastal areas in order to
test their freedom, and by 1795 black residents of the state were said to “have generally, though not wholly left the country, and resorted
to the maritime towns.”68 Philadelphia’s black community grew at a rate of 176 percent between 1790 and 1800, compared to a 43
percent rise in white population. Baltimore’s black population increased from 1,600 in 1790 to 5,600 ten years later. In Charleston, the
number of free blacks tripled between 1790 and 1820, and there was a substantial increase in the slave population as well.69

Besides furnishing opportunities for maritime employment, port cities provided black residents the other benefits of access to the
sea. One of these advantages was exposure to a wide variety of sources of information and news from abroad. News of particular
interest to black urbanites often followed the routes of commerce which led inevitably through the Caribbean. Blacks in Newport for
example showed much enthusiasm for the colonization project at Sierra Leone, word of which they received “from Africa, by way of
the West Indies.” In Charleston, slaves working in the office of Peter Freneau’s avowedly republican City Gazette, which covered
Caribbean news and issues and followed developments in the French West Indies, took for their own use 200 copies of each issue.70 But
neither secondhand accounts nor newspapers could convey so powerfully the success of the black revolt in Saint-Domingue as the
arrival of thousands of destitute refugees during the summer of 1793. In Baltimore, or perhaps in another place, one black observer
named Newport Bowers showed a keen interest in the fate of these refugees and the country they left behind.

Even his name suggests that Newport was part of the generation of Afro-North Americans which gravitated toward the port towns in
the post-revolutionary period. Born free in Massachusetts, Bowers most likely made a living either as a sailor or as a tradesman in the
district of Baltimore’s wharves.71 Within a short period in mid-July 1793, more than fifty of the French ships which left Cap Français
for the north loaded with refugees arrived in Baltimore. Precisely at the time of their arrival Bowers apparently decided to travel in the
other direction and visit the Cap.

He must have found his new surroundings stimulating. During a residence of six months, Bowers witnessed firsthand the unfolding



of freedom in the northern provinces following the rebel victories at the Cap, and he participated in the evolving if unstable self-
government about which Pierrot boasted to Jean-François. Even if he arrived after the actual events which brought Saint-Domingue’s
largest city under rebel control, Bowers was present in October 1793 when Sonthonax issued his proclamation of freedom, the first of
its kind in the Americas. He set up a “store” in Cap, from which he apparently engaged in frequent transactions with the sailors of
incoming merchant ships, including many from North America. For whatever reason, sometime late in 1793 Bowers decided to return
to the States, and made arrangements to travel aboard the Juno, a Baltimore vessel returning to that city which departed Cap on 4
December 1793.

In addition to Bowers, at least six other black passengers—French-speaking residents of Saint-Domingue—boarded the Juno that
December day. While Bowers later described them as “people who had been given free by the Commissary and who had agreed to go
with [Bowers] to America” and as “free Negroes and not the property of any Person on board,” white members of the crew planned to
stop over at Havana and sell them (and most likely Bowers as well) for a profit.72 Neither Bowers’s plan nor those of the crew members
came to fruition. A British cruiser intercepted the Juno soon after its departure, and brought the vessel to Jamaica as a prize of war.
Finding in favor of the captors, the vice-admiralty court sold the “French Negroes” for their account. Like John Paine, Pedro Bailly, and
untold numbers of other masterless blacks during this period, Newport lost his freedom; the same court relegated him to the Kingston
workhouse. He never completed his journey. The following March, a public auction sold off “Sundry old Cloathes belonging to
Newport, who died in the Workhouse.”73

The brief and abortive adventure of Newport Bowers indicates the perils of sea travel for blacks in general as it reflects the larger
difficulties of direct long-distance communication in the late eighteenth century. Despite such obstacles, available evidence shows other
English-speaking North American blacks were witnesses to the crucial early stages of the revolution in Saint-Domingue. Among a
group of more than 200 male slaves transported from Port-au-Prince and presented for sale in Honduras in November 1791 because of
their insurrectionary activity was Paul Williams, an English-speaking native of Charleston.74 In fact, the crew of the very vessel in
which Bowers took his final voyage included a cook described as “a Black man … born upon the Coast of Affrica” who had shipped at
the voyage’s origination in Baltimore. In addition, Bowers’s friend Bridgewater, who ferried him out to the Juno and was present at the
time of capture, was tentatively identified by one crew member as “an Englishman,” but may have been North American as well.75

Other North American blacks journeyed to Saint-Domingue at the same time as Bowers, experienced the revolution there, and
apparently succeeded in returning to their homes to the north to relate their experiences and observations. William Johnson of
Philadelphia arrived at Cap Français in July 1793, about the same time as Bowers, as a cook aboard the Rising Sun, a Philadelphia
vessel hired by two French merchants in that city. After leaving Cap, Rising Sun coasted to Port-au-Prince, where Sonthonax himself
hired the vessel for the purpose of transporting money and documents. A British passenger testified that rumor in Saint-Domingue had
it that the Philadelphia ship “was then and had been on a former voyage in the Employ of Monsieur Santhonax and his agent or agents
in America.”76 A black cook from Richmond shipped aboard the Nancy, a ship which made at least three voyages to Saint-Domingue in
1792 and 1793. While in Saint-Domingue in the late summer of 1793, the Nancy touched at Port-au-Prince and Cayes, where a group of
French passengers, including two mulattoes and two blacks, came aboard with intent to travel to North America.77

But the most intriguing of the scattered pieces of evidence of Afro-North American presence during 1793 comes from one of many
letters among the papers of the Fox, a Petersburg, Virginia, ship bound from Cayes in southern Hispaniola to Baltimore in the late
summer of 1793. In this letter, a young woman from Charleston informs her mother of her recent travels and experiences. She reports
that the “master” to whom she was just recently sold to be “very Kind to me indeed,” and that she has found a pleasant companion in “a
Girl with the Same Master that Comes from New York.” “I want for nothing,” the letter continues, “but a letter from you to Know how
affairs gos at home.” At present, she and her friend are in Saint-Domingue, awaiting their owner’s return to France. “This is a
troublesome Country,” she reports. “They are obliged to give Liberty to all the negroes to be Soldiers to keep the Country as there is no
white men.”78

As American crewmen placed Ginna’s enigmatic letter in the sizable stack bound for North America, residents of Charleston and other
places were reporting rumblings of slave unrest. In the South Carolina port city where pro-French residents celebrated Bastille Day with
processions and toasts; where Citizen Genet arrived from France to rally support for the Revolution only weeks before the landing of
the first refugees from Cap Français; and where French privateers recruited eager North American sailors to cruise against the British,
whites began to detect signs of an imminent slave uprising as early as the fall of 1793. In addition to the many other public
manifestations of French politics in Charleston, the same printed material which messengers carried from Cap Français across the
border to the black troops in Spanish Hispaniola apparently arrived on the mainland. According to one French observer in October,
“many copies” of Sonthonax’s “proclamation of general liberty” circulated in the city. At the same time newspapers reported that
Charleston’s slaves had become “very insolent” and that “the St. Domingo Negroes have sown those seeds of revolt.” By June 1794,
when first word of the abolition decree of the French Convention arrived in Charleston, whites acted quickly to prevent this news from
once again elevating the spirits of Charleston slaves. A meeting of 11 June considered the screening of all incoming vessels and other
measures “to prevent any evil consequences from that diabolical decree.”79

A series of fires in June 1796 raised questions among white Charlestonians, some of whom suspected “French Negroes” who
“intended to make a St. Domingo business of it.” The following year, the example of Saint-Domingue and the presence of refugees
directly influenced a plot to burn Charleston which “originated among the French Negroes” of the city. Authorities tried five French-
speaking blacks for their part in the conspiracy, accusing them of intending “to act here as they had formerly done at St. Domingo.” The
court sentenced three of the conspirators to death by hanging and the two others to transportation, and local whites privately expressed
relief that the plot was detected and “completely crushed” before “a single Negro of our Country” had become involved.80

Farther north, the mass evacuation of Saint-Domingue in 1793 brought similar tension to coastal areas of Virginia. Two Richmond
slaves were overheard in July 1793 plotting to “kill the white people soon in this place” as had the blacks “in the French Island.” In
Goochland County, whites sensed a new tension in the air, “particularly since the arrival of the French.”81



Whites in Portsmouth, who reported “many hundreds French negroes landed in this Town” as the second anniversary of the night of
22 August approached, feared for their safety because many of the French slaves were said to “belong to the insurrection in
Hispaniola.” In October, officials in the area discovered plans for an interracial insurrection in which conspirators intended to burn the
French ships in Portsmouth and Norfolk. Given the prevalent rumor along the east coast that the Convention had freed all French slaves,
this plot may reflect hidden layers of protest.82 At the same time, Petersburg officials warned of the dangers of a possible uprising after
a grand jury investigation of the “Disorderly Meetings of Negroes in the Streets on Sundays and their Nocturnal meetings and unlawful
Night Walkings.” Slaves in Powhatan County engaged in the same kind of activity, stealing away to the woods at night to meet in an
abandoned schoolhouse.83

In subsequent years, whites in Virginia continued to link slave unrest with the presence of refugees from Saint-Domingue. In 1795,
Norfolk mayor Thomas Newton detected “the squint of freedom” in the eyes of some of the French Negroes whom, despite the
Convention’s abolition decree, United States law considered slaves. Officials once again considered a mass deportation.84 The specter
of Haiti appeared once again in 1800, when a group of conspirators led by Gabriel Prosser hatched plans for a rebellion of slaves in
Richmond. But a severe rainstorm and flooding took out bridges and made roads impassable on the eve of the insurrection, and Gabriel
and fellow rebels were executed after a trial whose details remain a secret to this day. An account in a Richmond newspaper, “deterred
from a regard for the public safety and for the promotion of justice,” stopped short of speculating upon whether Saint-Domingue may
have figured in Gabriel’s plan, but the author felt free to ask “what could be expected from the unfortunate blacks in our states from the
example” of Toussaint Louverture in the French colony?85

As the decade of the 1790s drew to a close, blacks continued to apply to their local conditions the ideas of self-determination and
antislavery which the Haitian Revolution unleashed. As far north as Massachusetts, the birthplace of Newport Bowers, black mason
Prince Hall could proclaim the dawning of a new era “in the French West Indies.” All over the Americas, slaves and free blacks shared
Hall’s fervent hope that recent developments in the French Caribbean finally signaled the long-awaited day when “Ethiopia [would]
stretch forth her hand from slavery, to freedom and equality” for people of African descent throughout the New World.86

The downfall of slavery also appeared imminent to many white observers. Responding to the turmoil of the past decade, Virginian
St. George Tucker launched a campaign to colonize Virginia slaves safely to other shores before the inevitable day of reckoning arrived.
Tucker urged his readers to recognize that keeping slaves from striking blows for their freedom would only become more difficult as
time passed. “We have hitherto placed much reliance on the difficulty of their acting in concert,” Tucker observed, but recent events
had proved decisively “that the difficulty is not insurmountable.” Despite restrictive legal codes and other forms of repression, slaves
had managed to maintain “a correspondence which, whether we consider its extent, or duration, is truly astonishing.” Because future
developments in the Americas would “continually facilitate communication,” perhaps the time had arrived to do away gradually with
the institution of slavery.87

For most white observers throughout the hemisphere, however, isolating the Haitian rebels presented a more workable solution. The
revolution in Saint-Domingue and the recent wave of slave rebellions in other territories, they argued, indicated in stark terms the need
to circumscribe the masterless Caribbean.



Epilogue

Soon after the earliest reports of the revolt in Saint-Domingue reached Jamaica late in 1791, an astute slave from one of the north
coast parishes offered a caveat as his associates contemplated mounting a similar uprising in the British island. No matter how well
conceived such insurrectionary plans might be, he cautioned, “while the whites were possessed of the communication with the Sea, the
Negroes could do nothing.”1 At the turn of the century, the emergence of Saint-Domingue posed the possibility of an autonomous black
presence on the sea which seemed impossible only a decade earlier. Toussaint Louverture naturally looked to “communication with the
Sea” as a way to consolidate the revolution in the French colony. But the slaveholding powers in the Americas, in an effort to contain
the spread of black unrest in the hemisphere, moved decisively to limit Saint-Domingue’s contacts with the rest of the Americas by
denying the black rebels access to the sea.

When Gabriel began to lay the groundwork for the Richmond conspiracy of 1800, Saint-Domingue stood on the threshold of
independence. Under Toussaint’s leadership, armies of ex-slaves defeated the Spanish occupation in 1796, and two years later claimed
an even greater victory when British forces abandoned their costly five-year attempt to annex the French colony. Upon their evacuation,
British commander Thomas Maitland negotiated and signed an unauthorized “secret convention” with Toussaint, promising to cease
interfering in the affairs of Saint-Domingue in return for the black leader’s promise that he would refrain from exporting revolution to
Jamaica.

In the two years following this treaty, both the British and the Americans wrestled with the thorny diplomatic question of how to
deal with Toussaint’s regime. Toussaint, on the other hand, made conciliatory overtures to both nations in order to attract the trade
which he needed to rebuild the colony after years of war. Spirited debates in London and Philadelphia finally produced a policy which
met with the approval of both the British and North American governments. Britain and the United States consented to opening trade
with the areas of Saint-Domingue under Toussaint’s command and to support the colony’s move toward political independence in order
to cripple France’s empire in the Americas. In May 1799, in another series of secret negotiations, Toussaint agreed to the conditions
worked out weeks before by British and American representatives in Philadelphia. Far from aiding Saint-Domingue toward achieving a
meaningful independence, however, Toussaint’s powerful and worried neighbors would use this settlement to negate his ability to act
with any degree of autonomy in regional affairs.2

In 1798 and 1799, while the Americans and the British busily debated Saint-Domingue’s future, masterless people from Saint-
Domingue appeared in ports from Philadelphia to Venezuela, bringing revolutionary ideas with them. The already heated deliberations
of the Congress of the United States over the Alien and Sedition Acts, measures designed to exclude rebellious foreigners from the
territory of the new nation and to suppress internal dissent, took on added urgency in June 1798. Word reached the floor of the House of
a “dangerous mutiny” brewing among 250 to 300 blacks aboard French ships from Saint-Domingue anchored in the Delaware River
just a short distance from Philadelphia. Military officials observed the crew of one “sloop of war manned only with negroes … plying
round all the other vessels which have negroes on board” in an apparent effort to land in defiance of regulations confining them to their
vessels.3 In May 1799, interracial crews from Saint-Domingue brought three French vessels into the port of Maracaibo on the
Venezuelan coast under false pretenses and attempted to ignite a local rebellion against Spanish authority.4 Later that year, the
longstanding fears of white Jamaicans that the rebels in Saint-Domingue would export their revolution “by the help of the magick word
Liberty” were almost realized. In December 1799, British officials executed Isaac Sasportas, a Jewish merchant from Saint-Domingue
and partisan of the revolutions in France and the Caribbean, after finding him guilty of infiltrating the island in order to rally black
support for an invasion from Saint-Domingue. Sasportas’s instructions provided striking evidence of the potentially subversive nature
of unregulated commerce: he arrived in Jamaica in the company of Spanish contrabandists from Santiago de Cuba; “frequented public
Houses” in order to test “public opinion concerning [French] political views”; and met with maroon leaders.5

Observers critical of the apparent rapprochement with Toussaint reasoned that licensing ships to trade with Saint-Domingue would
only make such episodes more frequent and add to the problem of slave control. “We may expect therefore black crews, and
supercargoes and missionaries thence into the southern states,” wrote Thomas Jefferson after President Adams lifted the embargo on
trade with Saint-Domingue in 1799. “If this combustion can be introduced among us under any veil whatever, we have to fear it.”
Echoing Jefferson, British admiral Hyde Parker, commander on the Jamaica naval station, registered “strong objections … against this
coloured communication.” The Jamaica Assembly requested that colonial policymakers reconsider the pact with Toussaint since it
would be “next to impossible” either to keep “improper and dangerous characters” from traveling between Jamaica and Saint-
Domingue on trading vessels or to “withhold from our slaves, the knowledge of an authorized intercourse existing between our
government, and rebellious slaves of the very worst description.”6



Unable to dissuade their governments from cultivating commercial and diplomatic relations with the rebellious French colony, local
officials attempted to ready themselves by resorting to familiar practices. In Jamaica, for instance, the Assembly passed strict licensing
requirements for merchants and captains who chose to enter the trade with Toussaint. These regulations compelled captains to sign an
agreement that they would not employ French sailors “or negroes, nor people of colour denominated mulattoes” and to file depositions
with the customs immediately upon their return from Saint-Domingue, “lest Foreigners should be introduced in these ships under the
character of Sailors.” As a further safeguard against unauthorized communication, Jamaica’s laws governing the trade between the
British and French islands obliged the Board of Police to inspect and clear all letters traveling aboard British ships in either direction.7

The secret articles of the May 1799 convention with Toussaint, however, contained more far-reaching and effective measures geared
toward the same ends. Replying to critics of the treaty, the British Secretary of State countered that the agreement furnished “the best
security that can be obtained, against any communication between the Negroes of that Island” and those in other territories.8 Private
official correspondence reveals that Anglo-American policy toward Saint-Domingue aimed specifically at controlling black
communication networks. In sharp contrast to their disagreement over a host of current diplomatic issues, Britain and its former
colonies found “a common interest in preventing the dissemination of dangerous principles among the slaves of their respective
countries,” and agreed that “a principal danger to be apprehended from the liberty of the Negroes in St. Domingo” consisted in “the
eventual increase of their navigation.” British Minister to the United States Robert Liston, who attended the meetings in Philadelphia
between officials of his government and their counterparts from the United States and helped to draft the treaty, summarized the
deliberations, declaring that the British and the North Americans would work together “to put an end in toto, or as nearly as possible, to
all maritime operations or exertion of any kind in the island of St. Domingo.”9

If Toussaint won the war against the British in 1798, he clearly lost the peace. To the delight of his former enemies, he granted
British and North American ships a shared monopoly on Saint-Domingue’s foreign trade, in effect rendering the colony “dependent
upon us wholly for their daily food, as well as the other necessaries of Life.”10 Although local vessels would retain control of some of
the coasting trade between ports, the regulations of the treaty imposed “severe restrictions” upon the operation of these small boats as
well as Toussaint’s fledgling fleet of armed “ships of the state.” These restrictions limited tonnage and size of crews, and, finally,
prohibited any local vessel from sailing outside a radius of five leagues, or fifteen miles, of the coast. Boats which violated these terms
were subject to seizure.11

To Toussaint’s dismay, British cruisers patrolling the waters off Saint-Domingue strictly enforced these limits on maritime activity.
Naturally, British commanders paid the closest attention to the armed vessels under Toussaint’s command. According to one British
report, in December 1799 the black general’s “force by sea” consisted of thirteen ships manned “chiefly with negroes” and close to 700
sailors.12 If this fleet appeared modest by British standards, the Royal Navy nevertheless identified these ships and their black crews as
potentially troublesome, and soon accused them of violating the stipulations of the convention. Sometime late in 1799, British officials
reported the seizure of “a small fleet of war” under Toussaint’s orders headed from Port Républicain (formerly Port-au-Prince) around
to Jacmel on the southern shore. Alleging that the ships had strayed outside the fifteen-mile limit and had drifted dangerously close to
eastern Jamaica, British warships forced these four vessels with more than 400 crewmen aboard into Port Royal as prizes. By February
1800 British ships succeeded in taking off the sea “between five and six hundred Sea-faring Men,” who languished in overcrowded
Jamaica jails as prisoners of war. Maintaining that these men would sign aboard privateers immediately upon their release and then
attack Jamaica’s shipping, Admiral Parker refused requests from both Toussaint and Governor Balcarres to have these sailors returned
to the French colony.13

Parker staunchly opposed the treaty with Toussaint, and under his command, many British vessels zealously overstepped the
boundaries of their authority. Not only did they intercept armed ships under dubious pretexts, but they harassed and seized smaller boats
engaged in the coasting trade. Despite Toussaint’s repeated pleas that “my ships be respected,” the cruisers of the Royal Navy
frequently preyed on droggers, forcing them ashore and, in some cases, making prizes of them.14

Finally, the British and the other powers buttressed the effort to contain the black rebels in Saint-Domingue by reacting quickly to
snuff out any sign of independent maritime initiatives from within the French colony. In Cuba in 1799 as in Jamaica the following year,
officials blocked the sale of sizable schooners to envoys who had come from Saint-Domingue for the purpose of acquiring ships. Even
the discovery of a small quantity of sail canvas hidden among a cargo of goods smuggled aboard a North American vessel indicated to
British merchants trading in Saint-Domingue that Toussaint was surreptitiously planning some adventure at sea.15

The policy of containment initiated and carried out in the uncertain years between 1798 and 1800 succeeded in isolating Saint-
Domingue from its neighbors, thwarting Toussaint’s dream of rebuilding the colony after a decade of war and joining the family of
nations on an equal basis. Within Saint-Domingue, these defeats seriously weakened Toussaint’s base of support and ultimately spelled
the downfall of his authority. In 1801 an envoy of Napoleon captured the black leader and banished him to prison in France as part of
the new metropolitan government’s attempt to re-establish slavery in the colonies.

Subsequent events, however, vindicated the faith of British poet William Wordsworth and Afro-American mason Prince Hall. As
Wordsworth predicted in 1802 upon hearing of Toussaint’s imminent death, “not a breathing of the common wind” has forgotten
Toussaint; neither did his demise reverse the momentum of the revolution in Saint-Domingue. French soldiers, ravaged by yellow fever
and constantly reminded of their own revolutionary heritage by the resistance of black troops, proved no match for ex-slaves fighting to
preserve the freedom which had cost them so much. On 1 January 1804, Jean-Jacques Dessalines declared Haiti the second independent
republic in the New World. Following independence, Haitians continued to support the cause of black liberation. The earliest issues of
the Gazette officielle de l’état de Hayti, first published in 1807, commemorated the recent abolition of the British slave trade with a
serialized account of the entire story, highlighting the role of William Wilberforce and other prominent abolitionists.16 Residents of the
black republic also maintained communication with blacks in other parts of the hemisphere. Despite the host of economic and political
problems which plagued the new nation born of a revolution of slaves, Haitians made signal contributions to the movement for political
liberty in Latin America.

As early as 1805, one year after Haitian independence, officials in Brazil prohibited blacks in the militia of Rio de Janeiro from



displaying portraits of Dessalines.17 After 1804, Haiti replaced Cuba as the focus of the complaints of British officials about slaves
deserting Jamaica. One runaway slave who returned to the British island in 1818 testified that he had seen “from thirty to forty”
runaways from Jamaica during his stay there, and he explained that sailors from Haiti frequently encouraged and aided escaping slaves.
Some of these sailors may have been refugees from Jamaica or other places themselves. In June 1818, four black Jamaican sailors found
themselves stranded in London after their discharge from the navy and applied to the Committee for the Relief of Destitute Seamen for
aid in finding a way to return to the island. Two of them, however, looked forward to arriving home only because “it would facilitate
their passage to St. Domingo,” where they hoped to “secure work on a drogger or coasting vessel.”18 Occasionally, officials even
discovered Haitians engaged in active organizing in the streets of Jamaica. In 1817, the Assembly accused one Thomas Strafford, a
resident of Haiti, of having “circulated printed papers here of a most mischievous tendency,” citing as evidence a pamphlet entitled
“Reflections on Blacks and Whites.”19

During the Spanish-American independence movements, Haitian leaders offered asylum to Simón Bolívar and other revolutionaries.
In 1817, Bolívar outfitted vessels at Cayes with crews “of different Nations and Colours” to cruise “against the Enemies of Venezuela”;
many other ships sailing under the flag of Venezuela were actually “owned and operated by natives of Hayti.” During the same decade,
Spanish officials reported that black citizens of Haiti openly spoke out in favor of independence as far away as Mexico. Spanish ships
seized copies of the Haitian newspaper Le Telegraph on ships headed for Spanish-American ports; even the title of the paper draws
upon the imagery of long-distance communication.20

Throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth century, Afro-North Americans have derived inspiration from the example of
Haitian freedom and maintained both direct and indirect contact with Haiti. Charlestonian Denmark Vesey, who traveled to the
Caribbean as a cabin boy many times during his youth and actually spent some of those years as a resident of Saint-Domingue,
organized a conspiracy of slaves and free blacks in 1822 at least partly by using Haiti as a reference point. Vesey and his lieutenants
followed events in the new black nation, passing newspaper articles from hand to hand. At Vesey’s trial, one co-conspirator testified
that he “had the habit of reading to me all the passages in the newspapers that related to Santo Domingo.” Claiming to have
corresponded through black cooks who worked the vessels trading between Charleston and Haiti, Vesey promised his followers that the
Haitians would come to their aid if only they would strike the initial blow for their freedom.21 The 1820s also witnessed the first wave
of emigration of free blacks from the United States to Haiti, and blacks continued to migrate to the black republic long after the end of
slavery.22

Nineteenth-century Afro-North American historians like ex-slave William Wells Brown characterized the revolution in Saint-
Domingue as the pivotal event in the history of Afro-Americans. In the 1850s Brown delivered lectures on the subject, and his research
on Toussaint Louverture and the history of Haiti took him into the archives of London and Paris. Up to the present day, Toussaint and
the Haitian Revolution continue to occupy a central place in the cultural memory of blacks in North America. A century after Brown
published his popular lecture on the revolution, Ntozake Shange discovered Toussaint as a child growing up in the Midwest in the
1950s, and this incident provides one of the memorable sketches in her recent work.23
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